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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND

Introduction
The process of curriculum development in this
Province has too often been carried out on a crisis-management
basis.

Curriculum changes and revisions have occurred as

a defensive response to a rising tide of teacher criticism
about a particular course or text that has become antedated,
or was too long, or too short, or which overlapped too much
wi th another course.

The standard response to such criticisms

was either the deletion of parts of the course or a replacement of the text with another, generally of the same kind.
In recent years, however, mainly through the auspices
of the special-interest councils of the Newfoundland Teachers'
Associa tion, with assistance from faculty members of Memorial
Uni versi ty and curriculum consultants at the Newfoundland
Department of Education, some concerted efforts at curriculum
reform have been undertaken.

Efforts on the part of graduate

students undertaking the development and piloting of course
uni ts have also helped in the grov-ling understanding of the
processes involved in curriculum development soundly based
educational theory.
Unfortunately, the major problem with many of these
attempts has been a basic lack of follow-up.

These reforms,

like the old, are completed, instituted in the schools and
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all too often forgotten about.

Such new programs Qften fail

to produce significant improvement because teachers revert
to traditional methods, applied in many instances to programs
unsui ted to the old instructional procedures.
It is the writer I s contention that curriculum revision
and alteration should be instituted and carried on in such a
way as to promote instructional improvements.

It is not

sufficient to pilot and gain acceptance of a new course or
uni t without following through with the development and
dissemination of instructional strategies, materials and
devices which will promote the teaching of such a course or
unit in the way in which it was designed to be applied.
In various capacities with the Newfoundland Teachers
Association Science Council

I

(NTASC) over the past decade,

the writer has observed the piloting of various science
courses by many interested and diligent teacher groups.

In

many instances the courses were approved only to be given to
other teachers as a new textbook, with little information on
supplementary instructional materials and methods.

Such a

procedure often results in the failure of teachers to accept
the new course or else their grudging compliance resulting
in a new course that is a carbon copy of the old.

The failure

of many teachers to grasp the concepts and instructional
requirements of the New Math is a case in point.
The basic tenet of any curriculum or instructional
developments in the school should be the active involvement
of the majority of teachers affected in the implementation
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of the scheme.

Only through a system of mutual cooperation

and consultation can such development be effective.

The

lines of communication between the originators of the scheme
and the teachers who are to use it must be maintained at all
times.

As Margaret Gillett (1973) states:

I-Jhen substantial change is imposed from the
top without full and frank consultation with
teachers, success can hardly be assured.
This
holds true whether the change involves educational
technology, or an organizational innovation such
as a switch to modular scheduling, or a question
of curriculum.
Teachers, the very people expected
to work most closely with the new situation,
wha tever it is, may not want it, may not approve
it, may not understand it.
(p. 94)

Physics in Newfoundland
Physics has been an important part of the high school
program in Newfoundland since the late nineteenth century.
It was not until 1962, however, that the physics curriculum
took its present form,

for until that time several textbooks

were recommended from which schools could choose to teach
the pc'scribed course.

In 1964 the textbook Modern Physics

by Dull, Metcalf and Brooks

(1956) was selected for high

school use and a later edition by Dull, Metcalf and Williams
(1964) continues to be used to this day.
Newfoundland pUblic examination figures show that
enrollment in physics reached over two thousand in 1967,
spurred by interest in physical science occasioned by Sputnik.
By 1972, however, the enrollment in physics in Newfoundland
had dropped to one-half the 1967 figure, while enrollment in
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other sciences, notably biology, i!2creased rapidly.
This enrollment trend was the same allover North
America.

As Watson (1967) points out:

Thus we see that, despite much public concern,
effort, and expense, an increasing fraction of our
children are completing secondary school without
any systematic study of physics on the high school
level.
At present, four out of five high school
graduates have taken no physics.
Furthermore,
very few of those who avoided physics in school
will ever study physics in college.
If we want
any sizable segment of the future population to
have some introduction to physics, that study must
be done in the secondary school.
(po 213)
Thus, the declining enrollment problem had struck in
the United States first, and, due to local factors, hit
NewfQundland about five years later.

Extrapolation from

this decline could have led to the prediction that by 1976
there would be little, if any, high school physics in the
Province.

Several smaller schools did, in fact, discontinue

the presentation of a physics course due to lack of enrollment.
Physics enrollment in Newfoundland has levelled off
at the 1973 level but is still drastically low if this
Province is to produce a sufficient number of engineers and
technicians to meet its needs into the twenty-first century.
However, the need for a higher physics enrollment in our
schools goes deeper than just Newfoundland's need for engineers
and technicians.

Physics is the basic science.

Its content

is not only fundamental to the study of all other sciences,
but also to a thorough understanding of philosophy, religion,
history and contemporary society.

Its importance as the

basis of the other sciences is readily apparent in its wide
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range of subdivisions.

Physical chemistry, biophysics,

geophysics, astrophysicl? and other

of this science show

its all-embracing compass.
Less readily understood, perhaps, is the importance
of concepts developed in physics to disciplines referred to
as the humanities.

The mechanistic designs of Newton,

Einstein's relativity and Bohr's concept of complementarity,
to name just a few physical concepts, have had important
implications in philosophy and epistemology.

Ruth Moore

(1966) quotes Oppenheimer's remarks regarding a debate between
Bohr and Einstein on the concept of complementarity:
Oppenheimer called Bohr's report on the continuing twenty-eight year long discussion,
"The richest and deepest" dialogue since Plato's
Parmenides.
Only Socrates debating his theories
wi th the great Eleatic Philosophers Parmenides
and Zeno had explored reality as profoundly and
subtly.
(p. 397)
Knowledge of contemporary physical theories also plays
important role in understanding history and sociology.
'.:'he Newtonian system of a mechanism run by a constant set of
"checks and balances" to sustain equilibrium was embodied in
the Constitution of the United States of America.

The concept

of atomism pointed Locke in the direction of an atomistic
society which later lead to theories asserting that,

"govern-

ment should have no function except to protect the freedom
and property of the individual"
p. 74).

(Paul, Peirce

&

Stief, 1974,

These are but two of many such examples of the role

physical theories play in history and sociology.
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A knowledge of physical science is also important
for a thorough understanding of our technological society.
The advent of new technological wonders such as thermonuclear
armaments, nuclear reactors, the energy crisis, microcircuitry,
cryogenics, laser technology and many other manifestations
of the technology derived from physical science and their
impact on society can hardly be overemphasized.

In all areas

of our lives the influence of physics and the technology
based on i t is felt.

Citizens are asked to make decisions

on policies based on this new technology with little if any
knowledge of how or why i t operates.
As the basic science, then, physics has

important

and some say central role to play in the secondary school
curriculum.

Some of the facets of this role were outlined

in 1960 by the Subcommittee on the Physics Curriculum set up
by the Newfoundland Depart..ment of Education.

The aims of

physics instruction stated by this committee are to be found
in the report of the Provincial Science Curriculum Committee
(PSCC) Physics Subcommittee (1976).
The following objectives are embodied in the
teaching of physics in Newfoundland schools:
To stimulate in the student a curiosity about
the physical world and an interest in the study of
physics.
To acquaint the student with some parts of
the body of knowledge of physics and so develop
in the student a better understanding and appreciation of the many contributions which science
has made to mankind.
To promote an understanding of the importance
of the broad underlying, unifying principles and
laws of nature.
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To develop in the student the ability to
analyze problems and situations critically so
that he may arrive at logical conclusions and
explanations.
To promote an appreciation of physics and
of its international character through study of
the historical development of some of the underlying ideas.
To point out the importance of precise methods
of measurement in the development of a better
understanding of nature.
To lay emphasis on the fact that physics is
a mathematical science.
To assist in keeping the student's mind free
of popular fears and superstitions involving
science.
To provide opportunity for the student to
experience the satisfaction which arises from
intellectual accomplishment.
To participate in the preparation of the
best minds for advanced education.
(p. 17)
A more modern but general list of science objectives
dra,·m up by Mr. S. Norris

(1975, p.

3).

This list was

included in the first of what was to be a series of papers
to guide curriculum development in science in Newfoundland.
Among the guiding principles included were the emphasis
student activity,

individualization of instruction and

promotion of student interest.
Holton (1976) outlines a more specific modern concern
of physics educators:
A problem common in most countries is how to
deal effectively with those who do not necessarily
have the motivation or preparation to do very well
in the classical, narrowly conceived physics
course.
(p. 332)
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The problem has become to reach a

gre~ ter

proportion

of the student population in order to reverse the declining
enrollment trend of the late sixties and early seventies.
However, as Dietrich (1973) points out:
The concern appears to stem from the assumption that high school physics can and does
contribute to the development of individual
scientific literacy rather than from the concern
for attracting more people into the profession
of physics or physics related areas.
(p. 5)
In order to meet thi s concern, however, many publishers of physics texts have produced a series of new physics
of the 'physics is phun I variety.

These texts attempt

to make physics more palatable by stripping from it the
mathematics by which it was built and replacing i t with
sort of theme.

Such books, interspersed with

I

quippy quotes I

cartoons and simplistic explanations, are supposed to provide
the arts or non-science student with a new outlook on the
physical sciences.

Clifford Scwarts (1976) comments on this

new phenomenon in physics education in an editorial entitled
Physics can be Phun and also Phony:
The addition of theme does not necessarily
unify the subject for the beginner.
Nor does
leaving out mathematics reduce the conceptual
difficulties involved in physics.
(p. 198)
He goes on to say that instead such courses run the
risk of giving unsophisticated high school students a misleading impression of the concepts of physics and their
development while ill-preparing them for future studies in
the sciences or technology.

A more effective procedure for

meeting this need is outlined by Holton (1976):

,
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But if one wishes to engage a great variety
of individuals, with all their 'chemical properties', one must have a course which will be
meaningful in a variety of ways, each of which
is actually rewarded.
Some students will excell
in the mathematical or laboratory part, others
in the more verbal reports, perhaps connected
wi th their interest in the social sciences or
history.
Hence, the assigned work, and of course
the tests, must allow some choices or options,
to permit different kinds of excellence to show
up.
(p. 333)
This philosophy is the essence of the Project Physics
and the avenue that physics teachers in Newfoundland
have chosen to follow.

The objectives for the teaching of

physics compiled in 1960 are still valid and should be upheld
in any new physics

introduced into our high schools.

The emphasis might change from one to the other of the
objectives, and new insights, based on educational theory,
may add a new one from time to time, but these standards and
criteria should remain.
Most physics teachers in Newfoundland now agree,
however,

that the text Modern Physics is not meeting this

challenge.

A physics teachers' workshop held in 1972 at

Memorial University established the extent of teacher discontent with the Modern Physics course.

Weir and Walsh (1976)

describe the consensus reached at that meeting:
This rather traditional "problem solving
oriented" course is based on the textbook Modern
by Dull, Metcalf and Williams.
Th-e-WOrkS!10p participants felt that this book was
not m3. tched to the mathematical abilities and
learning levels of the students in grades X and
XI in this province, and it did little to help
teachers create and sustain student interest in
physics.
(p. 3)
~ysics
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A poll conducted by Mr.: Harvey Weir of ten physics
teachers from across the island in 1976 reinforced this view.
A report prepared for the PSCC (1976)

states:

Nine teachers expressed considerable dissatisfaction with Modern Physics by Dull, Metcalf
and Williams.
Comments such as "Not readable",
"Dull" and "Outdated" were common.
The overall
feeling was that i t ought to be replaced.
(p. 4)
At least four efforts to replace this course have
been undertaken with varying degrees of success over the past
ten years.

The first such attempt was the introduction of

PSSC Physics in 1966 at Prince of Wales Collegiate by Mr.
Phillip Williams.

The course was presented by Mr. Williams

after attending a summer school presented by the Curriculum
Division of the Faculty of Education at Memorial University.
Despite the preparation, the conclusion drawn from this
pilot course was that i t was not sui table for local sch09ls,
the main reason being that the mathematical content was too
advanced for most of our grade ten students.
Mr. 1'lilliams
Moore (1968)

not alone in his conclusion.

Arnold

states:

PSCC Physics was one of the innovations with
a high abandonment rate.
Al though 43.2 per cent
of the schools had adopted PSCC materials, 3.2
per cent of the respondent schools had abandoned
the materials.
The predominant reason given for
discontinuance was that the materials were considered most sui table for the high ability college
bound student.
(p. 338)
The second course was introduced in 1970-71 by Mr.
Joseph Sheppard at J .R. Smallwood Collegiate in Wabush
(Labrador).

Hr. Sheppard is still using the Project Physics
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course and is very enthusiastic about using it.

However,

no other teacher has decided to undertake this program.
The third attempt -was the introduction in 1972-73
of The World of Physics in Glovertown by Mr. A. Stewart.
The course was dropped after a half-year.
The fourth and possibly the most successful attempt
at introducing a new course was the piloting by Mr. Lloyd
Gill of Conceptual Physics.

This course was continued in

grade eleven in 1973-74 at Queen Elizabeth High School,
Foxtrap and subsequently several other schools undertook to
teach it.
1974.

This course was given alternate course status in

Conceptual Physics was chosen more as a student reader

and study guide since the mathematical content was very low.
It is in fact classifiable as a "physics is phun" text
mentioned earlier, but was redeemed by the fact that Mr.
Gill prepared two comprehensive supplement booklets to
accompany the

As Mr. Gill

(1973) states:

n important point to remember, however, is
that the student has a-----nGn-mathematical text, and
the teacher can now control exposure to mathematical
techniques.
It is assumed that examinations both
in school and on the provincial level will be
putting less stress on mathematical type questions.
In this way the Physics (sic) course should offer
itself to more students than at present.
It is
therefore necessary to stress an understanding of
the scientific principle rather than the mathematical application.
At the same time, this
supplement will allow the advanced student to
benefi t from additional material that the teacher
can provide.
(p. iv)
Despi te these efforts, however, several of the
teachers using this book reverted to the Modern Physics
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text and EO new teachers undertook to try it.

This course

is now in use in only a few schools and is slated to be
replaced with the PHE course.
This, then, was the extent of attempted curriculum
reform in the decade preceding 1974.

However, during this

time, one event of overriding significance took place.

This

was the revitalization and reorganization of the Newfoundland
Teachers' Association Science Council (NTASC).

Under the

impetus gained from the introduction of the CHEM Study
course, a group of science teachers decided to rehabilitate
the almost completely defunct NTASC.

To quote a report of

the Biology Committee entitled Program 76: A Biology Program
in Preparation (1975)
During the past three years there has been a
notable increase in the activity of the Science
Council of the Newfoundland Teachers' Association.
There are perhaps several disce'rnable causes for
thi s: a growing sense of professionalism among
science teachers, an increasing awareness of the
role of the classroom teacher in curriculum
development, a genuine concern about the quality
of science education among educators generally
and finally a greater demand for science skills
and concepts by students and the labor market.
(p.

1)

Thus the new NTASC was split up into four groups,
each to deal with one of the four major high school sciences.
Each group or committee elected its own executive and the
chairperson of each committee 'vas to serve also on the
central executive.

Under this new organization, interest

and enrollment in NTASC has increased greatly.

The Council

has grown to include a committee on junior high school science
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and an elementary science committee is co!:templated.

Most

of the meaningful developments in the science curriculum at
.the high school and junior high school level in the past
three years have come

direct consequence of the work

of members of NTASC.
It was at the first general conference of NTASC in
1974 that the physics teachers present organized to meet the
challenge of setting up a new and viable course in physics.
At the 1974 conference a talk by Mr. J. Sheppard on his
experiences with Project Physics prompted Mr. R. Anthony,
Mr. S. Norris and the writer to do some detailed research on
this course.

This led to the discovery that a Canadianized

and slightly simplified version called Physics: A Human
Endeavour was being published.

At that time only the first

two modules of the course entitled Motion and Motion in the
Heavens were available but perusal of these two booklets
convinced those teachers that i t offered some advantages
over the PP program.

It was subsequently decided to prepare

a detailed proposal for the Curriculum Division of the
Department of Education, asking for permission to pilot this
course beginning September 1974.
The results of this two-year pilot were promising
enough for the teachers involved to present a report to the
Department of Education in 1976 recommending that PHE be
given alternate

status for Newfoundland high schools

for the 1976-77 school year.

This report was sent to the

PSCC and resulted in the formation of a subcommittee on high
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school physics.

The report of

th~

PSCC - Physics Sub-

committee (1976) cites its main objectives as:
... to establish criteria for evaluating physics
textbooks, and to make recommendations pertaining to same.
In doing this i t was to take
into account the piloting of Physics: A Human
Endeavour during 1974-75 and 1975-76, as well as
existing textbooks and courses either piloted or
existing under alternate textbook or course
status.
(p. ii)
Among the recommendations of this committee were:
1.
That Physics: A Human Endeavour be phased
in a maximum of a four-year period for Grade XI
and a three-year period for Grade X, and that
Modern Physics and Conceptual Physics be phased
out over the same per iod.
Dur ing this phase- in
period it is recommended that Physics: A Human
Endeavour be granted an "alternate course"
status, starting in 1976-77 ....
3.
That copies of Physics: A Human Endeavour
and copies of Mr. w. Walsh's list of laboratory
materials [see Appendix H] be placed in the
hands of all high school physics teachers in
this Province before the end of this school
year (1975-76).

Other recommendations included the setting up and
financing of workshops for potential users of the course, the
presentation of a summer institut~ at Memorial University on
both the pedagogical aspects and physics content of the
course, the provision of a special equipment grant by the
Department of Education for schools using the course, and
the establishment of a special committee to monitor the
during its implementation and to undertake the planning and
running of in-service workshops

(op. cit., pp. 11-14).

As can be seen from these recommendations, the
mittee was very cognizant of several factors involved in
curriculum development in physics in Newfoundland high
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schools.

These are:
The wide disparity of laboratory and other facil-

1.

ities for the teaching of physics.

This disparity has been

increasing rather than decreasing over the past few years
wi th the opening of well equipped DREE schools, while older
schools are still limited to approximately two hundred
dollars per year for their physics laboratory supplies.
This has been further aggravated by the fact that physics
teachers are a very mobile group, and teachers who are leaving
are going to teach a different subj ect in the

a school

coming year rarely take the time to order supplies for the
they are leaving.
2.

The need for a carefully organized implementation

period during which teachers could be made aware of the
nature of the new course and become involved in its adoption.
3.

The wide disparity in educational background of

phy.sics teachers which ranges from a low of four semester
courses in physics to a high of a Master's degree or
equivalent.
This proj ect report is based on a recognition of a
fourth factor,

the need for teachers to become involved in

instructional development.

The lab-lecture method which was

sui table to the old course is not as sui table for PHE, and
should be supplemented with a research-discovery approach.
The philosophy engendered in the new course requires new
instructional patterns to be implemented and this project
suggests one method for such implementation.
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The project Physics Course
In order to gain a thorough understanding of the
philosophy engendered in PHE i t is necessary to examine its
origins in the Project Physics

(PP) course.

The development of the Harvard Project Physics
began officially in late October, 1963 at a meeting of the
Uni ted States National Science Foundation.

Discussions

centered around the purposes of founding new approaches to
introductory physics.

The purposes were twofold.

Firstly,

although the PSSC program had been available for some time,
there was an argument for a strategy of pluralism.

Secondly,

and more fundamental, was the fact .:that PSSC had done nothing
to reverse the serious decline in physics enrollment in the
United States, and many physics educators believed that i t
'vas actually contributing to physics

I

reputation of elitism.

Dahlgren (1971) describes this aspect of PSSC physics in a
highly satirical article:
People everywhere respect an ex-PSSC student
physicist; they knmv he I s the best available.
They also know that his breeding was extremely
selective and that there are few of his caliber.
At last count there were only eight in my class.
Although PSSC do not produce their physicists
in quantity, they do produce quality in their
physicists.
(p. 536)
After three years of intensive effort under the
guidance of the three directors, Gerald HoI ton, F. James
Rutherford and Fletcher G. Watson, PP course materials were
ready for piloting.

The development of the course was funded

by several major national foundations and involved a large
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advisory council consisting of scientists, science historians
and educators at all levels.

The materials were piloted in

1967 in more than fifty schools across the United States,
and revisions and additions in the program, in the light of
a comprehensive evaluation system, have continued to this
day.

The first version available for general use was ready

by 1970.
The PP course, as it currently exists, consists of
six text modules, each dealing with a major topic in physics.
Each module consists of a student guide (text) and a handbook containing experiments and acti vi ties.

The Teacher

Resource Book is very comprehensive, containing suggestions
for organizing instruction, background to particular topics,
description of learning materials, suggestions on demonstrations, experiments and activities, equipment notes,
answers to problems and tests, and an annotated edition of
the text.

Other materials include: student readers, films,

filmloops,

transparencies, programmed instruction materials,

tests, and special laboratory equipment.

The PP program is

accepted to be one of the most comprehensive physics programs
developed.
The basic aims of this program are outlined by
Holton (1967).
First, we wish to create a coherent, tested
course for use on a national scale alongside the
others that have been developed previously; but
it is to be a course that accentuates those
aspects of physics and pedagogy which have so
far not been prominently incorporated into course
developments in physics on the high school level,
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_ although they are widely held to be desirable.
We can hope, in this way, to provide variety of
choice in the physics teacher's arsenal.
Second, we hope to help stem the decline in
proportionate enrollment in physics at the high
school level--a decline which, in fact, is now
reaching into the college years.
Professor
Watson writes, on page 212, about this deeply
troublesome situation, one which is nothing less
than a national educational emergency.
Third, is the obvious and necessary decision
to provide teachers with all the necessary aids
for teaching good physics in realistic classroom
situations as they now exist and are likely to
exist
Here we define good physics in the
widest, most humanistic way possible, rather than
in professional terms only.
And fourth, our course development requires
thinking entirely afresh through some quite basic
questions, such as the new role of the teacher
and his involvement with the class, the new desire
to allow greater di versi ty and flexibility, and
the new opportuni ties opened up by the developing
technology of education.
(pp. 201-202)
Underlying all these ,materials and aims is a philosophy
that physics should show its diversity in the classroom.
Holton (1976)

states:

Education is achieved by imparting a point
of view that allows generalization and application in a wide variety of circumstances in one's
later life.
This difference explains why the
older, linear kind of science course, though
perhaps easier to teach, is not appropriate for
classes that contain students interested in the
power and meaning of science, but who do not all
necessarily think themselves ready to be trained
as future physicists.
Teachers and scientists, being members of a
group that plays a key role in the total cultural
life of a nation, should be proud of the existence
of this tapestry of interlinking ideas, the more
so as their field, physics, has a central place
in the total organic structure of intellectual
history.
(p. 335)
E.D. Hobb (1974) describes the PP course in the
following way:

As
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Project Physics aims at transmission of a
- cuI ture to the student.
Physics is seen to be
an essential· and significant part of the human
quest for knowledge, a "beautifully articulated
and yet always unfinished creation at the forefront of human ingenuity".
Knowledge is a
network of dispassionate facts which result
from a continuing human activity, while science
is itself that activity, a chronologically
developing train of discovery, an exciting story
in its own right.
(p. 154)
This philosophy, and the aims outlined for the course,
underline many aspects of its content, application and organization.

The first consequence of this philosophy is the

effort of the PP course and materials to reach a more varied
audience.

As Winter and Welch (1967) point out:

Project Physics has developed its course to
encourage di versi ty.
It has produced a variety
of materials to allow the teacher to adapt the
course to his personal interest. Moreover, it
has produced materials that can be used by individual students for more extensive explorations
of their own particular interests.
These things
have been done in recognition of the existence
of differences among teachers, among schools and
among students, and in the belief that diversity
should be fostered rather than suppressed.
A
logical concomitant of this view is that achievement testing must allow for differences in styles
and interests.
(p. 230)
The second consequence is that of updating teaching.
Project Physics has been inordinately successful in enticing
teachers to experiment with new instructional techniques.
Educational journals are replete with reports on such experimentation by teachers.

The PP course, by its built-in

diversity, leads teachers to attempt to use the materials in
a way which best suits their own specific circumstances.
Thus, teachers are led to think of a physics program, rather
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than a physics text or physics

cour~e.

In this way PP

promotes instructional development on the part of the teacher.
Lang, Klein and Ingoldsby (1975) state:
The development of such a program has involved
experimentation with many educational strategies
such as team teaching, individualized instruction,
varying instructional systems, and peer teaching.
(p. 409)
Other reports on such experimentation include those
by John Payne (1972), LaBrecque (1973) and many others.
The third consequence is what Holton (1976, p. 334)
calls the "connective approach".

It is by this means that

the content of Project Physics is structured.

This structure

involves a chronology--an historical development of content
combined with sections that show physics in its relationship
to other disciplines such as the arts, religion, philosophy
and the other sciences.
The fourth consequence revolves around the role of
physics in general education rather than simply the training
of future physicists.

This is what Holton (1967) calls the

"social mission of physicists and teachers".

He goes on to

state:
Now that jobs of the more menial kind are
being eliminated at the rate of about 100, 000 a
year, even the simpler industrial or business
jobs in our more and more technological society
will require some knowledge of the physical
sciences and of the elements of scientific
thinking.
without this, young people will find
it increasingly difficult to profit from inplant training, from technical home study, and
all other opportunities which in the 1970' s
and 1980' swill allO\y them to be adequate wage
earners and, indeed, citizens and parents.
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An equally important mission lies with another
group which now says ~ £0 all existing high school
physics courses: the larger and larger numbers who
go on to college and who there concentrate in the
humani ties or social studies.
They also have been
avoiding college physics courses and usually take,
at most, a general college science course, with
some reluctance and li ttle benefit.
(pp. 202-203)
Hol ton continues, stating that such students need
physics in order to fully understand the influences shaped.
by physics on the humanities and their everyday lives.
This, then, was the basic philosophy which guided
the developers of the PP program.

In summary, the major

pedagogic changes brought about by this course were:
1.

An undertaking that the elitism associated with

physics be eliminated and an acknowledgement that physics
should be open to a greater variety of students.
2.

A movement away from the traditional, mathematically

based, pre-college

to one based on a humanistic

orientation more suitable to a wider range of student.
3.

An integration of new educational technology and a

resultant lessening of dependence on a text-lecture approach.
4.

A recognition of the important role teachers have

to play in instructional development and a fostering of
experimental approach to teaching by teachers.
5.

A movement away from total test evaluation to one

involving mastery learning strategies and a more broadly
based evaluation system.
6.

Greater stress on the student as a learner rather

than the text as an authoritarian dispenser of knowledge.
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Despite_ the
believes that i t is the final
curriculum.

of the PP program, no
only answer to the physics

The people involved in PP believe that a

mul tiplici ty of courses is required if physics is to reach
the broad spectrum of students in our schools.

It is readily

understood that the wholesale adoption of the PP program in
other countries may not be feasible and that some adaptation
is required.

Holton (1976) describes this attempt in Canada:

In Canada, too, we insisted on a thorough
adaptation to the local cultural and educational
context.
Hence Canadian groups made two separate
adaptations, one in French (published in Quebec)
and the other in English (published in Toronto).
A good deal of pure and applied science is, of
course, entirely international; yet I see no
reason why a student should be deprived of seeing
the historical connections and present applications
of physical science in his or her own country.
(p.

332)

Physics: A Human Endeavour
The English adaptation of the Project Physics course
in Canada is Physics: A Human Endeavour.

The PHE course

consists of six modules: Motion, Motion in the Heavens,
Energy and the Conservation Laws, The Nature of Light and
Sound, Electricity, and The New Physics.

Each module contains

from three to five chapters on the title topic, and the
student texts contained in each module run from a minimum
of 84 pages to a maximum of 118 pages.

Each module consists

of a student text and a student handbook.

The handbook

contains the experiments for the module, many of which have
several alternate procedures suggested, as well as student
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to the end of

acti_vi ties, f i lmloop notes and the
chapter problems.

clearly student oriented.

The se texts

The style is familiar and great pains are taken to give full
and adequate explanations.
The PHE course, while maintaining the basic framework and philosophy of the PP program, differs in several
important areas:
Firstly, the PHE course consists solely of a set of
six modules which parallel in most cases the content of the
PP modules.

The lack of specially developed, supplementary

materials is therefore offset somewhat by the fact that many
of the PP materials are directly applicable to the PHE course.
However, the lack of a teachers' manual is one of the most
serious drawbacks of the course.

Indeed, in choosing between

PP and PHE the Physics Subcomm.ittee of the PSCC

(1976)

states:

The subcommittee has had a great deal of
difficulty in choosing between these two textbooks.
However, after taking into account all
of the items mentioned, and after taking account
of our local condi tions and needs, i t has decided
to give top rating to Physics: A Human Endeavour.
(p. ii)
The remaining differences, then, were sufficient to
sway the committee in favor of PHE.
The second difference is that the PHE course is
distinctly Canadian.

Frequent references are made to the

interaction of physical science with Canadian society and
history.

Examples include the story of two Canadian sci-

entists in the prologue of each module to exemplify the work
of physicists.

References to Canadian places, such
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Mosport Park racing circuit, the David Dunlap Observatory,
pickering Nuclear Power Station, and the Bay of Fundy, are
made frequently.

Canadian contributions to the physical

sciences and technology, such as the experiments carried out
by Rutherford at the MacDonald Laboratory at McGill, the
development of the first practical, commercial electron
microscope in Canada and the CANDU nuclear reactor, are
discussed.

The interaction of science and society is dealt

wi th in sections on the energy crisis and scientific freedom.
Thirdly, the PP text does not have as many solved
problems and examples for student direction as the PHE text.
Fourthly, the PP course tends to carry the development of concepts well beyond the level required for our high
school students.

This probably arises from the fact that

the PP course was developed for schools in the United States,
many of which continue to Grades twelve and thirteen.

It

can also be seen from a short perusal of the texts that the
mathematical requirements of the PP course are higher than
those of the PHE
Fifthly, the text is

The final module was not

available until early 1976.

This weighed as a positive factor

in favor of the PHE course.

For example, all modules are now

fUlly metricated and bear the seal of the Canadian Metrication
Commission.
Despi te these differences, the indebtedness of the
authors of PHE to the PP program is readily apparent.

The

PHE course draws heavily on PP for its structure and most of
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its content arrangement.

Parts of the text, many tables,

lists, problems, photographs, filmloops, experiments,
activi ties and equipment are drawn directly fr-om PP.

Other

materials developed for PP, such as films, programmed
instruction materials, parts of tests, some of the transparencies and the student readers, are readily adaptable to
the PHE course.
Most important of all, however, is that the philosophy
of PP has lost nothing in the transition.

If anything, for

our purposes, this course might be more acceptable to a wider
variety of students than is the PP program.

Douglas Paul,

one of the authors, echoes this philosophy.

Mr. Paul

(19-75)

states:
The physics story is one of an interaction
between nature (in the form of matter and energy),
a most interesting cast of characters, called
scientists, and the era in which they lived.
Physics is a dynamic human endeavour, not a bunch
of unchanging truths for the purpose of solving
idealistic problems.
It is by placing some
emphasis on the human element in physics that we
can better understand both the nature of science
and the nature of man.
(p. 54)
The need for teacher experimentation with new instructional procedures and emphases is apparent.

Most teachers

will readily recognize that this course, with its many
suggested activities, open-ended questions, multiple-procedure
experiments, and humanistic approach, cannot be easily taught
Using traditional lecture-lab methods.

All three teachers

who piloted this course found themselves adapting teaching
methods and evaluation procedures to deal with it.

Indeed,
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it was this aspect of the cours_e which led the writer to
seek some procedure whereby a rational and carefully planned
instructional system could be developed to meet these needs.
The first module of the PHE course was the most
logical place to start on such an undertaking, not simply
because i t is the first module, but for several other reasons
well.

These reasons include:
Firstly, the introduction of students to the pro-

cedures involved in the LAP program would form an integral
part of their overall introduction to the physics course and
would establish rather than disrupt the students I

study habits.

Secondly, this module contains all of the aspects of
the course in general.

It combines a mathematical approach

in some chapters with a historical approach in others.

It

therefore provides a range of objective types to be dealt
with.
Thirdly, this module contains the most difficult of
the mathematical concepts dealt with in the course, including
the introduction of graphical, algebraic and vector techniques.
Fourthly, i t provides an opportunity to study the
effects of the LAP program at a point where students I opinions
about the study of physics were not well formed.

Many of the

students entering Grade ten physics have little idea of what
the science is about.

Thus, introducing the LAP program at

this stage provided an opportunity to studying not only the
students I acceptance or rejection of the learning procedures
involved, but also, how their attitudes toward physics
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developed under this type of instruction.

A Brief Overview of the Report
Chapter I.

This chapter has attempted to provide

the reader with background information concerning the state
of physics instruction in Newfoundland.

A brief history of

curriculum developments in physics, with special reference
to their adoption in Newfoundland, has also been dealt with.
Chapter II.

This chapter contains a review of the

educational literature associated with instructional design
and various instructional strategies as they affect the
production and use of learning activity packages
Chapter III.

(LAPs).

This chapter outlines the nature of

the problem to be dealt with by this project, the purpose of
the project, its rationale and its limitations.
Chapter IV.

This chapter descr ibes the procedures

used to develop the LAPs for the project.

The development

of special instructional management procedures and materials,
as well as materials used to evaluate the effectiveness of
the LAPs, is also described.
Chapter V.

The implementation and evaluation of the

LAP program on "Motion" is described in this chapter.
Chapter VI.

This chapter contains an analysis of

the data obtained from the evaluation procedures.
Chapter VII.

In this chapter, the project is

marized, conclusions are drawn and some recommendations
regarding the revision and extension of the work done are made.
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CHAPTER II

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Factors in Instructional Design
A great deal has been written over the past two
decades on instructional design and development.

Many writers

have offered strategies or models which can be adapted to
make instructional development more systematic and logical.
One of the basic tenets of these writers is the need for
individualization of instruction in order to meet the
individual differences found among students.

The movement

has been away from the traditional, teacher-dominated,
instructional patterns to one in which the student is the
focus.

A second major influence on these developments has

been the roles that educational technology and the teacher
have to play in the new system.
Doll

(1964) discusses the role of psychological,

social and subject-matter influences on decision making in
the whole curriculum field.

He states that, before there

can be curriculum improvement, there must be consideration
given to the philosophy of education.

This should be done

wi th constant revision rather than a lengthy formulation at
the expense of action.

He gives four actions that facilitate

curriculum and instructional improvement: cause the climate
and working conditions in the institution to encourage
curriculum development, achieve and maintain appropriate
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temp_o; arrange for a variety of activities; and build evaluation procedures into each improvement project.
Mager (1962) makes a good case for the inclusion of
behavioral objectives when planning instruction, giving
reasons for their inclusion and guidelines for writing them.
Glaser (1962), on the other hand, warns against total reliance
on behavioral objectives.

He states:

If the end products of the learning process
can be rather precisely specified, then it can be
said that the student is being trained .... On the
other hand, if the' behavioral end products are
complex and present knowledge of the behavior
makes them difficult to specify, then the individual
is educated by providing a foundation of behavior
which represents approximations to the behavior it
is wished that the student will eventually perform.
(pp. 4-5)
Bloom (1965) states that there are several levels of
objectives which should be evaluated.

The educational system

tends to emphasize the simpler types of objective, such
knowledge out of all proportion to its usefulness while
tending to neglect the higher-order cognitive and affective
objectives.

Bloom's taxonomy tends to present to the educator

the need for the inclusion of these higher-order objectives
in the educational framework.
Gagne (1965) identifies in detail eight ways in
which learning occurs and describes the optimal conditions
for each.

The structures of learning outlined by Gagne are

very important considerations when selecting and organizing
instructional sequences.
Piaget (1952) describes the abilities of students at
various levels of their development, stating that most
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students are in their late junior high school years before
they can· reason abstractly.

This is another factor in

learner analysis and in the selection of instructional modes
for individual students.
Bruner (1960) believes that four themes must be considered when developing instruction: the role of the structure
which makes a subject more comprehensible, increases retention,
aids transfer of learning and narrows the gap between advanced
and elementary knowledge; analysis of readiness for learning
(consideration of Piaget' s work); consideration of the role
of intuition and analytical thinking; and motivational
siderations (including the nature of reenforcement).
Schwab (1960) states that there is a need for better
scientists and

informed public because science at

present is erroneously regarded as conclusive and unalterable.
To rectify the situation, he advocates more self-learned
segments of courses through which the student can learn to
fully understand formulation and application of new concepts.
Gillett (1973), Kinder (1973), Trow (1963) and many
others point to the role of educational technology in fulfilling the need for self-learning, individualized, and smalland large-group instruction.

They point to the need for the

integration of educational media into the instructional
scheme rather than its use as a mere adjunct to instruction.
Bloom (1971) and Carrol

(1963) point out the possi-

bility that over 90 percent of our students can learn what
We have to teach them, given the optimal conditions of
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learning for each student and a proper _evaluation system
based on predetermined criteria rather than competition for
_

a place on the normal curve.
Whi le there may be

debate among professional

instructional designers as to whether the teacher has a
role to play in this area, among progressive teachers there
is no doubt.

The teacher not only designs his own instruc-

tional materials, but is left to manage and orchestrate
the materials produced by the professional designer so that
they will fit into a course.

The literature contains a

great deal of information on the procedures to follow in
producing- instructional materials.

Needs analysis, learner

analysis, task analysis, systems analysis, behavioral
objectives, norm-referenced testing , criterion-referenced
testing, formative and summative evaluation, computer-assisted
marking, cybernetic-instructional systems, inputs, outputs,
modifiers, and so on, are all dealt with in great detail.
Such writers often give carefully analysed bits of a course
as examples of how this or that model works, but rarely are
these ideas transposed to the less sterile environment of
the secondary school classroom.
Instead, what the teacher is exposed to is glowing
reports on instructional media by the manufacturers of such
media and a great deal of "armchair philosophizing" about
how and when such media should be used.

The teacher is left

in an overcrowded and underfinanced situation where the time
when courses are carefully designed as self-teaching modules
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which integrate many of these concepts and materials, and
which adapt themselves to the individual student, appears
to be receding into a far distant future.

In Newfoundland,

the situation, while improving rapidly, still is a long way
from allowing
most schools.

single, remote computer terminal in
Yet, as Cronbach (1967)

states:

My conception of strategy for adapting
instruction has much in common with Cooley's
(1964) proposal for "programmed experiences" in
guidance.
He suggests that students can be
diagnosed quasi-mechanically with the aid of a
computer, which can use empirically validated
rules to suggest activities appropriate to the
student's interests and abilities.
(p. 39)
It appears, then, that students will be analysed by
computers and taught by teaching machines, but while this
is happening teachers still search for some less esoteric
means of meeting the needs of their students now, in the
time and with the facilities available.

While there is no

doubt that some of the models and paradigms developed by
the professional educational designers and psychologists may
bear fruit at some later date, and that the new wonders of
electronic wizardry may some day allow us to quantify all
aspects of education, today's teachers have to face several
unpleasant realities:
1.

Teachers at the secondary school level in

Newfoundland teach an average of six out of seven periods
per day.

Must of their after-class time is taken up with

correcting, student interviews and meetings of one kind or
another.
planning.

This leaves very little time for instructional
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2..:

Teachers have very little, if any, clerical

assistance.

Most of the larger schools average one full-time

and one part-time secretary to which classroom teachers
have little, if any, access.
3.

Teachers rarely have access to computer terminals,

let alone computer time.
4.
ists.

Few schools have full-time library or media specialThis particular deficiency is rapidly being improved

as school boards set up centralized media centers to serve
several schools from a single location.
5.

The practise of hiring teacher aides is not carried

out in this Province.

Occasionally, teachers are blessed

(or sometimes cursed) with student teachers who may, for a
time, help in the preparation and delivery of instruction,
but even t"his assistance is confined to the St. John's area.
6.

In many instances schools are not equipped with such

fundamental media hardware as filmloop or filmstrip projectors.
That is to say nothing of the software which is generally too
expensive for most schools to contemplate obtaining in
quanti ty.
7.

In most instances the extent of instructional design

seen by teachers is the textbook on his desk at the beginning
of the school year and the curriculum bulletin outlining
which sections are to be covered.
8.

Despite recent government undertakings to reduce the

student-teacher ratio, most teachers at the secondary school
level still face classes of up to forty-five students and
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deal with between 150 and 200 students during a school year.
9.

Secondary school teachers in this Province are not

free to select the evaluation system for their course.

The

provincial evaluation system is norm referenced, and, while
the school sets 50 percent of a student's final mark in
Grade eleven, teachers are not expected to have marks which
vary much from those obtained by his students in the provincial
Despi te these factors, however, most teachers do
orchestrate good courses for their students, often despite
outdated textbooks and lack of facilities.

Notwithstanding

the debate as to whether teachers are really instructional
designers, in many instances i t is the teacher alone who
carries out many of the steps given by Merrill (1971).
else can

establis~

Who

the really relevant characteristics of

the student to be taught at the classroom level?

Who else

specify media in terms of what the school has available?
Who else is there to make decisions regarding the modification
of such displays?

Burr (1973) describes the role of the

teacher
A manager of the educational program and
learning processes for a group of students.
Provide counselling and motivational support
for students.
Develop and manage instructional materials
in a particular subject area.
Listen to small group discussions.
Seek out and organize learning experiences
in the community.
(p. 229)
Yet in an article entitled "Fifteen
use the Keller Plan", Ben Green, Jr.

(1974) states:

not to
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You have 500 students, no help, and no time
off to prepare materials.
Clearly a counterindication. We advise people to start with a· class
of twenty, recruit two tutors, and allow a month
to prepare materials.
(p. 118)
How, then, can teachers apply the new educational
theory to practise in the traditional school setting?
can the break be made out of the current problems?
the help come from above,

Where

Must

can the teacher himself break

the ties that bind him to the old instructional methods?
Is there a way to use the system to our advantage?
A short time in the library reveals a mul tiplici ty
of individualization models: UNIPAC, IPS, PSI,
IPI, LP, LAP, etc. i the acronyms abound.

PLAt~,

COMPAC,

Such a study also

reveals varying degrees of individualization, from systems
where every student is diagnosed and treated differently to
situations involving almost traditional,· instructional
patterns with some instructional options present.

Lee J.

Cronbach (1967) lists these patterns of adaptation to
individual differences.

Of those on his list, the one which

seems most applicable to teachers at this time is that in
which "The educational goals are fixed within a course"
having "some instructional alternatives provided" as well
as some "remedial adjuncts to fixed main tract instruction"
(p. 140).

The teacher working under the restrictions stated

earlier must chose such a "middle of the road" approach to
individualization. The multi-media center with hundreds of
teaching aids is not a reality in our schools, and as
Cardaralli (1972)

states:
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If we wait for all this to become a reality,
we may never get started. -Budgets are getting
tighter, demands on teacher time are getting
greater and the need for individualization cannot
wai t any longer.
So let us talk about a realistic
beginning.
(p. 29)

The Learning Activi ty Package
One procedure for undertaking such a beginning is
the LAP.

Cardaralli (1972) describes the LAP as:

Basically, a LAP is a booklet on a given
topic containing objectives related to this topic,
diverse activities to reach these objectives and
evaluations to determine if the objectives have
been met.
The flexibility of the LAP program is
well illustrated by the fact that each school
district that adopts the LAP program sets up a
format that is somewhat unique, devised to meet
specific needs.
(p. 23)
This booklet, once developed, is presented to the
student to guide his study either alone or in small groups.
The general content of each booklet follows the basic design
outlined by Arena (1970):
1.

Rationale

2.

Performance objectives

3.

Pretest

4.

Pretest analysis

5.

Basic references

6.

Program for learning

7.

Self-evaluation test

8.

Self-evaluation test analysis

9.

Appendix

(p.784)

Within this framework, which may be altered to suit
specific needs, provision is made for remediation at levels
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4 and 7.

Each LAP is followed by a quiz based on the

original performance objectives and rationale.

But provision

is still made for a reevaluation of students by further
remediation exercises after consultation with the teacher.
At the end of the remediation the student may then take a
make-up quiz.

The student's final mark for the LAP is

determined by quiz results, written reports on activities
and projects, student interaction with media, student-teacher
conferences, and the completion by the student of optional
upgrading acti vi ties.
The other aspects of good instructional design procedures service the development and implemen-eation of the
LAP program.

Establishment of criteria of mastery, student

diagnosis and prescription, application of media, and management of facilities all become a part of the overall program.
Feedback from the evaluation system services revision
decisions so that a continual process of improvement and
refinement of the program is carried out while the program
is in place.
Nhat the LAP format or an adaptation of i t offers,
then, is a systematic means of incorporating the important
aspects of good instructional design mentioned earlier.

The

process of preparing LAPs may take several years on the part
of a group of teachers working together or independently but
it can be undertaken as a regular part of a teacher's work.
After all, tests have to be prepared anyway, so why not make
them all of exactly the same format and file them away for
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future use?

Thus, instead of throwing away stencils of

material after one use, they are filed away and can be used
with minor modifications over and over again-.

In this way

the teacher will save himself time in the future which can
be put to better use in designing more LAPs.
A great deal of research has been carried out in
the last decade which involves the design, implementation
and evaluation of LAPs or some similar form of learning
packages.

McGovern (1975) describes feedback from teachers

using LAPs as very positive:
LAPs enhance students I self-acceptance,
create a non-threatening learning mode, readily
demonstrate progress to the student, provide
reinforcement and a sense of self-direction, and
build students' inquiry skills.
(p. 13)
Unlike many other instructional design models, the
LAP program places the teacher in the central design role.
As Smith (1972)

states:

It is the author IS 0plnlon that, up to this
point, a standardized LAP (that is, a LAP that
can be used by teachers throughout the country or
even in two neighbouring school districts) has
not been developed.
Perhaps it is because of a
lack of common agreement on the part of teachers
as to what content should be taught or what
objectives are really important, or the lack of
common learning resources in different districts,
or some other reason not mentioned.
(p. 28)
He goes on to recommend that LAPs should be written
by the teaching staff wi thin a school or district.

Most of

the people involved in LAP programs agree that, in this way,
the LAPs can be individualized not only for the student but
for teachers and their facilities as well.
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Burnes (1973) _ states that individualized instruction
by the modular or package format is not an all-or-nothing
proposi tion.

He believes that anything that can be done in

the direction of individualization will be of help to the
learner.

Indeed, most practising teachers who are using LAPs

warn against too ambitious a project.

They advise the new-

comer to enter the process of individualization slowly and
wi th adequate feedback.

They suggest that the amount of

indi vidualization in the LAPs should be increased gradually
to permit both the teacher and the students to gain experience
and learn their roles in the new system.
Smith and Kapfer

(1972) describe many of the com-

petencies required by both students and teachers when they
undertake learning-package programs.

They stress the use of

posi ti ve reinforcement techniques by the

teache~

to promote

facilitative behavior on the part of the student.
Flynn and Chadwick

(1973)

carried out extensive

evaluation on the effects of individualization on the teacher
at the Nova Schools in Florida where LAPs were first introduced.

At the time of the study there were traditional,

individualized non-LAP, and individualized LAP courses being
offered.

The analysis of results emphasized the managerial

aspects of the teacher r s role in the classroom under these
three different conditions.

In describing their findings

they state:
Compared to teachers in traditional classes,
LAP teachers spent:
(a) less time presenting subject matter
inf orma tion to s tuden ts ;
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les~ time in the management of cognitive
activi ties through the use of non-cognitive
directions, requests, etc.;
(c) more time in traffic control (e.g., taking
roll, directing students I whereabouts,
etc.) ;
(d) more time using various non-instructional
materials to aid in the management of
students;
(e) more time getting supplies and materials
for students;
(f) more time making evaluative comments about
students;
(g) more time giving grades to students and
discussing grades;
(h) more time in housekeeping chores such as
cleaning equipment;
(i) more time giving directions to students
regarding aspects of the educational
environment;
(j) more time directing students to do logistical tasks (e. g., having students get
supplies) ;
(k) more time in events coded as "no
observable, relevant activity";
(1) less time asking questions and selecting
students to answer questions; and
(m) less time interacting with the whole class.
(pp. 330-331)

(b)

Among the conclusions that the writers drew from
these and other comparisons made in their study were:
1.

Students initiated most of the student-teacher inter-

actions in the LAP class.

Thus, i t appears that the LAP

program tends to put the student in charge of his own learning
more than do the other two instructional programs.
2.

In comparisons made between the LAP and non-LAP

individualized programs, it was found that LAPs assist in
the control of students and in the instructional duties of
the teacher.
3.

It was also found, however, that teachers tended to

spend more of their time in logistical and environmental
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control problems under the LAP program.

They became involved

in rather mundane matters rather than spending their time
more usefully in diagnostic and prescriptive activities for
their students.

Thus, the writers suggest that models of

teacher performance under LAP conditions should be developed
and that extensive training of teachers in these roles should
be undertaken.
Gerald Ubben (1973)

reports on the LAP as a "beautiful

design for an individualized management system".

He states

that such a design can be sequenced to provide continuous
progress learning and remediation while leaving the teacher
free to help students by diagnostic and remedial activities.
All writers warn that teachers should not get bogged down in
trivia because the LAP gives them some free time.

Such time

should be used to interact with students.
Kemp (1971) describes the need for careful selection
of media in meeting the instructional objectives in each
LAP.

He suggests that one method of making such decisions

rationally is to make use of a "criterion-questions/flow
diagram" which leads the designer through a series of questions
to the best selection of media.

He also reviews several

other designs for selecting media but warns that even the
most modern of these are still in the development stage and
much more research in this area still needs to be done.
Duane (197"3) points to the need for careful evaluation
of the LAP in the development stage and provides an evaluation
guide to assist the LAP designer.

McGovern (1975) also
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provides a more comprehensive evaluation guide for this
purpose (see Appendix D) .
The LAP program, then, if carefully designed,
initiated, and evaluated, can meet most of the requirements
of soundly based instructional design leading to a relatively
sophisticated form of individualized instruction.

Further,

it can provide a base upon which future improvements in the
instructional system can be built.

The design of the full

LAP program, however, involves not only the production of
activi ty packages but several other aspects of instructional
design as well.

Instructional Design and the LAP
The LAP program places the teacher at the center of
the process of o,:erall instructional design.

This, in itself,

is no radical departure from what has traditionally been
happening in our schools in the past.

Whether this trend

will continue, or be an interim measure, is a moot point.
The professional designer working for educational institutions
or industry is gradually drawing together the strings of
educational psychology, technology and research to produce
whole new designs for course construction and what Glaser
(1971) calls "the development of engineering enterprises
that back up the teaching profession"
this point in time, the teacher
all-pervasive backup.

(p. 18).

However, at

no longer wait for such

Instead, the teacher must become the

instructional designer, drawing upon what is now known about
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_ producing, if not ideal then at least practical, solutions
to the problems of individualization and mastery learning
strategy.

What is new,

then, is the application by the

teacher of a scientific approach to instructional design
based on the models and paradigms of the researchers in this
field.
Reduced to the essentials most instructional design
systems contain the following pertinent aspects:
1.

Analysis of needs, context, learner, and tasks.

2.

Statement of behavioral or performance objectives.

3.

Prescription of teaching and learning strategies.

4.

Organization, appraisal and design of materials.

5.

Initial testing and evaluation of program.

6.

Feedback to service revision decisions.
The

interrelatio~ships

between these elements have

been described to some extent previously in this paper (see
p. 40) and are organized by various designers in slightly
different ways, depending on the particular instructional
task to be undertaken.

The production of LAPs is complicated

in that they serve to integrate various learning tasks for
the student.

The organization outlined by Davies

(1973)

appears to serve this function well.
Step One, "Analyse overall system", is often referred
to in the literature as needs and context analysis.

Popham

(1972) defines an educational need by the following paradigm
(p.

22).
Desired educational
outcome

Current
status

Educational
need
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14 Field test and
evaluate cri terion measures

Figure 2.1.

The steps involved in developing a learning
system.

(Copied from I.K. Davies, Competency Based Learning:
Technology, Management and Design, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, 1973)
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In this context, .:!:hen, an educational need refers to the
required changes that a particular instructional design is
meant to bring about.
In looking at the current status, the following
points can be readily perceived:
1.

Teachers rarely follow a basic overall design for

their instruction, which is carried over from one year to
the next.

For example, tests developed one year are often

used, scrapped, and the process repeated in the following
year.
2.

Since there is rarely a rational plan to instruction,

the evaluation of the instructional system used by teachers
is a difficult undertaking.

Such evaluation by the teacher

of his methods only occurs when a particular lecture or
experiment is a dismal failure, in which case i t is usually
scrapped and a different attempt is made.
3.

Al though we pay lip service to individualization,

Ii ttle has been done to even get started on a systematic plan
that will lead to greater individualization.
4.

Educational technology is being used

adjunct to instruction rather than forming an integral part
of the process.
5.

Al though mastery learning techniques have been dis-

cussed in the literature for well

a decade, quizzes are

still treated as a weeding-out process rather than a diagnostic
tool.
study.

Remediation is still left a great deal to stude,nt home
In all too many cases, instruction is still geared
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to the average student._ Those attaining below-average marks
are sent to "watered down" courses or leave school altogether,
and those attaining at above-average levels

left to

become bored with instruction because of a lack of challenge.
The desired outcomes are the anti thesis of these
condi tions.

The need is for a well designed instructional

system which provides for individualization, the integration
of the technology available, the development of criterion
rather than norm-referenced evaluation, feedback and improvement of the system, and remedial and advanced loops for
students.
The context wi thin which these changes must occur
have been described to some extent previously (see pp. 41-42).
However, some positive action is being taken in our schools.
Many school boards

introducing the developmen.t of central-

ized media centers in their districts where expensive equipment
not normally available to individual schools is being provided along with expert media specialists to explain its
operation and the role that media can play.

As more and more

teachers begin to use these facilities they begin to demand
improved facilities wi thin their own schools.

When such

facili ties become readily available to the teacher, i t is
only a short step to their integration into the instructional
system.
A second important improvement taking place is the
gradual replacement of old courses by new programs which
call for the integration of media.

Physics: A Human Endeavour,
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CHEM study, the new social studies course, and the new French
course, are examples where it is becoming increasingly difficul t

for the_ teacher to stick to old, instructional

patterns.
Thus, teachers are increasingly aware of the context
within which these programs are being introduced.

Closer

attention is being paid to the support facilities, media
equipment, costs, delivery systems, scheduling, and evaluation
systems than at any time in the past.
Learner analysis involves the establishment of
factors which determine a student's readiness to learn.

In

most instances the ration?le of the high school teacher has
been "we take 'em as we get 'em."

A student I s marks in

Grade nine generally determined which course a student would
take in high school.

Rarely did students with marks averaging

below sixty percent in junior high school get a chance to
take physics or chemistry.

Despite any improvements he made

he was locked into a general or non-matriculation program by
his Grade nine marks.

The problem with this was that it is

often in high school that students pick a direction for their
lives.

However, a student who entered high school with low

marks and while there decided that he wanted to become an
engineer, or enter some other technical field, could rarely
enter physics or chemistry despite improved marks or attitudes.
Further, i t was not necessary for teachers to analyse
their students because they were all treated the

anY'vay.

However, with greater latitude now being offered students to
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pick their own courses, and the increasing use of indi vidualization, student analysis is becoming more important.
-

The step from analysis to prescription of learning

methods is still a problem.

As Carroll

(1971) states,

I predict the study of instructional methods
and individual differences is going to be extremely
difficul t and frustrating, even if i t is "most
interesting" psychologically.
Cronbach has
already pointed to the inconsistency and inconclusiveness of the available literature.
It is
then possible that research will never be able to
come up with a sufficiently solid set of conclusions
to justify being adopted into educational practise.
Despi te this difficulty, however, some basic analysis
and prescription can become part of the instructional design.
Such prescription_ may be on a "hit or miss" basis for a time
but teachers may be the ones to discover just what the
relationship between learner and task type, and the type
of instruction to use in each case, is.

At any rate', this

type of research is going to require a very large quantity
of data for its solution.

Perhaps this is one area in which

the teacher can help the researcher.
Task analysis consists of isolating component
behaviors comprising an overall goal, isolating the conditions
for the behaviors to occur, and determining acceptable levels
of performance.

Such analysis, as proposed by Davies (1973),

Gagne (1965) and a number of others, assists in breaking the
objectives into discrete but interrelated steps for which
the conditions of learning, behavioral objectives and performance levels can be specified.

Such analysis should check

the components of the task for relevance, completeness,
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triviality, necessity and

redunda~cy.

Instructional objectives arise from the task analysis.
The importance of such objectives, stated in behavioral terms,
is stressed by many writers.

Mager (1962) states, "When

clearly defined goals are lacking, i t is impossible to
evaluate a course or program efficiently, and there is
sound basis for selecting appropriate materials, content or
instructional methods"

(p. 3).

Such an objective, Mager

continues, has three important attributes; i t specifies the
terminal behavior required, i t defines the conditions under
which the behavior is to be carried out and i t defines the
criterion of acceptable performance.
Tyler (1964) and Gagne (1965) explain that such
objectives are important as a guide to the instructional
designer, to establish teacher roles iOn instruction, to
establish student roles in learning and in defining reinforcement situations for the learner.

Some, however, point

to an overestimation of the importance of such objectives
a necessary first step in curriculum development.
(1969)

Eisner

states that there is a danger of excluding from the

curriculum everything that cannot be stated in behavioral
terms.

He points to the need for the inclusion of more

general or "expressive" objectives if we wish to educate
rather than simply train our students.
The next step in the instructional design process is
a three-phase, interrelated process involving the establishment
of teaching-learning strategies, the selection of learning
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materials and the designjng of component materials not
available from other sources.

Davies (1973) defines teaching

strategies as "broad methods of instruction", for example,
lecturing, tutorials, case studies, etc., and distinguishes
these from teaching tactics which should be related to the
type of learning occurring.

Thus, signal learning might

best be carried out by questions and answers where many
examples and quick reinforcement can be given.

Chaining

might best be learned through the use of a sequential medium
such as slides or overhead transparencies with overlays.
The "conditions of learning", as described by Gagne
(1965), and the selection of media and tactics as a result
of these conditions, present the designer with many al ternatives.

These alternatives may show up in the structuring

and selection of acti vi ties as signed in the learni.ng package.
This may vary from teacher to teacher, depending on his
preference for certain tactics or possibly simply because
certain tactics are not open to him due to lack of delivery
systems.

Indeed, in some instances,

Ubben (1973) suggests,

the choice of media or tactic may be left to the student who
may be able to select the learning tactic that he has found
most suitable for his learning.
Steps 10 through 14 of Davies I organization chart
might be succinctly smnmed up as evaluation.

Taba (1962)

describes evaluation as including any way of securing valid
evidence on the attainment of objectives, including: testing,
records, and observation.

Stufflebeam (1968)

states that
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the purpose_ of evaluation is to provide information for
making decisions.

More specifically, evaluation is defined

as the process of acquiring and using information for making
decisions associated with planning, programming, implementing,
and recycling program activities.

He describes four types

of evaluation to be undertaken: context, input, process and
product evaluation, each associated with a particular type'
of decision.
described.

Context and input evaluation have already been
Process evaluation provides feedback from the

implementation of the program and services control and refinement plans and procedures.

This is what Scriven (1967)

would call formative evaluation.
Product evaluation relates the information on the
outcome of the program to objectives and to context, input
and process data.

It is this final information which services

the decisions to continue, terminate or modify the program.
The net effect of such an evaluation system, when
buil t

into the instructional development system, is to provide

relevant data for continuing revision and improvement for
long as the program is in use.

The danger here, however, is

to become so bogged down in obtaining data that little improvement takes place.

Evaluation is probably the most researched

topic in all of education, with models and systems of various
types abounding in the literature.

The developer-teacher

must be careful to retain control of the evaluation system
and not let i t become the main function of the program.
Too much data can overwhelm, rather than assist, in program
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development if i t is allowed to.

Mastery Learning, Individualized Instruction and the LAP
"We begin with the hypothesis that any subject can
be taught effectively in some intellectually honest form to
any child at any stage of development"

(p. 33).

Bruner (1960)

summarizes much of modern educational theory wi tIl. these words.
Effectiveness or efficiency of instruction is the basis upon
which mastery learning is based.

"Intellectually honest"

applies to Gagne' s conditions of learning, and stage of
development may be taken to be based on Piaget' s ideas about
student stages of intellectual readiness.
Assuming, then, that an effective way can be found
to teach different students at different stages of their
development, there should be few,
school system.

As Bloom (1971)

if any, failures wi thin

states:

Most students (perhaps over 90 percent) can
master what we have to teach them, and it is the
task of instruction to find the means which will
enable our students to master the subject under
considera tion.
Our basic task is to determine
what we mean by mastery of a subject and to search
for the methods and materials which will enable
the largest proportion of our students to attain
mastery.
(p. 1)
Dunn and Dunn (1975)

state:

It is only recently that we have begun to
apply our knowledge that each youngster learns
in a manner that is uniquely his own, through
perceptual strengths that either fortify or
discourage his acquisition of knowledge and skills,
and with a learning style that tends to dominate
his every effort to achieve.
(p. 19)
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Individualized instruction is based on the hypothesis
that the school environment can be arranged

as to teach

and structure learning to take advantage of the "perceptual
strengths" and "learning style" of each student at whatever
stage of development we find him.

Of course, i t is impossible

for a single teacher to do this for over two hundred students
each year without help.

As is pointed out by most writers

of books on the media, this is media's role.

The teacher's

role, then, becomes one of structuring instruction around
media and directing student interactions with various media
forms.

Thus, Bruner's original hypothesis implies mastery

learning strategies, individualized instruction and use of
educational technology to provide the most efficient learning
structure for each student.
The mastery learning strategy outlined by Bloom has
other implications for the individualization of instruction
as well.

Carroll

(1963) defines aptitude as the time required

by the learner to attain mastery of a learning task.

Thus,

not only should instructional procedures be modified to fit
each student, but the time limitations set for such mastery
should also be flexible.

Bloom believes that, discounting

the top five percent who may have special, inherent aptitude
for a particular subject and the bottom five percent who may
have inherent difficulties, there remains 90 percent of
students where aptitudes are predictive of rate of learning
rather than rate of

Despi te the effects of the use

of optimal learning conditions for each student, time allow-
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ances need to be varied also.

Thus, i t cannot and should

not be expected that all students in a class will be at the
same point in their instruction at all times.
Another point here, however, is that the time required
by some students to attain mastery of a particular unit may
not be worth the effort.

At that point the student should

be guided into areas where his aptitudes and learning abilities
are more sui ted to the task.
The third implication of mastery learning strategy
involves the evaluation system.

The present norm-referenced

system produces what Bloom calls a "self-fulfilling prophecy".
Since, in the norm-referenced system, it is expected that a
certain percentage of students will fail,
system is set up to achieve this end.

the evaluation

Tests and examinations

are geared to test what students do not know rather than
what they were expected to know.

Certain questions are often

placed on such tests to "separate the men from the boys" in
a particular subject area, and the result is to produce
exactly that distribution of marks that was expected in the
first place.
Criterion-referenced testing is based on the
assumption that the objectives and criteria of acceptable
performance are laid out in the beginning of the course or
uni t of work and that the students

of them.

If

a student fails to show mastery on the first attempt, then
the learning system works to provide the student with
remediation until mastery is attained. - In this way the
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expectation is .!hat at least 90 percent of students will
attain mastery and the self-fulfilling prophecy becomes
one of success rather than failure.

If, on the other hand,

mastery is not reached by a majority of students, something
is wrong with the instructional system itself, and decisions
must be made regarding the recycling of criteria, objectives,
tactics or evaluation procedures.
Bloom suggests that the criterion of acceptable performance may be established by looking at the A-level standard
of the preceding year.

Establishing this as the base line,

an attempt is made to get all students to this level.

In

order to accomplish this, the course is split into short
sub-units; the elements of each sub-unit, such as terms,
concepts, principles, applications and analysis of principles,
are determined and brief diagnostic tests. are constructed.
Such formative evaluation paces student learning, increases
motivation and insures that each learning task is mastered
before subsequent tasks are undertaken.

These diagnostic

tests are used to prescribe remedial materials for the
student.
It should be readily apparent at this stage that the
LAP is structured to fulfill many of the steps outlined by
Bloom in his mastery learning strategy.

The following table

draws a parallel between these two instructional strategies
(see Figure 3.2, page 56).
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MASTERY STRATEGIES

LAP FORMAT

Improved specificity in
regard to goal selection,
description, and task and
evaluation procedures

Provision of rationale
and behavioral objectives
based on task analysis

Improved pretesting procedures

Use of pretests, knowledge
and aptitude inventories

Improved diagnostic
procedures

Self-tests and interviews

Awareness of student background and problems

Make-up tests and remediation exercises

Al ternate instructional
procedures

Activi ties include
of media, remedial
activities and quest
activities

Allow time for mastery

Some scheduling required
but some time permitted
for remediation by those
who have not attained
mastery, while those who
have either help or
undertake quest acti vi ties

Non-graded school

Impossible under current
conditions

Figure 2.2.

LAP format and mastery strategies
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The mastery learning model makes it apparent that
if the instructional system is working properly, even under
present restrictions, then-it should be possible for at
least 80 percent of our students to attain a B-grade or
better.

There is, however, one important reservation to be

made about the adoption of a mastery learning philosophy.
There will be a tendency among teachers and administrators
to protect the present system by adjusting the input so that
the output meets with acceptable levels.

That is to say

that teachers may inadvertently set lower mastery criteria
so that, in fact,
set.

80 percent of students meet the criteria

Such an occurrence would have a -disastrous effect on

education, leading to the downgrading of the system to such
extent that i t would become useless.

What should always

be remembered is that failure to meet the criteria established
for the system means that the system needs improvement, not
downgrading.

In essence, then, mastery learning is a

striving for excellence, not only on the part of the student,
but also on the part of teachers and instructional designers,
and like all such striving, we cannot hope for immediate
success.

Technology and the LAP
One of the most important influences on instructional
design in the past two decades has been the influx of educational technology of all kinds into the learning situation.
While such technology is associated most often with the
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electronic media, Gillett (1973)

states:

Educa tiona1 technology, in the broad sense,
is a systematic way of designing, applying and
evaluating the total process of teaching and
learning.
Ideally it functions through coordinated action of personnel and instructional
media to promote more effective learning and
gain increasing precision in control of environmental factors involved in learning.
(p. 2)
Technology and media are not synonymous terms.

The,

Association for Educational Communications and Technology of
the National Educational Association defines educational
media as follows:
Educational media are defined here as those
things which are manipulated, seen, heard, read
or talked about, plus the instruments which
facilitate such activity.
Educational media are
both tools for teaching and avenues for learning
. (Morris, 1963)
Thus, the LAP is one form of educational technology
which attempts to integrate educational media into the learning
process.

The basic function of media in the LAP is to pro-

vide alternate means of instruction to meet individual needs.
Before this can be done, however, the state of educational
media in our schools must be closely examined.
Electronic media provide for audio and video storage
and display, reproduction, and computational facilities
unheard of in the schools of thirty years ago.

Such recent

developments as the cheap pocket-calculator and videotape
record units are placing at the disposal of the teacher and
the student means of learning unheard of even a decade ago.
But media also include books, pictures, diagrams, charts and
other printed material, as well as slides, movies, filmstrips,
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filmloops, transparencies, and programmed instruction
materials.
While these tools offer many possibilities for
teachers and students, there have been a number of problems
associated with the introduction of the newer media.
Rapid obsolescence and incompatabili ty.

New develop-

ments in the more complicated media such as video recording'
and computer technology have left some schools holding
obsolescent hardware that is difficult to get repaired and
is incompatible with the newer systems now coming on the
market.
Lack of coordination.

Hedia has been purchased in

many cases as the spirit moved.

Rarely has any attempt been

made to assess the media needs of a school and order accordingly.

Only when fully trained media specialists become a

part of the school's staff does this occur.

As a result,

in many instances, the school has an expensive videotape
recorder and no overhead projector.
Failure of teachers to use media even when available.
A study undertaken by John Weins

(1968)

I

designed to provide

information regarding the extent of diffusion of a number
of innovative practices and to reveal the nature of the

influe~ces and their structures which might have a bearing
on the adoption of those innovations wi thin individual schools,
showed:
(a)

50 percent of teachers made no use of
television, while only five percent used
i t frequently;
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(b)

50 percent of teachers made no visits to
the instructional service centers; 40
percent made absolutely no contact, and
only 10 percent were frequent visitors;

(c) Tape recorders, record players, filmstrip/slide projectors, movie projectors
and overhead projectors had been available in the school for years, yet only
'II percent of teachers indicated they
had used them within the last five months.
These results indicate that, even though equipment
available, and accepted at first, it was rejected at a
later date.

Thus, the problem becomes one of not only

implementing but maintaining change.
Unavailabili ty of media software.
(1963) ask,

Tanzman and Dunn

"Can software keep pace_with hardware?

we have boxes that can talk but have nothing to say"

Already
(p. 5).

Very often teachers realize that a particular concept or
principle may be better taught by the means of media but
the material is not commercially available.
Difficul ty of setting up media situations.

The very

environment of the older school does not lend itself to the
use of media.

Generally, in order to show a short film of

slide-tape presentation, the whole class must be taken to
the projection room.

In many cases the effort does not

justify the resul t.
Cost factors.

The cost to schools of providing media

in the classroom where i t is needed is extremely high.

The

addi tion of drapes and screens to every classroom in a school
runs into thousands of dollars.

Color films are generally

available only on loan and rarely at the time when they are
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re<I.uired.

Further, there is little research on the cost

effectiveness of· such media and the mood still prevail,s
among administrators that such media are really frills in
the educational system.
Trow (1963) states:
It is, no doubt, evident that no explosive
educational revolution is imminent, but that the
rate of evolutionary change is accelerating.
Further, i t is evident, at least in the author's
opinion, that the millenium of education will not
be ushered in by the purchase of a truckload of
teaching machines and another of television
equipment.
The new media provide the occasion
for overhauling educational machinery, for throwing
out what is ineffective and even detrimental, but
for retaining what is good and necessary.
The new media will not be particularly effective so long as they remain mere aids or adjuncts,
an intrusion, a fifth wheel to the educational
conveyance.
The new parts need to be integrated
into a man-machine system, and this requires
clear-cut readjustments in organization and procedure.
The required changes may take a little
time but they are well wi thin the range of
feasibili ty.
The educatlonal technologist
envisions not machine-produced robots, but a
smoothly functioning system in which the several
processes i t employs are all operating to turn
out its product--and that product is educated
people.
It is not realistic to expect that the
product will be perfect.
But the schools of tomorrow
can be far better places to live and to learn than
the schools of today.
(p. 180)
Thus, despite the factors mentioned above, media and
the supporting technology are becoming an increasingly
important part of the instructional system.

The need for

teaching our students to the ultimate of their capabilities
is making the gradually increasing use of this technology
mandatory in the progressive educational system.

It is

through the introduction of such systems as the LAP that
teachers will be made to realize the necessity for such
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technology, and that is a prerequisite for its use.

Research

showS that LAPs can be made to work under present conditions
but the deficiency of media will surely be felt by anyone
using them.
Such a statement is not mere speculation.

A great

deal of statistical evidence is mounting to show that
instructional media can increase the efficiency of effectiveness of instruction.

In a review of such research,

Molstad (1974) describes the results of a large number of
studies in which media were used to assist in conventional
instructional modes or to replace such modes by self-teaching
and discovery-learning programs.
He cites a study by Rulon (1933) which showed
increase in short- and long-term retention by students using
~ilms

plus text over those using just texts alone.

studies by Nelson (1952) and Wendt and Butts (1960)
confirm Rulon I s findings.

Other
tend to

Research by Clayton Chance (1960),

Kelley (1964) and Menne and Henne (1972)

showed increased

learning on a number of variances when overhead transparencies, filmstrips, and videotapes were used to assist in
convention-type instruction.
The replacement of conventional instruction has also
been the subject of much study in recent years.

The use

of programmed instruction, multi -media, audiotutorial and
computer-assisted instruction has proven, in many instances,
to improve instructional efficiency and effectiveness.
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Research by Sparkes and Unbehaun (1971)

sh~wed

that

audiotutorial teaching produced significantly better scores
on a biology exam after one semester than did conventional
teaching.

Paul J. Cowan (1967) conducted a study in which

the use of autoinstructional materials produced a reliably
higher achievement level than did conventional instruction.
The amount of such empirical evidence is grmving steadily.
Another important factor is worthy of note, that is,
the important role that teachers and students can play in
the production of media software.

Bullough (1974) details

some of the problems involved with commercially produced
materials.
1.

An i tern is of ten created to serve as large a segment

of the potential market as possible and therefore contains
material which is redundant or extraneous to the concept
being taught.
2.

Some are too overburdened with material to be

effective, while others are too simple.
3.
4.

Materials often cannot be obtained when needed.
Software in quantity is often very expensive.
Kinder

(1973) states:

Teachers gain valuable insights from producing
some of their learning materials.
As they produce
materials, they inevitably evaluate them, a process which, as we have seen, increases teaching
efficiency.
The preparation of materials also
enables the teacher to visualize content, to put
it into that form which best suits his teaching
condi tions.
It is natural for anyone who has
created something to take pride in that creation.
Al though teachers may complain about time spent
in producing materials, they usually enjoy the
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work and resent any attempt to force them to
forego this effort.
(p. 232)
He goes on to show several other advantages of local
production, including:
1.

The provision of up-to-date materials not otherwise

available.
2.

The treatment of local problems, applications and

situations.
3.

Saving money by using voluntary labor.

4.

The saving of teacher time in the long run because

such material can be used over and over.
Modern reproduction and photographic techniques make
the production of materials by a knowledgable teacher and
his students relatively simple.

The types of materials that

can be produced range in complexity from simple posters to
a full-scale, videotape production.
Research by the Secony-Mobil Oil Company, the
Minnesota Mining Company and P. J. Phillips, quoted in
Wilkenson (1971) and Kinder

(1973),

show that people

remember approximately:
10 percent of what they read,
20 percent of what they hear,
30 percent of what they see,
50 percent of what they hear and see,
70 percent of what they say,

and 90 percent of what they say as they do a thing.
It seems that the key to this progression is involvemente

Thus, the production of media software by students
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who read, hear, see, say, do, and wri t~ something in the
process has much to recommend itself not only as an ·aid
to retention but in motivation, higher-order cognitive and
affective learning.

Thus, students should use the media

in an active as well as a passive way.

In this way "The

medium becomes the message", as McLuhan (1964) points out,
and the prophecy made by Trump (1967) can come true today:
In the school of tomorrow, students will
undertake special proj ects which they have
selected themselves, or which teachers have
suggested.
The projects will clarify, add to,
or enrich subject matter presented in large
classes and further explored by discussion in
small classes.
Teachers will learn to present
materials in an open-ended manner.
That means
in such a way that students will be encouraged
to question the information, rearrange the data,
seek further answers, and try to surpass previous
accomplishments.
(p. 27)
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CHAPTER III

THE PROBLEM

statement of the Problem
The problem dealt with in this project was the
development of an instructional system as a follow-up to
earlier curriculum development.

The instructional system

to accomplish the following objectives:
1.

Provide a base for constant revision, improvement,

and updating of learning materials and procedures.
_ 2.

Provide a vehicle for the integration of all avail-

able media into the instructional system.
3.

Promote student involvement, interest and mastery

of content.
4.

Provide procedures for independent study, indi vidual-

ization, student research and discovery learning.
5.

Provide adequate direction for classroom management

during independent study.
6.

Provide adequate evaluation of student mastery of

content and research skill s.
7.

Suggest areas for purchase and production of new

media.
To summarize, the problem was to provide an
instructional system which would meet the philosophical and
pedagogical needs of the new physics course while providing
teachers with a workable method of classroom and materials
management.
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The purpose of the Project
More specifically, the purpose of this project was
the development of a set of six learning activity packages
(LAPS) to accompany the first module of the course Physics:
A Human Endeavour (Paul, Peirce, Stief, 1974).

This course

a pilot program by Mr. R. Anthony and the

was introduced

writer in 1974 and was accepted by the Newfoundland Department
of Education to replace the old course, Hodern Physics (Dull,
Metcalf,

~'lilliams,

1964) by 1979 after a three-year "phase-in"

period.
The development of the LAPs also included the production of student and program evaluation materials and the
development and production of certain media software to
accompany the LAPs.

Also included was the production of

lists of laboratory and media software
to be used with the

~vailable

commercially

(see Appendices) .

Thus, a program of activity packages constituted an
instructional management system that made i t possible to
preplan a large number of learning sequences in order to
achieve a multi-media, multi-level, multi-procedural system
of instruction.

It also provided for the preplanned use of

educational technology in the learning situation, an essential
element if we are to make adequate use of such technology.
In the field of testing and evaluating these materials,
an attempt was made to answer the following questions:
1.

How did the use of these materials affect student

mastery of subject content?
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2.

How did the use of these materials affect student

atti tudes towards physics?
3.

Did the procedures, as outlined by the mate:r;ials,

form a manageable, instructional system for teachers?

The Significance of the Study
This project is viewed by the writer as a consequence
of his previous involvement in the curriculum development
associated with piloting the new physics course Physics: A
Human Endeavour.

The instructional development phase of the

work involved in establishing a new course is to involve
the production and field testing of LAPs for the first module
of the new course.
If the results of this project justify it, the use
of LAPs should

b~

extended to the other modules of the course.

During this time the materials will be disseminated to other
interested teachers who will be asked to aid in the development and revision of the materials.

Such an effort could

include the testing of new audiovisual materials, experiments
and reading materials, the production of revised LAPs and the
production and testing of a comprehensive evaluation system.
The maintenance by teachers of old instructional
patterns is often caused by the lack of supportive materials
and the knowledge of how and where to use them.

Few teachers

have the time or inclination to test such materials and
instructional procedures unless adequate information is provided as an integral part of the new course program.

This

-
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situation is further compounded by the fact that physics
enrollment is so low in most Newfoundland high schools that
teachers have only one or two physics classes to teach.
Thus, physics is rarely the major interest of such teachers.
Few teachers, however, would refuse to make use of such
materials if adequate information was provided and if they
were convinced that such procedures would help to improve
instruction.
Blake and McPherson (1969) point out the following
advantages of a well developed, individualized instructional
plan for teachers:
(I) It frees the teacher from teaching many
of the routine basic skills of the subject.
(2) It enables him to meet more accurately
the individual need of each child.
(3) It furnishes him with diagnostic devices.
(4) It allows him to spend more time with
students who need the most help.
(5) It "enables him to bring a structured,
carefully thought-out program to his pupils.
(6) It helps the teacher to serve not only
as a lecturer but also as a guide to the pupils
in his efforts to increase his (sic) knowledge
of a given subject.
(p. 65)
Also, as Haney and Ullmer (1970)

state:

A teacher "is asking too much of himself to try
personally to provide all the stimuli required for
learning.
Let the media do it.
The teacher I s job
is to organize the circumstances that provide the
best opportunity for learning and to ensure that
learning takes place.
He can ease his own burden
if he uses media to its (sic) best advantage and
builds replicable, instructional episodes around
media forms that can be repeated for successive
classes.
In plain talk, once he has the "system
working", he can spend less time talking and more
time on planning and evaluation.
He can cease
being a drill sergeant and become, instead, an
educational executive.
(p. 7)
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If, then, information can be provided to the teacher
with the new course, listing available and useful materials
and instructional techniques, and filling in the gaps with
locally produced materials, most of the follow-up to curriculum development can be accomplished.

When this is

coupled with a practical, instructional management system,
the teacher has the basis upon which he can build effective
instructional development.
Thus, the significance of this project lies in the
development of just such an instructional management system
designed to promote teacher experimentation with individualized instruction techniques, the integration of new types
of media hardware and software, and the local production of
media software.
The project's significance is further accentuated by
its introduction in conjunction with a new course.

Teachers

aware that the new course is to supplant the old one
over the next few years, and they have displayed an interest
in obtaining relevant information.

Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study, the following definitions were adopted:
Learning Activity Package

(LAP).

An organized

sequence of learning instructions to guide the student,
an individual or in small groups, through a series of learning
activi ties and evaluation procedures which will lead to the
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mastery of a set. of prestated learning outcomes
short topic of significance is termed an LAP.
Instructional management system.

A framework wi thin

which various learning activities may be carried out is
termed an instructional management system.

The system in-

volves procedures and strategies on the organization and
management of learning materials, instructional techniques
and evaluation.
Curriculum.

A structured series of learning outcomes

which are the output of the curriculum development system,
and the input of the instructional development system, is
defined as the curriculum.
Instruction.

The interactional processes that occur

among students, teachers and the school time environment are
considered to be instruction.
Individualized instruction.

For purposes of this

study, the individualization of instruction will include the
provision of instructional al terna ti ves and adj uncts to
fixed main-tract instruction.
Physics.

The scientific study of the interaction

between matter and energy.

For purposes of this study it

also involves the historical development of the science,
well as its interaction with contemporary society.

Limitations of the Study
This study, being developmental in nature, was
restricted in the following ways:
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1.

No attempt was made to test the applicability of

the procedures used to other than grade ten students.
2.

The study was limited to the development of materials

on one topic of the physics course, namely, motion.
3.

The materials developed make direct reference to

passages in the text Physics: A Human Endeavour and are not
readily applicable to other texts.
4.

The project was limited to field testing in two

large urban high schools.

The applicability of the materials

to smaller schoo"ls with different facilities cannot be
readily judged.
5.

The study was not intended to evaluate LAPs in general

individualized instructional procedures in general.

The

conclusions drawn here are restricted to those materials
specifically develop.ed in this study.

However, i t was

possible to draw some tentative conclusions to spur future
research and development in this area.
6.

As a developmental study, the treatment given to the

test group was not fixed but was left flexible and was
adjusted in the light of formative evaluation as the project
was implemented.

The study, therefore, was not a strictly

experimental study but a field test.
7.

Random sampling of treatment groups was not possible.

Instead, intact class groups with readily discernible differences were taken as subj ect groups in both schools.
In reference to number four above, i t follows at the
outset that any attempt to develop a comprehensive system of
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LAPs to meet the needs of all schools with their differing
facili ties and equipment will be doomed to failure.

Only

if all schools had the same equipment and facili-ties could
such an undertaking be conceivable.

Indeed, such an under-

taking was not envisaged; rather, this study has

its main

objective the testing of the procedures involved

that

other teachers can develop LAPs of their own or adapt those
already produced to make them consistent with the facilities
and equipment which they have available to them in their
schools.
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CHAPTER IV

DEVELOPMENT OF MATERIALS

The development of materials for this project began
in the fall of 1975 out of an effort to preplan instruction
for the PHE

up until that time the writer had

ducted instruction using many of the methods described earlier
in this report, i. e., the use of media as an adjunct to
instruction, the scrapping of test forms and results after
one use, the

of tests as a method of rating students

rather than as a method of diagnosing their problems, etc.
After teaching the Modern Physics course for a period
of ten years, the writer knew the book "backwards" and for
the most part was content to contin~e with the old metho~s
of instruction with a few minor modifications from time to
time.

However, despite good public examination results, dis-

satisfaction with the course and instructional procedures
grew until finally the writer and a close associate, Mr. Roy
Anthony, undertook to pilot the PHE
offered the opportunity for a new beginning.

This
The traditional

lecture-lab approach did not fit in well with the new course
for reasons outlined earlier and changes had to be made.
Originally the reorganization was to take the form
of preplanning a series of lectures with integrated use of
media and appropriate demonstrations suggested by the new
course.

It soon became apparent, however, that this would
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still retain the student in his mainly passive role, while
the aim was to get him involved actively with the course and
its materials.

Meanwhile during research for a course in

instructional design, the writer came across the idea of
LAPS.

These seemed made-to-order since such a program pro-

vided a means for preplanning instruction while, at the same
time, provision could also be made for student involvement
and a constant process of program revision and improvement.
Also, it seemed that the LAP program could be made to operate
wi thin the framework and with the facilities then available
wi thin the school.
Work was begun on the LAPs for the first module of
the PHE course following the Davies learning system development chart (see p. 44), with some minor modifications brought
about by the peculiar nature of the LAP.

The result was the

production of the five LAPs to accompany the first module
of the PHE course entitled Motion (see Appendix C).

These

are considered to be a first approximation and will be
revised, edited, and extended as a result of the data gained
from the field test described in this study.

The following

sections of this chapter outline the procedures used in
developing the LAP program for the first module.

Context Analysis
Before undertaking such a program it was necessary
to look at the environment in which it was going to be used.
Luckily, much of this context analysis had already been
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carried out for the introduction of the new course.

This

analysis included:
1.

Stocktaking of all laboratory facilities and equip-

mente
2.

Stocktaking of all media hardware and software

associated with physics within the school.
3.

Establishment of costs entailed in the introduction'

of the new course.
4.

Establishment of the facilities and equipment

required for the new course, including a complete list of
laboratory equipment (see Appendix H)

and a list of media

available commercially (see Appendix I).
The results of the analysis of materials and facili ties available and required led to a program of gradual
upgrading of

th~

physics laboratory facilities.

In this the

writer was helped immensely by the cooperation of the school
principal, Mr. Tilley, who saw to i t that the laboratory
was provided with drapes, a fold-away projection screen, a
standard filing cabinet, a thirty-drawer filing locker, and
an assignment cabinet.
A second, important factor was the provision by the
Department of Education of additional funds amounting over
a period of four years to approximately 2000 dollars for
laboratory equipment.

This, together with the regular lab

grant of approximately 300 dollars per year, has permitted
the stocking of the laboratory with most of the equipment
required to carry out all the activities and experiments
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described in the text.
A third, important factor has been that the writer
was probably th§! first in the school to make full use of the
media hardware available.

A collection of a movie projector,

super-eight filmloop proj ector, filmstrip projector, slide
projector, tape recorder and television has been appropriated for the physics laboratory without the slightest
problem.
The fourth factor which has enabled the improvement
of facilities and materials was the establishment in our
school of the school board's regional Instructional Media
Center.

This center is fu.lly equipped for the production of

various types of software and contains hardware nor normally
available to schools in the system.

Mr. Staple, the Director,

has been extremely cooperative in assisting in the production"
of materials and in helping students in the production of
projects involving the use of media.

One such project in

which he assisted two physics students to produce a slide-tape
presentation entitled Man In Space was ultimately shown at
a meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada at
Halifax in 1976.

It received recognition from the Dean of

Astrophysics of McGill University and is currently the
subject of a CBC production on student projects (see
Appendix G) .
In terms of facilities, the program is fortunate.
Constant improvement is occurring, guided by a plan which
includes the setting up of individual viewing screens at
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the back of the laboratory, ordering of new

so~tware,

and

the local production of materials by teacher and students.
Scheduling restraints have been lifted somewhat by
the inclusion of five 40-minute periods in Grade ten physics,
up from four last year.

However, scheduling is still fairly

inflexible and most probably will remain that way for
time.

Evaluation procedures are also relatively fixed, with

major examinations accounting for from 60 to 70 percent of
a student's final mark.

Thus, all the activities and projects

which the students undertake are worth only 30 to 40 percent.
This is established by Board policy and will take some time
to change.
The context analysis reveals that what is required
than anything else at this point, however, is more
varied software.

The delivery systems are, for the'most

part, in place but, in order to meet the need for remedial
work of all sorts various types of programs need to be
developed.

Task Analysis
The second step in Davies' organizational chart is
the analysis of the task or job.

Since the purpose of the

LAP program is to organize the learning of the complete
sequence of content in the first module of the physics course,
this might better be termed content analysis.

The content

of the module was divided into six major topics which ran
basically parallel to the chapter arrangement of the module.
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An exception had to be made in the case of Chapter two
which contained a lot of new mathematical concepts.
fel t

It was

that an LAP to cover the whole chapter would be too

long, so i t was decided to split the chapter into two parts.
The LAP arrangement was:
LAP 1-1-1

PHYSICS BEGINS

LAP 1-2-1

ANALYSING SIMPLE MOTION (Graphs)

LAP 1-2-2

ANALYSING SIMPLE MOTION (Equations)

LAP 1-3-1

GALILEO DESCRIBES MOTION

LAP 1-4-1

KINEMATICS

LAP 1-5-1

THE BIRTH OF DYNAMICS

The next step in the content analysis was to divide
the major topic into subtopics showing relationships between
them.
Figure 4.1 gives

example of how the topic of a

LAP may be broken down into subtopics.

At this point, the

place of the topic in the overall course scheme and philosophy
is established.
the LAP.
Cardaralli

From this statement comes the rationale for

The function of the rationale, as outlined by
(1972), is " ... the rationale is aimed at providing

the student with a reason for studying this topic."

The

basic idea which is illustrated by LAP 1-1-1, for example,
is that ancient science was based a great deal on simple
qualitative observation and a corrunon-sense description of the
phenomenon under question.

This is a statement that the

student should be able to derive from a study of this chapter
wi thout prior prompting.
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LAP 1-1-1

PHYSICS BEGINS

(Major Topic)

Four Elements

t
Natural Place

~

GREEK SCIEijCE

ARISTOTLE

~otion

<:

)

!

Celestial Bodies
(quintessence)

1
t

Natural Motion
Free Fall

1

~

; / l e n t Motion
Aristotle's Method

1

Historical Developments
Romans

~
Thomas

/

Aquinas

~
The

/
Dark Ages

~

Church

~

Reasons for Retention
of Aristotelian Science

J

Paradigms

Figure 4.1.

Topic trend in LAP 1-1-1
Science by qualitative observation and "common
sense"
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A more detailed analysis of the concepts and
principles in each subtopic was left at this point for
future work on the development of software for the LAP.
Where such a need was obvious and necessary, such work was
undertaken and resulted in the production of a large number
of overhead transparencies
text entitled

~hical

(see Appendix F), and one tape-

Analysis: Program One.

However,

the subtopics gave sufficient direction for the specification
of objectives and activities for the LAPs.

Statement of Objectives
Cardaralli (1972) states,
In the LAP, the function of the objective is
to communicate goals to the student, and thus
should be written in his language.
In the beginning, this may be simply a performance objective.
However, most secondary school students will
profi t by the direction provided through precise
behavioral objectives, especially if the students
are encouraged to establish their own minimal
level of acceptable performance.
(p. 25)
Attempts to state behavioral objectives at different
cogni tive and affective levels immediately ran into problems:
1.

The level of the objective often depends on the

depth to which instruction is taken, for what may be simply
recall in one instance may be some other level in another
case.
2.

The level of the objective is also often established

by the type of question or exercise used to evaluate it.
3.

Questions or exercises involving the affective domain

are, in many instances, open-ended and cannot be marked right
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or wrong definitively.

How, then, can criteria of acceptable

performance be established?
Thus, establishment of objectives_ is inseparably
intermixed with the statement of questions, selection of
student activities and the setting of evaluative criteria.
In order to minimize the effects of these problems, the
establishment of these three parts of the LAP was taken as
a joint venture.

The objectives were sometimes stated first

and the evaluation system components derived from them, and
in other instances the objectives arose from questions contained in past examinations, standard PP quizzes and the
resul ts of activities.
By using the "forward" and "backward" approach the
writer found that a fairly comprehensive list of objectives
could be obtained for each LAP.

At this point, however, a

fourth problem arose; in some instances the number of
objectives for each LAP became inordinately large and in
other instances the statements became too long and cumbersome
for easy student comprehension.

This was especially true

where such objectives involved rather complex, mathematical
manipulations.
Since the basic function of the objectives at this
stage was to inform students, i t was thought best in most
such cases to sacrifice some specificity for brevity.

For

most LAPs, after some deliberation, it was found possible
to limit the number of objectives to about six per LAP and
the length of objectives to about two lines, while maintaining
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the essential elements for student direction and understanding.
Mager - (1962) describes three properties that a well
written objective must have:
First, identify the terminal behavior by
name; you can specify the kind of behavior that
will be accepted as evidence that the learner has
achieved the objective.
Second, try to define the desired behavior
further by describing the important conditions
under which the behavior will be expected to
occur.
Third, specify the criteria of acceptable
performance by describing how well the learner
must perform to be considered acceptable.
(p. 12)
As Mager goes on _to suggest, hOvlever, it is not
always necessary to specify all three conditions to have
an acceptable behavioral objective.

Diagnosing Entering Behaviors
Although this appears as number four in Davies'
organizational chart, preceding the establishment of objectives,
it was placed in the LAP after the obj ecti ves.

The main

purpose of this positioning was to permit students to decide
for themselves whether or not they would require upgrading
exercises before undertaking the activities.

Diagnosis for

the various LAPs took the form of a pencil-and-paper pretest,
a discussion, or student-teacher dialogue.
The entry behaviors of students entering the LAP
program were ascertained in three ways:
1.

A knowledge inventory consisting of a 20-item
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multiple-choice quiz on the content
2.

cov~red

by the LAPs.

An attitude inventory consisting of a 50-item

_ questionnaire.
3.

A class discussion covering the types of experiences

students underwent in previous science courses and what they
expected of the physics course in senior high school.
The first two instruments also formed the pretest for
overall program evaluation.

The results obtained with these

instruments will be described in detail in the next chapter.
Entry behaviors for the individual LAPs are usually
tested by a pretest which follows the reading of the objectives by -the students.

In most instances, however, the

pretest was omitted in this program because of its sequential
arrangement.

The quiz at the end of one LAP formed the

pretest for the next LAP in the sequence in "all but one case.
The only exception occurred in LAP 1-2-2 where information
was required on the students' ability to use and manipulate
algebraic equations and symbols.

Remediation for this pretest

consisted of references to various elementary mathematics
books and the use of the PP programmed instruction booklet
Equations 3.
One other important consideration in the decision to
leave out pretests was that all students entered Grade ten
from feeder schools whose mathematics and science programs
were known to the writer.

Thus, a reliable source of infor-

mation on students' previous experiences in these areas was
available.

Further, the course was so designed that very
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little in the way of specialized prerequisite knowledge is
required.

It is generally accepted that students will have

a basic knowledge of the following:
1.

Units and prefixes of the metric system of measure-

ment, including units of mass, length and volume;
2.

Algebraic manipulation of simple equations; and

3.

The plotting of graphs

In each case, however, there is sufficient treatment in the
text for students without these skills to make up their
deficiencies.
The pretest required for LAP 1-2-2 was keyed to an
sheet and was to be self-corrected by

student~.

The

sheet contained suggestions for further study with
each answer so the student could correct his own errors.
Upon c:ompletion of the pretest the student should be ready
to undertake the learning of the material in the section
covered by the LAP.
The general structure used for the LAPs in this
program varies from the outline suggested by Arena (see p. 36)
from this point on.

The general outline used for the LAPs

in this program is as follows:
1.

Rationale

2.

Objectives

3.

Pretest

4.

Pretest correction and remediation

5.

Acti vi ties

6.

Self-test
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7.

Self-test correction and remediation

8.

Quiz

9.

Quiz corr_ection and remediation

10.

Make-up quiz

11.

Quest activities

The major changes involve a greater opportunity for
remediation of student behaviors than that offered by Arena's
model.

The quest activities provide a place for students

to pursue their own interests, and basic references and
appendix materials are included in the body of the LAP.

Specification of Activities
In Davies' chart this might fall under blocks 7 and
8, organization and selection of learning resources and
teaching strategies.

Basically, the activities suggested

by the LAP refer the student to various media.
are of two types: study and interaction.

The activities

Those activities

requiring the submission of a report of some kind for
evaluation purposes are denoted by an asterisk (*). Generally,
the activities for each LAP include the following:
1.

Direction to study particular pages of the text or

some other printed material;
*2.

Direction to perform an experiment associated with

the content of the LAP;

* 3.

Direction to solve problems or answer questions in

the text or other book; and

* 4.

Direction to read an article in some book other than
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the text, or to interact with media and write a brief
report or summary of from 8 to 20 lines.
Each of the four basic types of activity is intended
to call into playa variety of teaching-learning strategies.
Type one activities.

These are intended to be

followed by a discussion period in which small study groups
discuss the material and compile a set of questions on the'
content.

Each group is then to present their questions

orally to the class for suggestions by the other students
or the teacher.

The group may be referred to other materials

to research the question, or the questions themselves may
give rise to a teacher lecture on the topic.
Type two acti vi ties.

Experiments are to be carried

out during double periods by groups of from two to four
students.

The experiments may, however, run for longer

periods if required.

Each student is expected to hand in a

wri tten report on the experiment, which is to form a part
of his overall evaluation.
Type three activities.

Problems and questions can

be done in groups or individually.

They may be done in school

during regular physics periods, during study periods, or at
home.

Generally, these exercises are expected to give rise

to student-student and student-teacher interaction.

If a

particular problem gives many students problems the solution
may be presented to the class by a student or by the teacher.
One good exercise may be to have particular students called
to present such solutions.
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Type four activities.

These are intended to be an

individual project to be done during class time or at home.
It is expected that many of the suggesti.ons made in the LAP
for this type of activity may be substituted for upon student
request.

Students may wish to report on TV programs, news-

paper or magazine articles of interest on the topic under
discussion.

Such activities present a way of obtaining

current and local information into the classroom.
In most instances, however, the types of activities
that could be prescribed were limited by the availability of
media software.

The supply of filmstrips,

filmloops, slides,

tapes, transparencies, programmed instruction materials, and
other software that could be used for specific content was
found to be non-existent in most cases, despite a program
of upgrading such facilities over the past year or two.

It

is at this point in the planning that such limitations really
show.

As more of these materials become available the LAP

activities will be updated to include them.

For this reason

the LAP activities did not meet all the criteria required of
them by McGovern (1975), Cardaralli
As Smith (1972)

(1972) or Arena

(1970).

states:

These activities should provide each student
wi th a choice of al terna ti ves concerning not only
how, what, when, and where to learn but also
opportuni ties for the efficient use of a wide
range of learning resources.
Stated another way,
these activities should provide the learner with
alternatives in terms of the following:
1.
Mul ti-media--the use of various kinds of
audiovisual equipment and the performance of
sensory-oriented tasks;
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2.
Mul ti-mode--variations in process goals
that determine the -size of the learning group and
the methodology (i. e., large-group instruction,
small-group instruction, individual work);
3. Mul ti-content--differing levels of sophistication or difficulty of all resource materials,
whether printed or audiovisual; and
4.
Mul ti-activi ties--variations in terms of
paper-and-pencil activities such as listening,
viewing, speaking, participating in academic games
and simulations, manipulating, etc. (p. 25-26)
In providing variety in the forms above, the PRE
course will hopefully provide for the types of students that
Holton describes and make allowances for their different
'chemical characteristics' described on page 17.

Thus, such

a program will not only meet the criteria of individualization,
but will assist in promoting the philosophy of physics
instruction enunciated by the original developers of the
Project Physics course.

Evaluation and Remediation Materials
One of the most important aspects of the LAP program
is the provisions for diagnosis and remediation of student
learning.

This is in keeping with Bloom's philosophy of

ensuring mastery of one segment of learning before the next
segment in the sequence is undertaken.

The most rational

atti tude that a teacher should take is not that some students
will fail the course, but that all students should pass with
as high a mark as their abilities and time restrictions permit.
The evaluation and diagnosis phase of the LAP program is
designed with this in mind and permeates the final segments
of each learning package.
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The first sections of the LAP attempt to
high quality instruction takes place.

that

The latter segments

attempt to ensure that, if i t does not, then students will
have every possible opportunity to redress errors and rectify
problems.

In the LAPs developed for this program this is a

four-phase process.

The LAP sections that attempt to ensure

full diagnosis and remediation insofar as possible
follows:
1.

Every LAP contains a self-test based on the original

objectives stated for the LAP.
is two-fold: firstly,

The function of these tests

the self-test serves to inform the

student of the type of questions which arise from the
objectives i

and secondly, it permits students to check their

mastery of the material before undergoing summative evaluation
of their learning.

In - this way the self-te~t asserts the

student's responsibility for his own progress.
Each self-test is pr?vided with an answer key which
provides the answers to the questions, thus providing the
student with a sample of what is expected from his own
answers.

The answer key is also provided with directions

which suggest various procedures by which the student can
correct any errors he might have made.
2.

The quiz is again based on the objectives but is

corrected by the instructor using an answer key which sets
the criteria of acceptable performance for the behavior
elicited by the question.

The quiz serves to monitor student

mastery of the material contained in the LAP and is one of
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sev~ral

3.

instruments used to determine final grades.
The make-up quizzes were composed in three different

forms, two of which are given on a random basis to students
as the quiz above.

If, however, a student shows lack of

mastery on the quiz, he is directed to do remedial study and
is allowed to write the make-up quiz after he has completed
the remedial work.

The student I s final mark is then deter-'

mined by taking his highest mark in the two quizzes.

An

attempt was made, in producing the three different forms of
the quiz for each LAP, to keep them as equivalent as possible.
4.

Students who attain mastery but are still not sat-

isfied with their marks on the evaluation materials for an
LAP, can undertake extra activities called quest activities
to upgrade their marks.

Quest activities are also used to

permit students who finish th.e work ahead of the others in
the class to undertake activities which enrich and extend
the content covered by the LAP.
The remediation activities suggested in steps 1, 2,
and 3 above consist of interaction with various types of
media and the recycling of students through the regular
activities.

The remediation activities may take the form

of small groups working with the teacher or advanced student
either during class times or after school, or individual
study at home or in school.

It is most important that

students learn early that such remedial activity is designed,
not as a punishment for a poor showing on a quiz, but as a
genuine attempt to assist them in gaining mastery of the
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material.

Thus, in the LAP program the evaluati.?n system

is designed to be used as a means of fostering cooperation
between the student and the teacher in the learning enterprise.

The function of the teacher in this enterprise then

becomes to assist the student in attaining the highest marks
he is capable of, while maintaining the highest standards
which students are capable of achieving.

Hopefully, also,

as this philosophy gradually gains acceptance, the evaluation
system should also attempt to promote student cooperation
rather than competition.
Overall student evaluation is comprised of results
from the following- student acti vi ties:
TYPE OF ACTIVITY

PERCENT VALUE

Quizzes

10

Experiments

10

Problem Sets

10

Articles and Books
Projects

10

Quest Acti vi ties
Major Examinations

50

It was the policy of the school board in which field
tests were conducted to place a high value on major examinations; hence the 50 percent value given here.
The second major function of the evaluation system
is to provide data for the improvement and modification of
the LAP program itself.

Information gained on student
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performance and progress through the program _will, in turn,
service such decisions as the validity and reliability of
quizzes and the efficacy of various types of learning
materials and procedures.

In the light of such information,

quizzes will be modified and instructional strategies
al teredo

Optional and Que st Activi ties
The final section of the LAP contains the specification
of optional

quest activities.

Generally, the suggested

quests include the performance of extra experiments found
either in the student handbook or some other source, various
activities suggested in the handbook or by students themselves, interaction with media which is generally too advanced
for the

proper, gold-star problems involving the

researching of some topic and the answering of specified
questions on the research, and the reading of books.
The basic purpose of such activities is to provide
the more able student with opportunities to go beyond the
main topics treated in the course and to provide the less
able student wi th opportunities to undertake less rigorous
research that is wi thin his grasp.

Hopefully, such activities

will give even the less able student a chance to experience
some of the excitement of self-directed activities in science.
Students are also required to undertake a major
assignment project.

This project is set early in the year

and students may begin and finish at any time during the term.
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The

st~dent

is required to pick his own topic and set his

own objectives for the project.

He is to conduct his own

research of either a library or experimental nature and
submi t a report on the results.

Examples of the types of

proj ects a student may undertake
1.

Biographies of famous physicists;

2.

A report on

3.

A report on

of physics;
area of technology associated with

physics;
4.

The manufacture of some working model of a scientific

technological nature;
5.

A research project including the setting up of

experiments of his own design.
The results of such projects become the property of
the school' and will gradually add to the total stock of
materials available for other students.

General Program Materials
Besides the LAPs themselves, a number of other
materials associated with the overall running and evaluation
of the LAP program were also developed.
1.

These included:

A student introduction sheet which explained some-

thing about the physics course and the LAP program and its
use by students (see Appendix A) .
2.

A student's contract form which explained the basis

upon which student evaluation was to occur, and which provided the student with a means of keeping track of his marks
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as he worked through the LA!S
3.

(see Appendix B).

A student progress sheet for posting in the physics

laboratory so that students could keep track of their
progress
4.

(see Appendix E) .
A student questionnaire on the effectiveness of the

LAP program (see Appendix M) .
5.

Several other evaluation instruments designed to

produce information regarding the effectiveness of the LAP
materials.

Of these, more will be said later.

Following the guidelines outlined in this chapter,
the LAPs were completed in May, 1976.

During the summer they

were submitted to Mr. H. Weir for his comments.

Mr. Weir

spotted several typographical errors but gave a generally
favourable reaction to the contents and proposed method of
implementa tion.

The typographical errors were subsequently

corrected on all seventy copies of the LAPs.

At this point

the materials were felt ready for use on a trial basis and
the program was subsequently started at Booth Memorial High
School by Mr. John Bartlett, and at Bishops College by the
writer in September, 1976.
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CHAPTER V

THE FIELD TEST AND EVALUATION

Description of Conditions
The LAP program was placed in two adj acent urban
high schools of similar size and with similar facilities.
The close proximity of the schools permitted constant intercormnunica tion between the two phys ics teachers involved.
Short meetings were held after school at least once a month
to discuss such items as availability of materials and
classroom management of the program.

In this way it was

possible to keep close track of developments at both schools
and to share equipment and other materials for the program.
Booth Memorial High Scho.ol has an enrollment of 400
students and a staff of 20 teachers.

It is equipped with a

physics laboratory used solely for the teaching of physics,
and is stocked adequately with equipment and materials for
purposes of this study.
Bishops College has an enrollment of 530 students
and a staff of 28 teachers.

Its facilities, program and

staff are very similar to those of Booth Memorial. Both
schools operate under the Avalon Consolidated School Board
in St. John's, both draw on students with similar socioeconomic backgrounds and both share the facilities of the
Board's regional Instructional Media Center.
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Mr. John Bartlett J the physics teacher at Booth
Memorial, holds a B.Sc. and B.Ed., with academic major in
physics from Memorial University of
been teaching for two years.

Newfoundland~

and has

Mr. J. Walsh, the writer, is

the physics teacher at Bishops College.

He holds a B.Sc.

and B.Ed., also from Memorial University of Newfoundland,
with academic major in mathematics.

He has four semester

courses in physics and has been teaching the subject for
eleven years.
The allocation of students to physics classes at
both schools is carried out on the basis of student selection
of program.

This effectively precluded random distribution_

of students to treatment groups.

Generally, students taking

the honours mathematics and chemistry courses are allocated
to one physics group, while those taking general mathematics
and early science or biology are allocated to the second
and third groups.

Some overlap does occur, however, but it

has generally been found that the first of these groups
academically superior to students in the other groups.

This

finding was borne out by the results of the knowledge inventory and attitude pretests given the groups at the beginning
of the treatment period.
It was decided at the outset to select the lowest of
the groups as the test group in each school for purposes of
this study, while classes of higher academic ability formed
the control group in each school.
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~ementation

Procedures

The teaching procedures and scheduling of the
material contained in the module Motion was left as flexible as possible for both experimental and control groups
in order to meet the differing situations in both schools.
For example, the number of forty-minute physics periods
differed from five per week at Bishops College to four per
week at Booth Memorial.
The basic difference in treatment between experimental
and control groups was that the control groups used the LAPs
and were given time to conduct individual and small-group
learning acti vi ties suggested by the LAPs, while the control
group continued with the conventional lecture-lab instruction
with small-group activities occurring only during laboratory
periods.

Particular teaching tactics and strategies wi tI:in

this basic framework were left to the individual teacher to
work out with his classes.
It was agreed that both teachers would complete the
module on motion before the mid-year examinations at the end
of January, 1977.

This is accepted practise in the

since the third module, Energy and the Conservation Laws,
requires the whole of the second term for its completion.
Thus, the time period for field testing the materials ran
from September, 1976 to January, 1977, during which time both
control and experimental groups completed the module on motion.
The following classroom procedures were agreed upon
at the beginning of the program but several had to be
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al tere.:I as teachers became familiar with the peculiar
problems associated with teaching with the LAP:
1.

The LAPs were handed out to the test groups.

This

was follmved in the same period by a discussion of the
objectives of the section and the activities to be completed
by the students.
2.

Students were given the text reading assignment as

a home- or study-period task to be completed for next class.
3.

Students were given several periods in which to

complete the activities suggested by the LAP.

These activ-

ities included use of media, experiments, and written
assignments.

Students were also assigned one major research

project for the term.
4.

Students, when satisfied that they had completed

the required activities, were to. ask for the self-test and
complete it at home or in class, depending on their time
of completion of the acti vi ties.

Answer sheets for the

self-test were posted during periods when the test groups
were in class.
5.

It was originally intended to permit students to

select the time for writing the summative test at the end
of the LAP.

However, i t was found that most students pro-

crastinated well past the projected time of LAP completion
and it was finally agreed by students that the teacher should
set the time for quizzes, giving the students one week's
notice.
6.

Students completing the activities ahead of the
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majority of stude_nts were to do additional, optional activi ties or continue with the next LAP or provide assistance
to others who were working at a slower rate.

~
At both schools, the first three physics periods were
taken for orientation and pretesting.

Students in all classes

were given both the Attitude Inventory (Appendix K) and the
Knowledge Inventory Pretest (Appendix J).

Students in the

LAP group were given the Student Introduction Sheet (Appendix
A), the Student's Contract Form (Appendix B) and LAP 1-1-1
(Appendix C).

Students at Booth Hemorial used a slightly

different evaluation scheme than those at Bishops College.
Two periods were taken to inform students about the
LAP program and their' responsibili ties.

The classes at both

schools were divided into small work groups, while the control
classes were treated intact except while doing experiments.
Students in the LAP groups were shown where the materials
were located and a check-out system for materials was
established.
Real work on LAP 1-1-1 began in both schools during
the week of September 13 to 17.
a period of two weeks.

Student acti vi ties ran for

During this period i t was found that

both students and teachers were having some difficulty
adjusting to the new procedures.

Several observations could

be readily made:
1.

Students tended to keep postponing the date for the
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final quiz o_n the LAP.
2.

Despite the fact that there were three different

forms of the final quiz, it was impossible to allow students
to take the quiz individually whenever they felt ready because
they tended to retain answers and give them to friends.
3.

Most students were not ready to undertake the act iv-

i ties according to their

schedule.

They were not used

to pacing their own work and not ready for the responsibility
of doing so.
4.

The first chapter of the text was readily adaptable

a preliminary LAP since i t was short and a lot of time
could be spent on organi zation and familiarization acti vi ties
by both teachers and students.
5.

Students were not the only ones having difficulty

adjusting to the' new system.

Both teqchers reported that

they found themselves spending the time freed by LAP
mundane matters rather than in helping individual students
and small groups.

A conscious effort had to be made to

refrain from "lectur ing" even to small work groups.
In light of these and other findings resulting from
the use of the first LAP, some changes were made in operating
procedures:
1.

Specific periods were set aside for the various

acti vi ties.
2.

A schedule of work with some built-in flexibility

was decided upon at the beginning of each LAP.
3.

A set date for qui z zes was agreed upon for each of
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the future LAPs.
4.

Greater flexibility was agreed upon for the reading

assignments given in the LAPs.

The viewing and reviewing of

films on loan from the Department of Education was also
permi tted as a substitute for reader articles.
5.

Some typographical and other errors were found in

the material and were corrected for future classes.

The

quiz was found to be too long for one forty-minute period,
so the instructions were changed to allow students to complete
three of the four long-answer questions.

This change was

made permanent in the revised LAPs accompanying this report
(see Appendix C) .

Use of Remaining LAPs
Si~ilar

errors and omissions were found in the other

LAPs as they came under the perusal of students.

Slight

changes in the wording of quiz questions to remove ambiguities, the inclusion of a pretest in LAP 1-2-1, substitution
of acti vi ties at the request of students, and minor adaptations to scheduling and classroom procedures were required
as the program progressed.

Some of the more important findings

and changes were:
1.

It was found that most girls in the group adjusted

more readily to this type of learning style than did the
boys.
2.

Approxima tely 20 percent of the boys showed little

or no inclination to cooperate in this system and had to be
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closely controlled by the teachers.

This finding was

similar in test groups in both schools.
3.

Text reading assignments

apt to be carried

out if students were required to submit a set of questions
about points they wished discussed in class.

If these

questions were common to the whole class they served

the

topic for a lecture or class media presentation.
4.

The LAP was extremely useful for students who missed

time due to illness or other
5.

Students who did not reach a satisfactory level on

quizzes were permitted to write make-up quizzes after one
week or remedial work suggested by the teacher.

Evaluation Procedures
Since this thesis project was mostly developmental
in nature and, as such, stressed formative evaluation of
materials and student interaction with them, summative
evaluation involving rigorous statistical analysis was
sidered to be of secondary importance.

However, in order to

determine the effectiveness of the LAP concept's role in
instruction, some form of overall evaluation was required.
As in most cases where research is carried out in
the school, random sampling and allocation to groups was not
Possible.

Intact classes were used in both schools as

experimental and control groups.

This necessitated what

Campbell and Stanley (1963) refer to as a "quasi-experimental
design" in which efforts are made to correct for pretreatment
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group differences.

Campbell and Stanley describe de:::ign

10 as
One of the most widespread experimental designs
in educational research (it) involves an experimental group and a control group both given a
pretest and a post-test, but in which the control
group and experimental group do not have preexperimental sampling equivalence.
(p. 47)
In this study two null hypotheses were to be checked:
HOI: Experimental and control groups will show no
significant difference in mastery of content
at the .05 level of significance as measured
by the Knowledge Inventory.
H : Experimental and control groups will show no
02
significant difference in attitudes toward
physics at the .05 level of significance as
measured by the Attitude Inventory.
In order to test these hypotheses according to design
ten, two instruments were developed by the writer.

These

included:
A Knowledge Inventory Quiz

(KI).

The KI

(see

Appendix J) consisted of twenty multiple-choice questions
involving material from the whole of the first module.

In

developing this instrument an attempt was made to evenly
distribute the test items in terms of difficulty, types of
cognitive learning, material covered.

The test was submitted

to Mr. Harvey Weir of the Physics Department of Memorial
Uni versi ty in order to check its validity, and suggested
alterations were made before

The test was administered

as a pretest in September and a slightly different but
equivalent form was administered as a post-test in January.
An Attitude Inventory

(AI).

The AI was developed by

the writer, using as a model the Inventory of Scientific
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Attitudes developed by Moore

a~d

Sutman (1970).

The ISA

was developed to have the following properties, as described
by the authors:
1.
Preparation based upon specification of
the particular attitude to be assessed.
2.
Use of several items to assess each
attitude.
3.
Provision for the respondent to indicate
the extent of his acceptance or rejection of an
atti tude statement.
4.
Concern with intellectual and emotional
scientific attitudes.
(p. 85)
The attitudes to be assessed by the Attitude Inventory
developed for this project were slightly different from those
tested by the ISA.

The writer wished to assess the following

attitudes:
l.

Attitudes regarding the difficulty of physics.

2.

Attitudes regarding the relevance of physics.

3.

Attitudes regarding the purpose of science and P?ysics

in particular.
4.

Attitudes regarding the process of science and physics

in particular.
Following the development model for ISA, each attitude
was assessed by writing five positive and five negative statements associated with each.

For example, in the assessment

of attitudes regarding the process of science, five statements
asserted that science should be carried out through observation, experimentation and activity, while the five negative
statements asserted that science is best conducted by reading
and basis on authority.
For each statement, students were required to indicate
whether they:
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1.

Agreed strongly

2.

Agreed mildly

3.

Disagreed mildly

4.

Disagreed strongly

The 50 statements were assigned a random place on
the quiz, and the statements were scored by assigning values
from one to four responses indicating varying degrees of
posi tive attitudes.

The test was administered at both schools

to all groups as both a pretest and a post-test.
Other instruments used.

In order to obtain infor-

mation regarding the use of LAPs by students and teachers,
two questionnaires were developed.

These were the Student

Questionnaire (see Appendix M) and the Teacher Questionnaire
(Appendix L).

The student questionnaires were completed by

students in the experimenta~ groups after completion of the
trea tment.

The teacher questionnaire was developed more to

organize information than to gather it, since there were
only two teachers involved in the program.
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CHAPTER VI

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Analysis of Data arising from the Knowledge Inventory
The purpose of the Knowledge Inventory (KI) was to
test whether or not the use of LAPs correlated positively
with student achievement.

In order to test this hypothesis,

students in both control and experimental groups in both
given the KI as a pretest and a slightly revised

schools
version

a post-test.

pretest

the covariate was then used to determine if

Analysis of covariance with the

students using LAPs did significantly better on this instrument.

The data obtained is to be found in the table below.

TABLE 1
Knowledge Inventory Data Analysis

School

Pretest
Mean

Group

Post-test
Mean

Con.

19

8.421

13.526

Exp.

10

8.800

12.500

Con.

35

9.143

15.888

Exp.

19

8.895

14.421

Booth

Bishops

F on
Covariates

F on
Treatment

1. 230

0.930

4.883*

0.682*

*Significant at the . as level of significance
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The results obtained from this analysis are inconclusive.

At Booth Memorial the control group, while rated

acadel!lically superior to those in the experimental group,
scored lower on the pretest.

This indicates that their

knowledge of the material to be covered was slightly inferior
to that of the students in the experimental group.

After

the treatment, however, the control group's

score showed

that they had surpassed the experimental group.

This gain

was not sufficient to produce a significant! ratio on main
effects and may, in any case, be attributable to the greater
ability of the control group to learn, no matter what the
form of

instruct~on.

At Bishops College the data showed a significant
difference between groups before the treatment and a significant difference on treatment.

Again, however, the

improvement was in favor of the control group and may simply
show their greater ability to profit from instruction rather
than any deficiency in the experimental treatment.
In both schools the trend was opposite that anticipated.
In the case of Booth Memorial the difference in post-treatment
groups was insignificant, while at Bishops College a significant difference in favor of the control group was
established.

Statistical procedures and design were not

capable of determining whether this difference correlated
with treatment, academic superiority or some other factor(s)
which may have interacted with treatment to produce this
resul t.
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Analysis of Data srisin<:!. from the Attitude Inventory
The purpose of the AI was to test whether the
of LAPs had any appreciable effect on the attitudes of
students toward the study of physics.

In order to test this

hypothesis, students in both schools in both experimental
and control groups were given the AI
a post-test.

both a pretest and

Analysis of covariance with the pretest as the

covariate was then used to test the significance of using
LAPs on student attitudes.

The data obtained is to be found

in the table below.

TABLE 2
Atti tude Inventory Data Analysis

School

Pretest
Mean

Group

Con.

16

Post·-test
F on
Mean
Covariates

95.563

98.813

84.111

88.778

Booth
Exp.
Con.

35

98.914

100.771

Exp.

19

89.421

89.895

Bishops

F on
Treatment

22.657*

.097

61.119*

5.798*

*Significant at the . 05 level of significance

Again results are inconclusive.

While both Booth and

Bishops groups showed significant differences on pretests,
Booth groups showed no significant difference attributable to
treatment.

At Bishops the groups showed significant dif-
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ference on main effects but, again, this may have been due
to the ability of the academically superior student to learn
from any type of instruction rather than from a deficiency
in treatment procedures used with the experimental group.
In short, there were no significant differences
attributable to experimental treatment on either knowledge
or a tti tudes as measured by the KI and AI tests.

Indeed,

in certain instances significant differences did arise in
favor of the control group.

It was not possible to ascertain

whether or not this effect may have been due to the academic
superiority of the control group.
In summary, the following hypotheses were tested:
HOI: Experimental and control groups will show
no significant difference in mastery of
content at the .05 level of significance
as measured by the Knowledge Inventory.
H : Experimental and control groups will show
02
no significant difference in attitudes toward
physics at the .05 level of significance as
measured by the Attitude Inventory.
While both of these hypotheses appear to be upheld
by the statistical analysis of data obtained from the KI and
AI results, the procedures used involved several limitations
which acted against the finding of significant differences.
Firstly, the sample sizes were extremely small,
especially in the case of the experimental group at Booth
Memorial which consisted of only ten students.

This group also

suffered some experimental mortality in that three students
left the course completely at the beginning of the year,
while two others did not write the post-test due to illness
and their results could not be used for experimental purposes.
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Secondly, the small group size at Booth Memorial
might well explain why the experimental group scored slightly
higher on both AI and KI pretests despite the fact that
their teacher rated them academically inferior to those in
the control group.

If only one or two of these students

were subjected to some exceptional pretreatment history,
such as an enriched Junior High School science course in
physics, such a discrepancy would be explained.
Thirdly, as has already been mentioned, if the teacher
and school grouping procedures based on previous marks
to be believed, then the superior gains made by control groups
may have been due solely to their greater ability to learn
from any kind of instruction.
Fourthly, this project involved a field test and not
a comprehe~sive experimental tr~atment of a finalized program.
Both teachers and students were in the process of experimenting with the new instructional procedures involved in
the learning activity package program.

On the other hand,

both students and teachers were fully aware of and practised
in their roles in conventional, instructional procedures.
This was less true of the writer, since, by composing the
materials he was more fully aware of their content, philosophy,
and the instructional procedures involved.

The results

marized in the tables tend to bear out this hypothesis.
Fifthly, the experimental groups in both schools did
register appreciable gains in mastery, as can be readily
from a comparison of experimental groups I pretest and post-test
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res ul ts.

Thus, the use of LAPs was effective in producing

learning for the experimental groups.
Sixthly, since this was a field test, the procedures
used with the experimental groups were mainly developmental
and not experimental in nature.

Teachers and students were

trying out different instructional management procedures,
different instructional aids, and revisions were made in an
attempt to improve the materials during the course of the
study.

Information Obtained from the Teacher Questionnaire
Since there were only two teachers involved in the
teaching of the materials using the LAP program, the purpose
of the questionnaire form was one of systematizing information rather than for

in drawing broad comparison.s on

a mass of information.

In general, the opinions expressed

by the cooperating teacher were very similar to those of
the writer.

In summary, the following information was agreed

upon by both teachers:
1.

Students in the LAP group were generally academically

inferior to those in the control group.

The cooperating

teacher reports that, "The non-LAP group had a much greater
exhibi ted interest in general academic matters and in physics
in particular.

The non-LAP group contained a high proportion

of honors math students and students with high academic
abili ty."
2.

A similar observation was made by the writer.

While the cooperating teacher rated the rationales
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as good, he made _the observation that many students did
not bother to read them.
3.

All objectives given in the LAPs, except one, were

rated highly.

Revisions have subsequently been made in the

one mentioned as being unclear, and several other revisions
and additions have been made in areas the writer found
deficient.
4.

An extra pretest for LAP 1-2-2 was added to the

revised LAPs accompanying this report.

It will be used with

the materials for next year.
5.

Mr. Bartlett found the acti vi ties list too restrictive,

especially in the reading assignments.

He decided to have

students submit resume cards on these.

A similar observation

was made by the writer, and in subsequent revisions allowance will be made for' teacher-selected act.],vi ties and reader
articles by leaving blank spaces in the acti vi ties section
which the teacher can have his or her students fill in.
6.

Mr. Bartlett rated the self-tests as

posi tive aid to students.

II

•

•

•

a very

They completely eliminated the

problem of 'Ive didn't know what to expect on the quiz'.
used the self-tests in both the LAP and non-LAP groups."
While the

of the self-tests in the non-LAP groups tended

to defeat the purpose of the study, the fact that Mr. Bartlett
would feel compelled to do this for the non-LAP students
speaks well for the use of this type of material.
7.

Quizzes were rated highly on a number of criteria by

Mr. Bartlett although he did complain about several errors
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which were also found at Bishops
corrected.

Coll~ge

and subsequently

Mr. Bartlett found that students did not take

advantage of the opportunity to write make-up quizzes.

The

reverse was found at Bishops, with students from all classes
taking advantage of the 'make-ups' to improve marks.
8.

Both teachers found that students were not mature

enough to set their own deadlines on an individual basis.
As a result, both teachers were forced to set dates for the
wri ting of final quizzes, thereby forcing all students into
a set time schedule.
9.

Mr. Bartlett found that his students responded more

posi ti vely to the lecture mode of instruction than to individual work groups.

He ascribed this to the immaturity of

his students and to the fact that they had little, if any,
experience in self-directed and small-group study

A similar

0
0

observation was made by the writer but in ascribing causes
he is just as inclined to explain the problem by the fact
that teachers were just as unfamiliar with the use of these
modes of instruction.

Indeed, the lecture method makes the

class easier to control but efforts will continue to develop
procedures whereby students can pursue independent and
small-group study.
10 °

Mr. Bartlett rated positive student interactions

wi th the teacher and media as occurring the same or fewer
times in the LAP group than in the non-LAP group.
oPposi te effect was found at Bishops, although
effort was made to monitor such interactions.

The
specific
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11.

Mr. Bartlett found the rationales, objectives,

self-tests and make-up tests most effective in the LAPs.
He rated activities as
of flexibility.

lea~t

effective because of their lack

This point was made earlier in the paper.

Each teacher should develop his own types of activities to
sui t his style of instructional tactics.
12.

In general usefulness, Mr. Bartlett believed that

the program would be "more adaptable to Grade eleven students
in a good group."

He believes that the program demands a

mature type of student and a great deal of guidance from the
teacher.

He states that he will be using the same program

wi th modifications next year.

It

app~ars

from his comments

that the modifications will be to use the materials and adapt
them to his own teaching methods.

The writer will be using

the revised materials again in toto next year and extending
the program for the remaining half of Grade ten and into
Grade eleven.

Analysis of Results of Student Questionnaires
The purpose of this instrument was to elicit student
responses on a number of aspects of the use of LAPs in this
study.

The questionnaires were given to the students in the

experimental groups only.

The results generally confirmed

the observations of teachers given in the previous section
of this report.
1.

Less than 40 percent of students read all the ration-

ales, and slightly fewer than 40 percent stated that they

found them useful.
2.

75 percent of students read the objectives given

in the LAP and found them useful.

Host students reported,

however, that they could understand most of the objectives
only after the section had been completed.

Thus, the

objectives served the students as a review tool rather than
ini tial goal to aim for.
3.

95 percent found that the self-tests were very use-

ful in preparing them to write the end-of-section quiz.
4.

Booth students reported that only about one-tenth

of their time was spent in small-group activities other
than for performing experiments.

In rating small-group

activities, students rated them alright (70 percent), no
good (20 percent) and good (10 percent); fewer than 50
percent reported that they preferred small-group instruction.
At Bishops, small-group instruction was reported by students
as occupying about one-third of their time, with the remaining two-thirds being split between experiment acti vi ties
and lectures.

Students at Bishops rated such acti vi ties

'alright' 80 percent of the time and good 20 percent.

The

class was evenly split in preference for small-group,
indi vi dua I and large-group ins truc tion .
5.

About 90 percent of students in both schools rated

self-tests and make-up quizzes as excellent.
In rating LAPs in general the following results were
obtained:
20 percent claimed insufficient time to do activities
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80 percent reported to have read text chapters as
instructed by LAPs.
90 percent rated small-group activities "alright"
to "good".
20 percent reported that they spent their time in
small groups "fooling around" unless directly supervised.
50 percent reported that teachers interacted with
groups more than half the time.
95 percent reported that they felt free to ask the
teacher questions most of the time.
60 percent reported that they believed that the
LAPs gave them a better chance to pass, with only 5 percent
believing that their chance to pass was less using LAPs.
60 percent of students reported that they were sorry
that LAPs were not to be use.d for the remainder of the year.
In the constructed response part of the questionnaire
where students were given the opportunity to express their
feelings about the use of LAPs,
reflected favorably on their

90 percent of comments
Examples of the types of

response included: "The LAPs give me a great understanding
on what the chapters

about.

lost." and "The LAPs

very good and I think they should

Without the LAPs I I d be

be used next term and the following years.

They have all the

information needed to really learn the chapter well."
In general, student comments were positive from 70
to 80 percent of the time, reflecting a much more favorable
resul t than that obtained from the statistical analysis.
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Thus, in attempting to _answer the questions posed on pages
67 and 68 of this report, the following conclusions can be
arrived at:
1.

The use of LAPs, specifically, the inclusion of

obj ecti ves, self-tests and make-up tests were rated by
students and teachers

a posi ti ve assistance in helping

students gain mastery of the subj ect content.
2.

Instructional procedures, especially small-group

work, were rated positively by students as assisting them
in attaining objectives and in establishing a cooperative
atti tude between students and teachers.

The results of

student questionnaires, especially in the constructed response
section, showed that the use of LAPs did improve student
attitudes regarding their ability to obtain a satisfactory
mark in physics.
3.

While both teachers indicated

preliminary

difficulties in the use of LAPs, both also indicated that
the LAPs formed a manageable, instructional system and that
they would be using the materials in the coming year.
The LAPs were particularly effective in certain
practical areas of instruction:
The LAPs directed student-independent and small-group
instruction successfully.

In performing this function they

provided students with an opportunity to become more actively
involved in the learning process.
The LAPs helped develop positive student attitudes
regarding their ability to succeed.

This was accomplished by
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the_fact that remedial activities were encouraged and
students were given the opportunity to improve marks by
writing make-up tests and performing optional activities
for extra marks.

Further student-teacher interaction was

enhanced as teachers circulated between small groups to
ask and answer questions and direct study acti vi ties.
The LAPs provided materials to direct absentees in
catching up with the class.

The materials can also be sent

home to students who are absent for extended periods.
The LAPs provided a mechanism whereby audiovisual
materials can be integrated fully into the instructional
design.

They also promote student use of media hardware and

software on an individual and small-group basis.
Hul tiple-quiz forms tended to prevent student cheating in crowded classroom situ?tions and also tended to
prevent students from one class from advising students from
other classes on which questions were on the quiz.
The LAPs form a replicable means of instruction
which in future years should remove much of the tedious
clerical work involved in teaching a course.
The stated instructional objectives and preconstructed
quizzes form a guide for teaching as well as a guide to
learning.
The LAPs tested provide a sound base upon which to
build updated and efficient, instructional strategies.

They

are particularly useful in pointing out deficiencies in media
used for independent and small-group instruction.
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For these reasons, then, despite the adverse results
from the statistical analysis, it is felt that the LAPs did,
in many ways, achieve the original objectives set out for
them at the beginning of this report.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
This project was concerned with the development
and field testing of a series of six LAPs to accompany the
module Motion which is the first module of the Physics: A
Human Endeavour course.

This program is currently being

introduced as the approved physics course for Newfoundland
high schools.

Thus, the project was an attempt to carry out

some preliminary, instructional design which incorporated
the philosophy of the new course in an instructional management system.
The project, therefore, had 1::wo specific aims: The
development of a series of study guides, evaluation materials
and other information for teachers and the development of an
integrated, instructional management system for these
materialsj and secondly, the field testing and evaluation
of the materials developed.
Program materials were used in two adjacent urban
high schools in St. John's.

The students involved in each

school comprised the entire Grade ten enrollment of each
school, split up into two classes according to program
selected.

The experimental group in each school was composed

of those students in the lower academic program and were
therefore believed to be the less academically inclined.
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The LAP program ran for a period of four months in
both schools, during which time it was monitored carefully
by the two teachers involved.
Evaluation of the program was carried out by use of
four instruments.

Student mastery was monitored by use of

a Knowledge Inventory given as a pretest and post-test to
both groups.

An analysis of covariance using the pretests

as the covariate was used to determine if any significant
difference occurred between groups on each of these two
factors.

Two questionnaires, one for teachers and the other

for students in the experimental groups, were used to elicit
their feelings regarding the use of the LAPs.

All instru-

ments were designed specifically for this study.

Conclusions
Before reading the following conclusions the reader
is reminded of the fact that the findings from which these
conclusions came were results of a field test involving only
four classes, two teachers, and approximately 85 students in
two large, relatively well equipped urban high school. Further
rigorous, statistical analysis and experimental design were
not considered to be central to the project.

Random sampling

or assignment to groups, and equal group numbers was not possible.
Bearing these factors in mind, the following conclusions
1.

drawn:
In future, when this evaluation procedure is used

with two groups of classes, treatment should be alternated
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between good and poor

~roups.

This will permit the drawing

of more compar isons between and wi thin groups.
2.

statistical analysis of data from the KI failed to

indicate any significant difference between groups attributable to treatment.
3.

statistical analysis of data from the AI failed to

indicate any significant difference between groups after
treatment, which indicated that use of LAPs improved student
attitude formation about physics.
4.

Analysis of data from both tests indicated, in some

instances, that students in the control group did significantly
better on the tests after treatment.

This may have been due

to the greater academic ability of the students in the control
groups.

At any rate, the use of LAPs was not sufficient to
this extra learning ability, if indeed i t did exist.

5.

Analysis of the teacher questionnaire indicates that

both teachers feel that entry into a self-directed
small-group study situation should be more gradual than
that permitted in this study.

Also, students in the lower

academic stream may be the poorest subjects for such teaching
methods due to their lack of readiness and interest.
6.

Both teachers and students found certain aspects of

the LAP program very effective in the teaching-learning
si tuation.

These included rationales, obj ectives, self-tests

and make-up tests.
7.

Teachers and students indicated that the use of

such materials should be continued.
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8.

Both teachers indicated that they found the specified

activities too rigid.
9.

Bot!l teachers indicated a need for more remedial and

other materials suitable for student independent study and review.

Recommendations
The recommendations presented here fall into two main
categories.

The first set of recommendations concerns alter-

at ions and extensions of the LAPs developed for this study,
while the second set concerns extension of the LAP program
and the requirements of further study in this
1.

Quizzes and other materials should be revised to
typographical and other errors.

2.

The LAPs should be rewritten to allow greater flex-

ibili ty in the activities sections.
3.

Experience with the LAPs suggested the follmving

schedule:
TABLE 3
LAP Schedule for Module 1 Motion

LAP No.

4 periods
per week

5 periods
per week

1-1-1

1 week

1-2-1

3 weeks

3 weeks

1-2-2

4 weeks

3 weeks

1 week

1-3-1

3 weeks

3 weeks

1-4-1

3 weeks

3 weeks

1-5-1

2 weeks

3 weeks
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4.

A special effort should be made to seek out, procure

and preview the extra materials required for remedial and
self-instructional sequences required by the LAP program.
5.

other teachers should be made aware of the existence

of these materials, especially those teachers just starting
the PHE program.
In regard to extension and expansion of the work
started vii th this project, the following recommendations may
be made:
1.

The introduction of a new course should not bring

developments and innovations to a stop.

A great deal of

research is required on the type of instructional procedures
which will enhance the new course.
2.

The LAP method provides one such vehicle and the

program should be extended to cover the remaining modules
of the PHE course.
3.

Research should be carried out to determine if the

of LAPs with the students in the upper academic streams
does lead to the improvement forecasted by the teachers who
used this program.
4.

More research into the type of instructional pro-

cedures required to promote LAP activities is required, as
is a continuing process of evaluation to determine the effects
of teacher and student familiarity with the procedures
the efficiency of the LAPs in promoting mastery and positive
atti tudes toward physics.
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APPENDIX A

Student Introduction Sheet

~{i:

i/elcoC!c to t!-]c p .... ysics

cours~.

This is prob"bly ti1~ first ti'1J() thet you have taken e. true,
basic science course and a short explena tion is in order. Firstly
yOll have made the right choice.
Physics is THE basic science.
It
is the basis of most. of our !:lodern technology from medicel equipment to engineering, and froa: the kitchen toaster to the men on
the moon. If you are ple.:ming '3 career which involves the use of
technology such as nursing, mechanic, engineer, electronics, medicine, plumbing or carpentry you will use some physics :;nd most
of the training courses in these areas require that you have at
leAst one course in this science. But even if you are p19nning
a career in business, accounting, or as a s<Jlesmem the physics
course is still the best science course to ta ke because it finds
applications in all preas of modern society.
Up until :lOW you hove been le.qrning abou.1 science-hopefully
in this course you 'viII be doing some. We will not only le.:;lrn
about the facts and figures of scientific theories but '.. .e will
take time to see just how scientific theories are developed, hOlY
scientific. work is carried on and hO\, science affects our everyday life.
Unless you were extremely fortunate, this will probably be
the first time that you ere given 13b equipment and told to go
to it. (Hopefully, you 8re now m;:tu.re enough to use it properly
.snd to return it so thRt other students cen h.gve the sar.Jc freedom) The best .IaY for you to le~rn hOlll something is done is fer
you to do it yourself, therefore, this is en activity oriented
course. You will be doing the learning and Rctivities by yourself or in asrwll group \vith the help and guid::nce of your teacher. Formal lectures viII occur infrequently and mostly at th:~
request of the class to cover a section that most students are
having trouble with.
.
In order to help you. in C'lccomplishing the work you will be
provided with a number of Le:3rning ,ktivity Pack"lges es the yeflr
progresses. You h:;lve alre['dy been given the first of these.
Take a look at L!IP 1-1-1 "Physics Begins". Notice that it is
divided into six parts;
P .oRT A. R:~TION.~LE:
This short p;>rpgro?ph will explain why this
pArticular section of thE'! ~Oln:'se ~s important in the study of
;;hysj (:3 ~nd will gi'J9 -oJ short outline of whClt is to be covered.
Re:'!r1 it c':;;:~':I.ll]_j- ·uecause it explAins the major emphDsis of the
section of work to be covered.
P.~RT B;
OBJECTIVES:
This section tells you precisely what it
is that you are expect8d to le<:lrn in the unit of work.
It rrlight
not me-ke much sense at first because it \ViII contain SOCIe terms
that are unfpmiliDr to you but upon completion of the activities
1 t should become more clear. Use this section as a check to rna ke
sure you have covered all the work in the section.

-2-
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Pt:RT C. PRETEST: In some sections you will be expected to know
some things before you begin. The pretest I s function is to check
on how well you kno,., them. The enswer key to the pretest will
offer some suggestions on how to remedy any deficiencies you may
hpve so that when you start ? section you will know all that is
required. If you still flrc hcwii.g problems con5ult your teacher'.
P,~T D.
j~CTIVITIES:
This section tells you just what work you
hflve to do to accomplish the objectives listed earlier. The activities mClrked with an flsterisk (*) ere to be written up and
hl'mded in for correction.

P ,~RT E. SEL.F-TEST: Once you helve completed the a cti vi ties and
are reasonably sure that you know the work you can test your
knowledge 'vi th the self-test. Complete it and check your own
anS"lers with the SELli'-TEST KEY. This key also suggests some
methods of remedying the mist8kes you heve mDne. If you are
satisfied with the results of the SELF-rrEST you are now ready
for the quiz. '
P.'.RT F. QUIZ: One period per week will be set ('1side AS a quiz
period during which any student who feels reedy for the quiz can
wri te it. Students who Bre not reedy C<ln continue on 'tri th their
study of the section or with uncompleted ectivi ties. In order
to be eligible for the quiz the student must have cot:!lpleted ;Ill
the required nctivities in the L::P. When you heve finished the
quiz you c['ln, with tea cher epproval, Illi ther move on to the next
LAP or complete some of the OPTION.:L .'CTIVITIES FO!t GRimE IM~
PROVEiViENl' listed at the end of the L.~P. I f you 1'ail to make the
grade you want on the quiz you will be permitted to write a ma keup quiz one week later. You \-/ill be permitted tkee such make-ups
during the term.
PJiRT G. OPTIONj\L ,"CTIVITIES: These ere extra activities that
you may undertake on your own or in groups to im~rove your grade3
still further. The completion of these <lctivi ties also !;jeans
added understanding of the section just covered. If you have a
suggestion for an pctivity which is not listed which you .rould
Ii ke to try, cons ul t your tea cher •
The main point here is thRt YOU will be doing the learning
and YOU are responsible for your mm progress through the course.
In a few years time you will probpbly be entering? tredes school
or university and the skills you leflrn now will stand you in good
stead in you future studies.
In order for you to keep track of where you are, you have
also been given a "Students I Contract". This is just .!hat the
name implies. You pre contracting to do a certain amount of work
during the term for wh~ch you Hill be awarded points. If you

-3kN~P

your C;J'1trLlct .!"_~cOt·d up t~ CDtC y?Ll C<ln sec ~t
you- are progressing and what is still to be done.
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el,mcc how

There are two items on the contract that need further explcln;>tion:
1. The Project. Each student is expected to do one 'mpjor
piece of independent rese<,rch per term pnd submit;> report on
wh::lt they heve done. Exemples of projects completed by P?st
students Are all ",round the la b. It t:1py be a model, a report,
e slide-tape presentation, video-tape, movie or something else
on some topic in physics. It is best to get to work early on
this because if you keep putting it off your work will begin to
pile up.
2. Self-Evaluation: Each term you will be given () selfevpluation form Pot the h?lf w;>y point and pt the end •. On these
forms you will rate your own work during the previous two months.
The mArk you pnd your instructor erri ve At will also be used in
determining your final mprk.
Along with the freedom that you will be given during the
year comes several responsibilities thRt you should be aware of.
The freedom to use lpb equipment entails the responsibility
to use it well .<lnd preserve it for future students.
The freedom to progress through the course pt Y0ur ovm rate
entpils the responsibility of keeping up with the work you are
required to do. Do not be a drag on the class, <lni don't let
the work pile up.
The freedom to work With others entails the responsibility
to c[!I'ry your own weight, and to help others ...! henever p0ssible,
The freedom to do your own thing entails the responsibility
of m",king sure your own thing is not to disrupt the class or any
of your fellm-! students. You will note that the firs t pert of
the word lClboretory is Ipbor. If you get involi.'ed with this
course it could be a lC1bor of love And not one of drudgery.
Above All remember anything v!orth doinE is worth doing well. If
you don't wBnt to ,,!ork to rccomplish something besides just getting grades I suggest you switch ~o some other course.
If however you want to ta ke ? course thet mepns something,
that will st~nd you in good steAd in the future: C1nd from '·,hich
YOIl can expect to get something you need, then you are in the
right place and v!e' re glad to h,:we you •
•••••• Welcome to the physics course. It should be fun.
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APPENDIX B

Student I S Contract Form
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STUDENT'S CONTRACT FORM

UNIT ONE: MOTION

NAME •••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CLASS •••••• GROUP ••••••
DATE •••••••••••••••• ••

CONTRACTED MARK ••••••
A.

REQUIRED WORK

1-1-1 1-2-1 1-2-2 1-3-1 1-4-1 \1-5-1 ' T .P.

L.A.P. NUMBER

1. EXPERIMENTS

60

2. PROBLEM SETS

60

3. ARTICLES & BOOKS

30

4. QUIZZES

60

5.

I

PROJECT

20

TOTAL

230

SELF-EVALUATION

230

MARK AWARDED
B.

OPTIONS FOR GRADE IMPROVEMENT

1. EXPERIMENTS

LU

2. GOLD STAR PROBLEM

10

3. FILH LOOPS

10

4. ACTIVITIES

10

TOTAL

50

FINAL HARK AWARDED
C.
POINTS

140 - 159

GRADES

GRADES
C

MID-YEAR MARK COMPUTATION

0.5 x

160 - 199

B

200+

A

s~5~e

+ 0.5 x Exam Mark

SIGNED ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DATE •••••••••••••

I
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APPENDIX C
Learning Activi ty Packages

14-0
PHYSICS BEGINS

FILE NO. 1-1-1

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE
1-1-1

TO ACCOMP ANY:
CHAPTER ONE
PHYSICS: A HUMAN ENDEIWOUR

A.

141

RATIONALE

Physics is not just a body of facts which you are required to
learn, but a procedure, a process of investigating natural pht'nomena. In order to learn ho...... this process is carried on we have
to trace the development of Oll:' ideas about the universe. This
course attempts to shov' that SOllie ideas which ware held to be
physical laws ''1ere just the best description th3t could be gh
en at a particular time. One of the most important lessons yo.
should learn is that the content of science changes as our lmowledge grm."s and that this proces~ of ;'hange and refinement is
still going on. To set the stage for learning about the development of physics your tex-;; beL-ins vIi th th8 theories of Aristotle
- a view of the uniV€rS2 which :'..asted for nearly t,."o thousand
years.

,H1=:'vNRIS£'5 \

~~~~~~~~
THE

SUN

'k-,,l-;:;

SET~

--

-

I

~~ ~

~

~-

~

I' - - - - - ' - - - - _ L - no

OBJECTIVES
To be more specif:i.c, you shoU:;.d~ after stud:rin~ this chapter,
be able to:
1. Name and uescribe the propert:;'es of Aristotle 's folll'
elements.
2. Descl'ibe :tow AristoU_8 7:L8~'''2d tiie strl,-'~tl1r:.' of the
\mive:-sa.
3. . Apply AristC't::'s: s th,~cr:;"e:~ t(, .:;~::.)la5_n sems simple phenomena.
4. Explain ':1:1Y A: i.s·;;Jt~_e bel_ievad 'cha-j; the same lavIs do not
hold in the P.Ji:iVC£lS.
5.. Describe Aristc';;l'J's i08as a"0out freely faJ.ling bodies.
b. ~~~~~~b~c;~~t~~z~rm~{~;~~~n::8S b6tw8a~ Aristotle I s and
7. State folll' reasons for the long retention of Aristotle 's

8.
9.

E~;~;f~; tr"e contribution of one other e3rly philosopher.
Explain or give an eX2:J101e of a paradigm, theoretical
physicist and an experimental. physicist.
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c.

PRETEST

D.

ACTIVITIES

none required for this chapter)

In order to attain the objectives listed you will be
required to carry out the following activi ties:
1.

View the film "Aristotle and the Scientific Method" or
Read "About Science" in Conceotual Physics (pp. 1-5)

2.

Read the prefa ce, prologue and chapter one of your text.
As you read the first chapter answer the six questions
contained therein in your notebook, also note any sections
you have questions about.

*3.

Perform and submit a report on Experiment 1.1.

*4.

Read and submit a resume card on article two of reader
one, Concepts of Moti@ or consult with your teacher
a bout some other article a s a substitute.
SELF-TEST

E.

When you believe that you have studied the chapter
sufficiently to meet the objectives listed earlier draw
Self-Test 1-1-1 from the file. Complete the test and check
your answers against the Self -Test Key
If you are satisfied
with the results you are ready to write the quiz on this chapter. Your clas s will decide on a date for the quiz.
If you are ahead of the rest of the class, you may either
vlOr k on the next LAP or try one of the optional activi ties
below.
0

QUIZ

F.

Your class, in consultat:'on with your toacher, will
decide on the da te on which the quiZ will be written.
G.

OPTIONAL QUEST ACTIVITIES
*1.

Perform and submit a report on Experiment 1.2

*2

View the film Cosmic: Zoom and write a report of two
pages in length on \"hat you observed.
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SELF-TEST 1-1-1

NAME • • • • • •

PHYSICS BEGINS
• CLASS •••• GROUP •••• DATE ••.• MARK ••••

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the a bove headings with the appropriate information on a sheet of paper.
Place the word or phra se which best fills the blank next to the
number of the question on your answer sheet.

1.

Mental boundaries which often condition our minds into
set ways of thinking are called <-"1.. ) .

2.

A <-"1..) physicist is one who uses mathematical equations
in an attempt to describe physical phenomena.

3.

Aristotle I s four earthly elements were (-1-), (-1-), (-1-)
and (-1-).

4.

The heavenly bodies were thought by Aristotle to be composed
of a fifth element called the (-1-).
.

,.

The flight of a bullet would be considered by Aristotle to
be an example of (-1-) motion.

6.

CL)

7.

Aristotle believed that the speed of a falling body depended
on its (-1-).

8.

The basic difference in the way Aristotle "did" physics and
the methods of modern physicists is the use of (-1-) and
(-1-) by the modern physicist.

is considered to be the father of modern science.

LONG ANswER:

1.

Explain in a sentence or two how Aristotle I s elements differed from the corresponding materials found naturally.

2.

Describe three reasons why J\ristotelian science was retained
for so long.

3.

Describe how llristotle might explain the rising of a hot air
balloon.

4.

Describe briefly (two or three lines) on the contribution
of two of the follO\.,ing to early science:
.
Eratosthenes, Archemedes, Ptolemy, the atomists

ANSWER KEY TO SELF-TEST 1-1-1
PHYSICS BEGINS
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WHAT TO DO IF YOUR ANSvlER IS WRONG:

pART 1. - OBJECTIVES:
1.

Paradigm

(a)
(b)

Read the first page of the preface.
Look up this word in a dictionary and
wri te two other definitions for it.

2.

Theoretical

Reread the prologue. Describe the
difference between a theoretical and an
experimental physicist. Which one of these
would Aristotle be classified as?

3.

earth, wa ter,
air and fire

4.

Quintessence

Reread P.2
Reread p.~ Earlier Greeks would have
used the term aether which will playa big
part in later discussions.

5.

Heavy

6.

Measurement and
See section 1.4 on p.5. Can you think
of another reason why Aristotle may not have
mathematics
stressed careful measurement?

PART 2.

Reread p.3 and see Q.3 on page 4.

LONG ANS WER :

L.

The Aristotelian elements were thought to be pure forms
which do not exist on earth because it was believed that
each element contained traces of the other three. Thus
water as found on earth would contain traces of air, fire,
and earth. It was the combination of these elements in
different proportions which were thought to make up all
the different substances of which the earth was composed.
How do you think Aristotle might have classified ice?

2.

Aristotelian science was retained for such a long time
because: (a) It was based on common observations and socalled common sense thus it could be easily understood.
(b) Aristotelian explanations of phenomena presupposed some preordained goal. This fit in well with the
tea chings of the church.
(c) Acceptance- by the early Christian church
gradually changed Aristotelian science into a set of
dogmatic assumptions which were to be accepted by the
common man without question.

3.

Aristotle might explain the rising of a hot air balloon
by saying that the element fire whose natural place is above the air was trapped by the balloon and naturally
rises to its natural place carrying the balloon wi th it.
How might he explain its descent?

4.

See text Pp. 6 and 7.
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~;;IZ

l-l-lA

GRAJE 10

!~~3'i'Rtj:;TDt1.:::
D,) N':''!' :'1~u:..:L')!; ":"::I";~_S:'~::!.
CO?f be !"1e;Jdi;l~
th~ inforc::a~i0:1 I'e~ue3::~C: 0'310'.: 0:1 CJ sheet of pt:!per.

above an1
KiJ'3

CLA3S _ _ G?JG?_ _ DATE

Place the let:ter- of' the cOl'rect c;r..s ..;e!'
ql.4estion on ~rour ·she~t.

5.

nex~

_

to the nu;nber

:)~.

?he horizontel !'light o~ an a~ro;"1 would be considsred to be
an eXcolllule of ? motio:l.
(a) forced
(bTViolent (c) linecr (o.) n~:-.i.!.!"al (e) inhe!'ent

6. Accordi:lg to Ari stotle if an object was dropped 1 t would hit
th~ groung 'N'ith a speed "..hich ....1-.
.
(a) de;>ended on the resistance~f th'Z ail'
(b) depended on the weight: of the body
(c) wou.Ie. l'e::Jei:1 cons tam: throt.:'!J:out its fall

(d) all- cf the ebQve
(!:) a-and b above

"';ri te a
ing.

1.

pGregraph of

DE-tween

-

5

to '8 lines on

Aristotle's idees about the natt;.re of

thl'~e:

of the fo11O\.. .-

~.at-.:~r.

2.

~iny

3.

;~:p.~~~l~;l~/~~'~~;rh:~~ t~~O~~liL;'ie~~~~~i;~ <;xplCiir.

the early church accepted Arist·::>:le I ~ ideas.

4.

Ptc:emYor Archemedes or the atomists

(Do one of these)

the

th~
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QUIZ 1-1-1A

ANSWER KEY:

PHYSICS BEGINS

OBJECT rYES :
1.

(b)

5.

(b)

3.

( 5

(c)

marks each)

LONG ANSHER:

1.

Aristotle believed that there were four earthly elements,
earth, water, air and fire each having a natural place.
Earth was the element with the lowest place while fire
had the highest position.
These elements were unlike those found naturally on earth
in that they were pure forms while those on earth were
composed of mixtures of the elements.
The heavens were composed of a different elel:1ent than
those on earth. This element was called the quintessence
and had properties unlike any on earth.

5

marks

5

marks

5 marks

5

marks

2.

Aristotle's belief that terrestrial lavls would not hold in
the celestial regi'ons and t.hat the earth was the center of
the universe fit in well with the views of the church. His
ideas were reconciled with church dogma by Aquina s and he
became the chief authority on scientific and philosophical
matters for the church.
20 marks

3.

Aristotle might have said that the eler.Jent fire entered the
water causing it to rise as steam since fire's natural place
is above the air. Once in the air however the fire, now at
its natural place might escape from the water and the water
would drop to its natural place below the air as rain.
20 marks

4.

See pp.

6 and 7.

( 10 marks each)

QUIZ 1-1-1 B

14-7
GRADE 10

PHYSICS BEGINS

INSTRUCTIONS: fO Nor WHITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the heading
above and the information requested below on a sheet of paper.
_ _ _ _ _CLASS

NAME

DATE

_

Place the letter of the best answer next to the number of the
question on your sheet.

1.

According to Aristotle the heavenly bodies were composed of
a special element called -1-.
(a) quintessence (b) celestia (c) aether (d) vacuua

2.

Aristotle believed that the speed of a falling body -1-.
(a) increa sed over time (b) depended on the body I s weight
(c) was independent of the medium through which it fell
(d) was infini te in a va cuum

3.

~~) ~~~~~lo~o~i~~m(~)u~fo~~n~o~~if~~ed(~) i~~~;~t~~tI~nbe -1-.

4-.

..l. established Aristotle as the major authority of the

(d) inherent motion
church on scientific and philosophical matters.
(a) Justinian (b) The Bishop of Alexandria (c) Aquinas
(d) Pope Gregory.

5.

6.

Aristotle put most emphasis on -1- in his scientific investigations.
(a) measurement (b) mathematical analysis (c) direct
observation (d) experimentation
?

<aJ

is' considered to be the tlFa ther of Modern Science tl •
l\ristotle (b) Archimedes
(c) Thales
Cd) Galileo

v/ri te a paragraph of between
owing:

5' to 8 lines on three of the foll-

1.

Describe Aristotle I s idea~ concerning natural and violent
motion and give an example of each.

2.

Describe how Aristotle might explain the evaporation of
water.

3.

Describe three factors which lead to the retention of
Aristotelian physics for such a long period of time.

4-.

Describe the contribution of one of the following to
early scientific thought: Ptolemy, the atomists or
Aristarchus.
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PHYSICS BEGINS

QUIZ I-l-lB

ANSWER KEY:
OBJECTIVES:

1.

( a)

3.

(a)

5.

(c)

2.

(b)

4.

(c)

6.

Cd)

LONG ANSWER:

1.

Aristotle believed that there were four earthly elements
each having a natural place. The motion of one of these
elements towards its natural place was considered to be'
natural motion. One example of such motion would be the
falling of water through the air. Violent motion occured when one object was in contact with another exerting
a force on it to keep it in motion. An example would be
the flight of an arrow through the air which according .
to Aris totle wa s kept in motion by air rushing in behind
it.

2.

Aristotle might explain the rising of smoke from a fire
by saying that the element fire enters the material that
is burning causing it to rise through the air as smoke.
The rising of smoke would be a natural motion since it
is caused by fire attempting to get to its natural place
a bove the air.

3.

Aristotelian science was retained for so long because:
1. Aristotle gained great respect in other areas such as
poli tics and philosophy and this respect tended to make
people uphold his views of science also.
2. His ideas were naturally well recieved by the church
which was most responsible for the education of the time.
3. His theories, based on direct observation, seemed sensible
to the people of the time.

4.

See Pp. 6 and 7.

PHYSICS BEGINS

QUIZ 1-I-lC

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the heading
above and the information requested below on a sheet of paper.
NAME.
_
CLASS
DATE
~

_

Place the letter of the best answer next to the number of the
question on your sheet.

1.

A familiar pattern or model upon which we often attempt to
base the solution of a problem is called a (n) ClJ.
(a) parachute (b) parody (c) parable (d) paradigm

2.

According to Aristotle the planets move (..L).
(a) in perfect circles around the sun (b) in ellipses around
the sun (c) in ellipses around the earth (d) in circles
around the earth.

3.

~~~~~~~n~ ~o)~ri(~)t~~ :r~;~~; w~~) ~~on~dw~~i~tto (~)r~~e
air pushed it down

(d) of a natural tendency to do so.

4.

Aristotle believed that the speed of a falling body (..L).
(a) decreased with its distance from the earth (b) increased
over time (c) was infinite in a vacuum Cd) was constant

5.

Aristotle believed that the celestial bodies were composed of
a fifth element called the ( ? ).
(a) qUintessence (b) celestium (c) prime mover (d) ether

6.

Aristotle believed that a stone when thrown is kept in horizontal motion by (..L). (a) its inertia (b) gravity (c) air
rushing in behind it (d) a natural tendency to remain in motion

LONG ANSWER: (Write a paragraph of from
the following:

5 to 8 lines on THREE of

1.

Explain what Aristotle meant by "natural" and "violent" motion
and give one example of each type of motion.

2.

Describe the properties of Aristotle I s four earthly elements.

:3"

Describe how Aristotle might have predicted the results of an
experiment in which two objects of identical size and shape
but of different weight are dropped from the same height.

4.

Describe the contribution of .Q!1g of the following to early
science: Aristarchus, Eratosthenes, Ptolemy.

15'0
ANSWER KEY TO QUIZ I-I-Ie
OBJECT IVES :
1. (d)

5'.

(a)

6. (c)
LONG ANS ViER:

1.

See Answer Key to Quiz l-I-IB

2.

Aristotle belived that earthly matter was composed of four

:l~~~~:l ~~~~~io~~t:~~t~ifo~~~tf;~~ fi~:c~i~~e~~~ChT~~~~Pied

elements were pure forms not found naturally on earth since
all materials on earth were composed of mixtures of the
elements. Thus naturally occuring water also contained traces
of all the other elements as well.

3.

Aristotle would have predicted that the heaviest object ",ould
fall at the fastest rate and would therefore reach the earth
first.

4.

See Pp. 6 and 7 of the text.
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ANALYSING SIMPLE MOTION 1

FILE NO. 1-2-1

Lt:ARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE

1-2-1
ANALYSING SIMPLE

~-10TION

TO ACCOMPANY:
CHAPTER TWO
PHYSICS: A HUMAN ENDEAVOUIt
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A.

RATIONALE

Now that we have examined some of the early concepts of
motion developed by the Greeks, it is time to look at modern
methods of analysing motion. While Aristotle developed his
ideas of motion through direct observation, modern procedures
make use of careful measurement and the use of mathematical
descriptions derived from these measurements in order to
explain phenomena. While developed here specifically to analyse motion, graphical techniques are very powerful tools.
Graphical descriptions of phenomena are used in many walks of
life from auto mechanic to nuclear physicist. Thus an understanding of how to draw and interpret graphs is important not
only in physics but in other areas as well.

B.

OBJECT lVES

To be more specific, after studying this package you
should be a ble to:

C.

."

1.

Describe the role of an "ideal si tuation" in scientific
descriptions of phenomena.

2.

Describe examples of simple uniform and accelerated motion by plotting and analysing graphs.

3.

Determine the important characteristics of a graph such
as slope, intercept, and area and relate them to the
physical properties of motion.
.

4.

Define such terms as distance, speed, instantaneous and
average velocity, and acceleration. Be able to calculate
the values of these quanti ties from a graph.

PRETEST
.;

Draw Pretest 1-2-1 from the file and complete it.
Check your answers against the pretest key •

153
2.

*3.
4.

}.nswer Questions 1 to 1, which are asked wi thin the text
or the chapter. in your notebooks.
Perform and write up experiment 2.1A

Read appendices Band C (pp. 143-lt) in your text.

*5. Complete PROBLEM SET 1-2-1 and hand

it in for correction.
PROBLEM S£T 1-2-1 consists of the following questions on
28 & 29: 2.1, 2.3, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11,
2.13, and 2.160

pages

6.

If you feel you require further information, see the
programmed instructii;n booklet Graphing Motion

U'J7.E: IHI ,7;; \~aAPH PAFS{)

SELF-TEST AND QUIZ

E.

When you

haVf:

completed these activities, obtain a copy

or SELF-TEST 1-2-1 f'rom the file.

Check your answers and if

you have made errors check the material recommended wi th the

answers to each question on the answer sheet.

When you are

satisfied that you have mastered the material well enough ask
tor
F.

~UIZ

1-2-1, complete it and .turn it in tor correction.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES

1.

In order to fully understand the use of graphs, you mar
like to listen to the tape text PROGRAM 1 - GRAPHICAL
ANALYSIS which describes the use of graphs from a more
general Viewpoint.

*2.

Carry out experiment 2.1C using the alternate procedure
in the experiment hendout sheet E.2.1C. Compere the
precision of th13 method with that ~f experiment 2.1A.

*3.

Complete on of the activities on chapter 2 in the handbook in the back or the text.

*4.

Examine the overhead transpare-ncias 1-2-1 through 1-2-6
and answer the questions on the accompanying w:>rksheets.
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PRETEST 1-2-1

The function of this pretest is to check to see whether you are
sufficiently prepared to start chapter two. Please do not write
on this sheet. Complete the test on a sheet of your own paper
ari'd return this sheet to the file when you are finished. Note:
This test will not form part of your evaluation for the course.
1.

Convert 1.2 meters into centimeters.

2.

Determine the areas of the following figures:

Co..)
3nll

~ ~
.

4-

3.

ern

(I»

2cm

lethem
'-1...-

J

8 ern

_

bClTI

Determine the slopes of the following graphs:

:.~ t~IJt (.Ol~n~
o

4.

IQ 20 30 40
0
I
2. 3 4
0
2.
4-- b 8
In Graph 1 above, what is the value of y when x is 10?

5.

In Graph 2 above, what is the value of x when y is 20 ?

6.

How long will an object travelling at 20 KIn per hour take to
travel 50 KIn?

7.

How far will an object travelling at 20 metel's per second go
in 5 seconds?
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ANSIJER KEY TO PRETEST 1-2-1 .

1.2 meters = 120 centimeters
Note: If you are not familiar with the meaning of
metric prefixes consult the text Hodern Physics
Chapter One.
2.

t
t x 4x 3

The area of a triangle =
For triangle (a)
For triangle (b)

t x 8x

2

base times height

6 cm

2

8 cm 2

The area of a rectangle = base x height
For rectangle (c)
2
8 x 3
24 cm
rise
Slope
For Graph 1 slope
4/40
run
For Graph 2 slope
-60/3

=

3.

=

=

For Graph 3

4.

slope

O/x

= 0.1
= -20
o

where x is
any number

When x is 10, y is 1

5.

\'lhen y is 20,

6.

At 20 Km/hr an object will take 50/20 = 2.5 hr to travel
50 Km.

7.

At 20 m/s an object will travel 20 x 5 = 100 m in 5 seconds.

NOTE:

x is 2

If you have trouble understanding any of these questions
please consult with your teacher.
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SELF-TEST 1-2-1

• • CLASS • • • • • DATE ••

NAHE: • • • • .' ••

m

INSnUCTIONS: DO NOT :VRITE ON THIS SH::::T. Copy the heading above ... ith the
required information on a sheet of paper. Replace this sheet when finished.
Place the ....ord or phrase which best fits the statement next to its number
distance
A car travelling at 16 mls w111 travel -1.- m
(m)
GRAPH 1
in 8 s.
.
40
.
In the graph on the right:

on your sheet.
1.

The object

ent

-1.- m in the first 4 s.

30

3. The object

ent

-1.-

20

2.

m bet·...een t=2 and t=4 s.

4. The speed of the object ,1as -1.- m/s.
In

~raph

10

2 on the right:

0

5. The object's acceleration was -1.- m/s~
6. The object went -1.- m In the first 10 s.
7. The slope of the graph i~ -1.- m/s 2
In graoh 3 on the right:

8.

The initial speed of the object was

9.

The slope of the graph is

10. The object travelled

---1.-

---1.-

-1.- m/s.

m/s 2 •

11. The speed of the object at t=4 s is

-1.- m/s.

(m/s)
40

13. The acceleration of the object was -1.- ~/s2.

10

For the object in graph 3:
.

s ~e

m

speed

30
20

LONG ANS·..~R:

4

GRAPH 2

~E,
o

m in the first 4 s.

2

(~~~)d

12. The average speed of the object for the first
4 s was -1.- mls

4.

.

-

o

10

20 (s)

G:lAPH 3

.

2

4

ti e
(s)

(1) Draw a distance-time graph.

(2) Ora.... an acceleration-time graph.
(3) Describe its motion in words.

Describe the signi ficance of the follo·...ing properties of a speed-time
graph: (a) intercept (b) slope (c) area under the curve

5. Using a car as an ·example, describe the :1ifference between average and
ins tantaneous veloci ty.

6.

Define accelera tion.

7.

Why does science deal mainly With "ideal" situations?

8.

Using the data table below and a sheet of graph paper, plot a speedtime graph. Determine the acceleration of the object and the distance
travelled in the first 20 s.

15'7
AN3 .JER I\3Y TO S3LF-TE3T 1-2-1
1. 128 m

Text Ref
11

16 x 8

2. 20 m

read the graph

3. 10 m

( 20 - 10 )

12

4. 5' m/s

slope

20/4

13

2
5. o m/s

slope

0

6. 70 m

area under curve

11

15'
14

10 x 7

15'

7. 0
intercept

8. 10

9. 5' m/s

2

13

= rise/run

slope

20/4

18

10. 80 m

area under curve

14

11. 30 m/s

read graph

19

see #

18

12. 20 m/s
2

13. 5' m/s

22

LONG ANS i'lER :
1.

time (s)
distance (m)

0
0

1
12.5'

3
30.0

5'2.5'

4
80.0

112.5'

See graph sheet for graph.
2. See graph sheet

3. Jbj ect 3 starts vii th an initial velocity of 10 m/s and accelerates at 5' m/s 2 for 5' seconds attaining a velocity of 35' m/s
and covering a distance of 112.5' m.

4.

In a speed-time graph:
the intercept = initial velocity
the slope = acceleration
the area under the curve = distance travelled.

5.

A car's instantaneous speed \yould be shown on the speedometer
and would change constantly. Its average speed, however,
would be determined by dividing the dis tance travelled
by the time required.

6.

Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity with time.
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Science deals mainly 'vIi th ideal situations because in the
real world phenomena are complicated by extra factors which
are not always present and have Ii ttle if any bearing on the
relationship under study. In science, we try to isolate
the factors for study and thus create "ideal" situations.

8.

See Graph Sheet

-:U:\. d\:stanc.e.
(.m)
-:D\STA~c.E.-T\M~

Fo~ o~:rE.C'~.

10

4

2.

-t:\Me

~

o

2

l~).

4

Ac...c.E..\..E.Q..ATl\)~-

T\t-\E..

FoR 0'63" Ec.T 3.

20
{hYle

Ol5-----2.--3----4---S

8

l~).

Cl..cc.e\e,a t

lbt\ =:.

slope.

r\S~~f\. ~ ~

: '12 'i-20)(. 4·2=-- 4'2..

n'\.
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FORM A

ANALY3ING 3IMPLE MOTION"

QUIZ 1-2-lA

IN3TRUCTIONS: DO NOT ../ RITE ON THIS 3a=:~. Copy the hearHng above and the
information requested beloli on a sheet of paper.
NAHE • • • • • • • • • • • • CLASS • • • GROUP • • • JATl • • • • • • • • • •
Place the letter of the best ans ....er· next to the nun;ber of the question.
1.

2.
3.

4.

A car travelling at 20 mls .... ill go ( ? ) m in
(a) 4
(b) 0.25 (c) 100 (d) 500
IN G:HPH 1
.

5

r.R~PR

s.

iZ>

2g6ec~b)or5~ed (C+-l~O in (~~ ~o
The distance travelled bet....een t=15 and t=30 is

i~~ ;~cei~;a~~n ~~)t~~OOb~~~t2~~~

?

m/s 2 •

(a) 10 (b) 5 (c) 2 (d) a
_ _IN GR.~
.
5. The Us tance covered bebleen t=2 and t=8s ....as
(a) 80 (b) 13.33 (c) 480 (d) 320
IN GRAPH ";3
6. The ini tial spee1 of the object was -..1.- m/s.
(a) a (b) 5 (c) 10 (d) 200
7. The average speed of the obJ ect for the 40 s
sho·..n ~/as ? m/s.
(a) 15 (bJ200 (c) 5 (d) 300
8 •. The object went -..1.- m in the first 20 s.
(a) 5000 (b) !+Doo (c) 12000 (d) 10
~b.J:lL.I±.

fi,n

300f--i---t--+---:----,--/

zoo

-..1.- m.

~.

~~~ o~Je~;~~.aC(:5ec~ti(~)d~~in~c~h~o

i~;sii~t~n~:str~ve;:ed(~) ~ge (~}e4; d~5n~0th Cd )
;)0

,0
r.RAPR 2
~

~\

~econd
10

TFBEE of the follo·,,'ing four questions.

Describe the motion of the· object in graph 4 in a
fe .... sentences.
(Give numerical values where possible)

2.

Draw a distance-time graph for the object in graph 3.

3.

;~aroam/~~o~~~~-;;m~n!~~~~;~fo~~t~b~~C~Oa~/~:e~~~~ng
the data at·5 s intervals from 0 to 20 s.
"Science is often a study of an ideal situation which
is seldom if ever achieved in the real world."
COl!ir;)ent on this staterr:ent in the light of the content
of this chapter that we have studie:i so far.

aeturn thi~ sheet \-lith your answer paper.

/00

Speed

1.

4.

lon)

? m.
-

10.

LONG .-iNS.1ER:

J

dl~t .. n<.e

.(0-

;

0

'20

~--------------------------
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ANS\·lER KEY:

QUIZ 1-2-1 A

OBJECTIVES

1. (c)·

6. (d)

2.

(b)

3.

(c)

7. (d)
8. (a)

4. (d)
,.

(c)

9. (b)
10.

4 marks each

(a)

LONG ANS'tJE:R

1.

~~~P~c~e~~~:~i~~ ~~j~~tmi;~ri~~g/~~m a velocity of
I t maintains a velocity of 50 mls for the next 2 s,
then sloHS dO\offi) cOrr!ing to a stop after 5 secon s.

10 mls

The total distance covered by the object 'vas 185 m.

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

i!±.L
20

1°0

.-,-.-._.
,

~-rl
1

i

~---=5:---'P--'5--;;O b~~~
4.

Science is often a study of an ideal situation \vhich is seldom
if ever achieved in the real world. In this chapter He studied
examples of uniform and uniformly accelerated motion 'in one
direction on a line. Such motion is rarely observed in nature.
In the real Horld motions occur in various directions in three
dimensions and in most cases objects undergo varying accelerations. A good example of such a comr.1on motion is the falling
leaf cited in the text. However, the mathematical description
of such motions is extremely difficult. Thus in science 've
seek to understand the simpler ideal situations in the hope
that it will lead to a more profound knowledge of the more complex thiRgs that occur in nature.
(20 marks)

-

~UIZ

ANALY3IilG SIMPIZ HOTI.QN.

1-2-lB

FO:iM B

INSTRUCTIONS: DJ N07 :ol:lITC: ON THIS S!EET. Copy the heading above and the
information requested belo'" on a sheet of paper.
llAHE. • • • • • • • • • • .CLA3S. • .G:lOUP. • • C>ATS-. • • •
Place the letter of the best ans"'er next to the nUl:lber of the question.
1.

~g~a~p~~c~fgO;S ~5~. m(;')

g560 i(b)0;:~~5alc)n4~v(~)20

2.

IN GRAPH 1:
The object covered ? m in 2.5 s.
(a) 125 (b) 100 (CJ150 (d) 80 (e) 50

3.

The distance covered between t=2 and t=4 s "'as -'l.- m.
(a) 300 (b) 50 (c) 100 (d; 200

4.

IN GRAPH 2
The soeed at t=2 s ",as ? m/s
Ca) O· (b) 200 Cc) 100\d) 400

GRAPH 1

dls~~~ce

__

~--,-

o

I

"2

3

"\

GRAcn 2

Speed

<."'S'\

2.

6.

i~eG~~;e3ts

7.

The average speed or the object over the time indicated was -'l.- m/s. (a) 10 (b) 20 (c) 125 (d) 75

8.

1~) ~~5ta(~) i5~veZ~)d7~ur~~~ ~~~

9.

IN GRAPH 4:
The total distance covered "'as ( ? m.
(a) 400 (b) 800 (c) 1200 (d) 2000 .

-'l.- m/s

(a)

6

(b) 8

(c) 10

Cd) 20

5 s. ",as -'l.- m.

10. The acceleration during the first 20 s was -'l.- m/s 2
(a) 40 (b) 20 (c) 10 (d) 2
LONG ANS:·/sR:

Do three of

t~e

follO\ving:

4.

1.

Describe the motion depicted by graph

2.

Draw a distance-time graph for the object in graph 3

3.

~~a5 :I:~l~~~~y;~i~~if~:i\;~~c!~yo~feg :/~~lerating

4.

(a)
(b)

Plot the fol1::>wing data on a d-t graph.
Is this an example of simple uniform or
uniformly decelerated motion? Discuss.

~'rr.e

(5)
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QUIZ 1-2-1 B

OEBeT IVES :

1.

(c)

6.

2.

(a)

7.

(d)

3.

(c)

8.

(a)

(b)

9.

(c)

(d)

10. (d)

4.

,.

(c)

( 4 marks each)'

LONG AN3';!~R:

4 marks
4 marks

~~j~C~/~~~o~C~~l~~~~~~s~rom rest
attaining a velocity of lto mls \-lhich it
maintained for another 10 seconds.
It then slm,red dmm, corning to rest after
another 20 seconds.
The total displacement \oras 1200 meters.

1.

3.

~.
di tance (m)
750

- 50(;

4 marks
4 marks
lmarks
20 marks

·speed (ml.s).
3:> .----- -

~,---,.--,-~~---{;J

-- -.- ----l

--,-1

I--lc---.--+-.~.

._ :

..:...-_i

. {20_mar.ksJ

10

-_._-~---

o

4.
(b)

4D
3D

}_.

The line of best fit sho'..,s
tha't the graph does show
some tendency to curve dmmwards but the amount is not
enough to conclude that the
object is slo\oTing down. The
data vrould have to be extended for several more seconds
before such a trend could
be ascertained for sure.

( 5

marks)

time
2..

(s)

r
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QUIZ 1-2-1C
INSTRUCTIONS:

DO NOT \YRIT& ON THIS SHEET.

FORH C

Copy the heading above and the

inror:natio~ ~e:u~s:e~ ~e:o~ ~n.ac~~~: ~!'.p~PgouP• • •

DATE • • • • • • •
th; letter of the best answer next to the. number of the- Question.
An object accelerating from rest at 10 m/s 2 for 5 s
d,(~nc:e
will attain a speed of ....1-mls. (a) 2 (b) 0.5 (c) 125
(d) 50
IN GRAPH 1:
i~5 ~~je(:)w~gt (b~i~6an(~)o~o-;.~)b~ween t=3 and

~~;
1.

2.

3. 1~) 4bee~b)f26
4.

he

(~~j~gt (~)

~~eG~f~;/ts....1-.

m/s 2 •

i- m/s.

10

(a) 500 (b) 50 .(c)

5g6 a (g5B~~gce (~5

5. ~~6 ~~je(~) w

56

0

(d~e6ween t~2

IN GRAPH 3:
The initial speed was

7.

~~~ a~~ele;~fi~~·~as --.1..- m/s 2 •

8.

~h~.Ob~:)\~g~er(~)a7~6st(~)e6g;-tI)m36g the

(d) 50

(e)

and

lM/$\

(a) 25 (b) 1200 (c) 300'
(a) 25

(b) 1200 (c) 300.

33.3

first

IN G:lAPH 4:

9.

~~) ~gcet~)a~on(~)r~ng(~~e~5rst

20 s. was

--.1..- m/s

2

•

10. The total distance covered was ? m.
(a) 2000 (b) 1200 (c) 1400 «f)2400
LONG ANS:£R:
1.

o
Speed
'1n.:.?B 2

6.

--.1..- m/s.

(d) 20

Do three of the follo,dng:

Describe the motion of the object in graph 3.

2.

Draw a distance-ti:ne graph of. object 3.

3.

An object beginning with a velocity of 20 mls accelerates uniformly to a velocity of 80 mls after 20 s.

4.

Give two examples each o~ uniform motion and uniformly
accelera ted motion.

Draw a graph of this motion and show how you would
determine the acceleration from this graph.

:teturn this sheet with your answer sheet.
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ANALYSING SIMPLE MOTION

QUIZ 1-2-1 C

OBJECT IVES ;

1.

(d)

6.

(d)

2.

(a)

7.

(a)

3.

(d)

8.

(b)

4.

(c)

9.

(c)

5.

(b)

10. (c)

( 4 marks each)

LONG ANS \VER ;
1.

2.

4 marks
4 marks

~~~e~~c~~:a~~~r~~d2 f~/~2r~~;

20 s.
It maintained a speed of 40 mls from t=20
to t=40,
then slowed to a stop after 50 s.
It covered a total distance of 1400 m.

3.

distance
(m)

4 marks
4 marks
4 marks
20 marks

velocity
(m/s)

75C

~\ope ::'Q

ioa

':.

<go

5"(;(}

"::

bO

2-

4.

r,!:.e

40

250

4

b

time
(s)

20

run
\0

~

r\so/r~1)

bo/;.o
~m/s2.

--l
20

time
(s)

Answers will vary;
Uniform motion; sound, light, or any wave in a uniform
medium. Student might mention that objects rarely
undergo uniform motion which is an ideal situation
Uniformly accelerated motion:
Again an idealized situation - students may mention
a drag racer, an object in free fall or an object on
a ramp.

,
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FILE NO. 1-2-2

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE

1-2-2
ANALYSING SIMPLE MOTION-2

TO ACCOMPANY:
CHAPTER TWO
PART TWO
PHYSICS: A HUMAl'f ENDEAVOUR
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A.

-;lATI()ii.:ill
.

Th~

graphic"l tC':chniClucs which you have just studied are

an excellent way of representing motion.

Graphs give an almost

pictorial display of relationships and important quantities can
be obtained from them almost at a glance.

Hm"ever, producing

graphs is often time consuming and scientists, like other mortals,
seek easier ways of describing things.

Just as secretaries use

shorthand to write things more qUickly, scientists use mathematical
symbols in the form of equations to express relationships in a
quick economical fashion.

Equations have an extra added bonus,

however, for if they are manipulated follo'''ing set mi:!thematical
rules new equations can be formed ,.,hich often lead to better insights into the phenomena.

In this package you will learn hO'.,

such equations are related to the graphs .le developed earlier
and hOYI they may be used to describe motion.
B.

OBJECT rYES
More specifically, at the end of this package you should

be able to:

C.

1.

Derive motion equations from the graphs of motion studied
earlier.
.

2.

Analyse a motion problem so that the correct equation can
be stated.

3.

Solve an equation for an llilknOwn varic>ble.

4.

Substitute values into an equa tion to determine the
known quantity.

tl..1'1-

PRETEST:

You should be familiar .,ith the solving of equations
for llilknowns and hm., to determine the slope-intercept equation
for a linear graph. To test your skill at these items, draw
PRETEST 1-2-2 from the file, complete it and check your answers.
The ans.,er key to PRETEST 1-2-2 will tell you hC1N to correct any
problems you may have.
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8C.
5H? ,
tr:~~,/---{
~

D.

ACTIVITIES
1.

Read the text Pp. 23-27 and answer Q 16 p. 26.

*2.

Perform and report on Experiment 2.2A Pp. 108-110

*3.

~~o::~~bl~~g~~t2tji n:~~~~t~~§, o~. i~: ~~~~~\{~~i7;u~~i8,
2

2.20, and 2.2l

*4.

5.
E.

Read Article 8 in Reader One or substitute some other
topical article on motion and submit a resume card.
Examine Transparency T l-2-2A and complete the problems
given on the Student Directions sheet which accompanies it.

SELF TEST AND QUIZ
When you have completed the work above to yo-ur satisfaction draw Self-Test 1-2-1 from the file and complete it.
Check your anSHers against the anSHer key to the test.
Quiz 1-2-1 B will be given at a mutually agreed upon tirre.
Watch the bulli tin board for this time.

F.

OPTION,\L

AC7::;'VIT~ES

*1.

Carry out Experiment 2.3 and submit a report.

*2.

Do activity 2.6 or some other activity of your choice
gi-yen in the Student Workbook for this chapter.

*3.

View the film VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION and write a one
page report of what you saw.
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PRETEST 1-2-2

EQUATIONS

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the heading
above and the required information below on a sheet of paper.
NAME ••••••••••••.•••••••• CLASS _ •••• GROUP •.... DATE ••.•••••••••.•
Place the word or phrase which best answers the question next
to the number of the question on your answer sheet.
1.

The area of the rectangle ABeD is .:1-.

2.

The area of the triangle BDC is .:1-.

3.

The area of the quadrilateral ADEB is.:1-.

4.

Solve the equation x = 3Y for Y .:1-.

5.

Solve the equat~on x

6.

Solve the equatJ.on vi+vf

= 4y

= v av

8 un

10<.m-

D~

6

,lair-

1c..

~ bun

+3 for y

.-2-

Fl

f'..

E-

for v

7.

In the equation x =

8.

Speed is defined to be .:1-.

9.

Acceleration is defined to be .:1-.

f

4y 2 + 2z , Y=3 and z =-4 find x

10. State question 8 1 s answer as an equation.
11. State question 9' s answer
12. The symbol,6 means

as

an equation.

.:...1-.
13.

·.fuat is the y intercept of this
graph?

14.

\-/hat is the slope of this graph?

15.

State the slope-intercept equation
of this graph.
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ANSWER KEY TO PRETEST 1-2-2
1.

Area = length x width = 8 x 10 = 80 cm 2

t

base x height =

t

x 8 x 10 = 40 cm

2

2.

Area =

3.

Area of ADEB = area of ABeD + area of DeE = 80 + 24 = 104 cm 2

4.

dividing both sides by 3 yields x/3 = Y
transposing yields y = x/3

5.

subtracting 3 from both sides yields x - 3 = 4y
dividing by 4 yields (x - 3)/4 = y
transposing yields • • • • • • • • • • y = ~

6.

multiplying both sides by 2 yields vi + vf = 2 v av

7.

x = 4 x 3 2 + 2 x (-4)

subtracting vi from both sides yields .v f = 2 v av - vi
= 36 + (-8) = 28

8.

Speed is defined to be rate of change of position with time.

9.

Acceleration is defined as time rate of change of velocity.

10.

S =bd/Llt

11.

a

12.

!1

= ~v/6t
means the change in

13.

The y-intercept is 2

14.

The slope

15.

The slope-intercept equation for the graph is

= riselrun
nIX

+ b

= 2x

+ 2

y =
thus

Y

=' 8/4

= 2

where m

= slope

and b

= y-intercept

( Note: See page 143 in your text for a full explanation
of questions 13, 14, and 15.)
.
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SELF-TEST 1-2-2

NAME • • • • • •

ANALYSING SIHPLE HOTION-2

EQUATIONS

• • • • • • • • .CLASS. • • • .DATE. • • • •

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the heading and
information above on a sheet of your own paper.
Place the letter of the best answer next to the number of the
question on your sheet.
A.

In the graph on the right:

1.

~ ~~~r~~j~~~ ;~;~ ~~s~ ~eresents ~~~:I~aL~ge

(a) vit
2.

(b) vft

(c) Vi -vf(d) vf-vi

An expression which represents the
distance the object would have travel1ed if it had continued with the

--I

~\~----I
I

I

----

(~)s~:~t (~~o~~ty (~~ ~;t '-fed (Vi -vf)t I~-

3.

in velocity

----

An expression which represents the
Vi. acceleration of the object is ( ? ) 2
(a) vit (b) vft (c)(Vf-Vi)/t (o.)~it

---

-L_~ ~

t---: ~I

I

,

t

t ,me..

A car is travelling down a straight level road at 10 m/s.

B.
1:;••

Its acceleration is (_L) m/s 2 • (a) 0

5. ~~)w~;ieco(~) fO~iS~~)C~O~~ (-dJ-)5~2in

(b) 5

(c) 10

(d)-5

t seconds.

C•. A car accelerates from rest at 20 m/s 2 •

6.

Its ve~.ocity at time t sec< nds will be ( ? ) m/s.
(a) 20/t (b) 20t (c) 20t 2 (d) 10t 2
--

7.

The average velocity of the object during the first 10 s
will be <-"1-) m/s. (a) 20 (b) 50 (c) 100 (d) 200

8.

It will travel a distance of ( ? ) m during the first 10 s.
(a) 100 (b) 200 (c) 1000 (dnOOO

D.~.A car accelerates at 5 m/s 2 from an initial velocity of'20 m/s.

9.
10.

Its velocity at t=lOs will be ( ? ) m/s.
(a) 50 (b) 70 (c) 250 (d) 700It will cover a distance of ( ? ) m in the first 10
(a) 700 (b) 450 (c) 200 (d)lOOO

S.

I?
2.
LONG AI;3 W~R :
1 .. A car starts with an ini tial velocity of 10 mls • and

accelerates uniformly for
150 m.

2.

5 sec. covering a distance of

Using equations find:

(a)

The car's average velocity.

(b)

The car's a ccelera tion.

(c)

The car's final velocity.

Using the graph given on the obj ective sheet show how
the ~quation d = vi t + tat 2 is related to the graph.
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text ref.
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ANSWER KEY TO SELF-TEST 1-2-2
1.

-(d)

change of v = rise_of graph

5

2.

(a)

distance = velocity x time

3.

(c)

a = change in v over time

,.

(a)

there is no change in v here

p. 16

(b)

distance = velocity x time

p.23

4.

6.

(b)

v f = vi + at

7.

(c)

= -"0 + 20t

Pp. 24- 2
p. 24

= 20t

p.26

8.

(c)

vav=(v i + vf)/2 = 0 + 200/2 = 100
d = vit + iat 2 = 0 + t'20'10 2 = 1000

9.

(b)

v f= vi + at = 20 + 5 x 10 = 70

p.24
p. 25
. p. 24

d = vit + -~at2 = 20'10 + t'5'100 = 450

10. (b)

p. 25

LONG ANSHER

-1.

(a)

Average ve~9citY = di~i:~ce
= 150/5

(b)

Vi = 10 m/s

and Vav = 30 m/s

a = Vf - Vi
--t(0)

V
av

= Vi

+ Vf

or v av = d/t

= 30 m/s

--2--

=

~

5

therefore

1h~~:f~~~tV tc) SO

= 40/5 = 8
Vf

m/s

2

= 2 Vav - Vi

=2
2.

m/s

x 30 - 10

= 50

m/s

The area under a v - t graph is equal to the distance travelled by the object.
The are'a here is equal to that
0 luS
s\

~~ih~/~~~a~;~:n~l/

vi

The area of the rectangle is
Vit
and the area of the triangle is
one-half the base times the height.
But its height is V f - Vi

PAGE 2

ANS\VER KEY TO SELF-TEST 1-2-2

and the base of the triangle is t, and its area is t

173

(Vf - Vi) t

Thus the total area under the graph is,
Vi t +t (Vf - Vi) t
But recall that by the definition of acceleration
a
thus

=

(V f - Vi)/t

Vf - Vi = at

this expression at can be substituted in our equation for
the area under the graph.
thus area = Vi t +tat

t

and therefore
d

= Vi t

+ t at

2

174QUIZ 1-2··2A

ANALYSING SIMPLE MOTION-2

EQUATIONS

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the heading above
and the information requested below on a sheet of paper.
CLASS

NA..\fE

DATE

Place the letter of the best answer next to the number of the

:~es::o:h:ng::: ::e::: right.
1.

2.

~:I~O<.,t
~

The acceleration of the object can be
obtained by finding ,the (-7-) "'. the
graph. (a) slope of (b) area under
(c) maximum height of
(d) total length of

".

t

0

t Jme

The equation for the acceleration of the object will therefore
~~) (V:t):
(V f - Vi)/t (b)(V f +V i )/2t (c) (V f + Vi)t

S;f

A car is travelling on a straight level road at 15 m/s.

B.

3.
4-.
C.

5.

6.
7.
D.

8.

9.
10.

The time required for the car to go 4-50 m is
(a) 6750
(b) 75 (c) 30 (d) 0.33

<-'1. .)

The car will cover a distance of ( ? ) m in 10 s.
(a) 1.5 (b) 6.6 (c) 150 (d) 750
An object accelerates from rest at 6 m/s 2 •

Z;)

~~~ocZ~) ~\~=l~c)

6511 (~) ~ot-) m/s.

The time taken for i t to attain a velocity of 150 mls will be
(--7....' s. (a) 0.04- (b) 25 (c) 20 (d) 50
It will cover a distance of ( ? ) meters in the first 10 s.
(a) 300 (b) 120 (c) 60 (d)30

An object accelerates at 2 m/s 2 from an ini tiel velocity of
10 m/s.

Z~) i~~ocg)

56

t(~~s 2?ltd~e 5~i-)

m/s.

It will take ( ? ) secOnds to attain a velocity of 40 m/s.
(a) 35 (b) 25\c) 20 (d) 15

It will cover a distance of ( ? ) m in the first 6 seconds.
(a)

96

(b)

60

(0)

36

(d)

132
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QUIZ 1-2-2A

page 2

LONG ANSWER:

A car has an initial velocity of 20 mls and accelerates
uniformly to 60 mls in 10 seconds.

Showing all workings,

find:
(a)

Its average velocity over the 10 second interval

(b)

The 8cceleration of the car during this time

(c)

The distance covered by the car during this time

(d)

The time at which its instantaneous velocity is

40 m/s.
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ANSt..JER KEY TO QUIZ 1-2-2A
OBJECTIVES:
1.

(a)

2.

(a)

3.

(c)

4.

(c)

5.

(c)

6.

(b)

7.

(d)

8.

(b)

9.

(d)

10.

(a)

( 4% each)

LONG ANSi'iER:

( 15% each)

1. (a) Vav

Vi + Vf
--2-

(b) a V
- -t-

=

Vf - Vi =
-t--

= Va v t = 40

(c) d

20 + 60
--2--

or alternately

60 - 20
10

= 400

x 10

d = Vi t +

80
2: = 40 mls
40

10

=

4 m/s 2

m

t

at 2

20 x 10 +

t

4 x 100

200 + 200 = 400 m
(d) V f

= Vi + at

whence

t = Vf - Vi

40 - 20
~

a

20

1+

5s

or alterna tely
the average velocity occurs half way through
the time interval over which it is measured for uniformly
accelerated motion.

Since the time interval' is 10 s,

then the object will be going at its average velocity
of 40 mls at

5

seconds.
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QUIZ 1-2-2B

ANALYSING SIMPLE HOTION-2

EQUATIONS

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the heading
above and the information requested below on a sheQt of paper.

NAME,_---------Place the letter of the best answer next to the number of the
question on your sheet.
A.

1.

2.

In the graph on the right:
The change in velocity of the object
can be obtained by determining the
( ? ) the graph.
(aTrise 01'<: (b) run of (c) slope of
(d) length of

i~ev~~~~~~~i~~lfe~~~~~~~~et~: (h~n~e
~~~ ~it (b) Vf + Vi

B.

o - - - - - - - t ttY'

(c) Vf - Vi

A car travelling along a straight level road goes 400 m in 10 s.

3.

U) 4verage velocity was

4.

Its instantaneous velocity at 5 s was (--?-) m/s.
(a) 20
(b) 200 (c) 40 (d) not determinable from this data

C.

C.L) m/s. (a)

4000 (b) 400

(c) 40

A car accelerates from rest at a uniform rate of 10 m/s 2 •

5. Its velocity at f=5 s will be ( ? ) m/s.
(a) 2 (b) 50 (c) 25 (d) 125 6. The time required for the object to Dttain a velocity of 80 m/s
will be (-L) S. (a) 8
(b) 800 (c) 4
(d) 16

7. The object will cover a distance of (
(a) 50
D.

(b) 500

(c) 1000

(d) 10

~i~~;~f;:t t~ ~~t~n;;i41 c~i;~Ci ty

? ) m in the first 10 s.

of 40 cm/s accelerates

8.

Its velocity at t=5 s will be ( ? ) cm/s.
(a) 2
(b) 50 (c) 60 (d) 32 -

9.

It will take ( ? ) s to attain a velocity of 120 cm/s.
(a) 3

(b) 20

-rc)

30

(d) 10

10. It will cover a distance of ( ? L m in 5 s.
(a) 60 (b) 32 (c) 220 (d) 250
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QUIZ 1-2-2B
LONG l\NSWER:

An object with an initial veloc:..ty of 20 mls accelerates
uniformly to cover 300 meters in 10 seconds. Showing all
calcu1a tions, find:

(a)

The average velocity of the object during the 10 seconds

(b)

The final velocity of the object after 10 seconds.

(c)

The acceleration of the object during the 10 seconds.

(d)

The time at which the instantaneous velocity of the
object v·,::s 30 m/s.
LET's

SEE: No W ....

EVEN

I

SOL-liE

CAN

THAT.

LONG ANSWER: (
(a)

15

V

marks each)

d/t

aV

=

300/10

30 m/s

V
av

Thus

(c)

a

=

Vf = 2 Vav - Vi
= 2 x 30 - 20

= -1-0-40 - 20
(d)

= 40 m/s

(Vf - Vi)/t
20/10 = 2 m/s 2

Since here Vinst = Vav , this must have occured
half way through the time interval or at

5 seconds.

or alternately;
from the equation used in (c)
t

=

(Vf - Vi)/a

00 - 20)/2

10/2

5

s
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QUIZ l-2··2C

ANALYSING SIMPLE MOTION-2

EQUATIONS

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the above
heading and the information requested below on a sheet of paper.
NAME,_ _- - . - - - - - - - - - C L . l S S - - - - - D A T E , - - - - Place the letter of the best answer next to the number of the
question on your answer sheetn
Vef(Jc,tj
A.

In the graph on the right:

1.

~b~V~bj~~~~ represent the (_'L) of

2.

(a) acceleration (b) distance
(c) average velocity (d) change in
velocity
The area under the graph would represent
the Cl..J the object. (a) distance travelled by (b) velocity of (c) acceleration
of (d) average speed of
-

B.

\If.

V'

t

0

t

A toy tractor travels at a constant speed across a lab bencp.

3.

If it covers 200 cm in 25 s, its average speed was (--1.-) cm/s.
(a) 50
(b) 40
(c) 8
(d) 16

4.

If it continues at the velocity above it will cover (-L) cm
in 40 s.
(a) 250 (b) 500 (c) 400 (d) 320

Co

A car accelerates from rest at 20 m/s 2 •

5.

Its velocity at t=5 seconds will be (--1.-) mls
(a) 100 (b) 250 (c) 312.5 (d) 500

6.

The timE: taken for it to attain a velocity of 50 m/s will be
Cl_J s. (a) 0.5 (b) 2.5 (c) 5 (d) 10

7.

It will travel a distance of ( ? ) m in the first 8 seconds.
(a) 1280 (b) 160 (c) 640 (d)320

D.

An object with an initial velocity of 20 mls accelerates
uniformly at a rate of 4 m/s2~

8.

It will attain a velocity of (--1.-) m/s at t=lO s.
(a) 80 (b) 60 (c) 50 (d) 240

9.

It will take ( ? ) secGnds to attain a velocity of 40 m/s.
(a) 5 (b) 8 --:cY 10 (d) 200

10.

It will cover a distance of ( ? ) m in the first 8 seconds.
(a) 400 (b) 144 (c) 200 (d)288

181
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QUIZ l-2-2C
LONG .ANSWER:

;\n object with an initial velocity of 30 mls accelerates
uniformly to a velocity of 150 mls in 6 seconds. Showing all
calculations find:
(a)

Its average velocity during the 6 seconds.

(b)

Its accelerati0Il during the six

(c)

The dis tance the object covered during the six se"conds.

(d)

The time taken for the object to attain an instantaneous velocity of 90 m/s.

se~onds •

ANSWER KEY:

182

QUIZ l-2-2C

4 marks each)

OBJECT IVES :
1.

(d)

2.

(ci )

3.

(c)

4.

(d)

5.

(a)

6.

(b)

7.

(c)

8.

(b)

9.

(a)

10.

(d)

15 marks each)

LONG ANS WER :
(a)

V
av

(b)

a

= (Vi

= (V r

+ Vr )/2

- Vi)/t

=

00 + 150)/ 2

= ( 150

- 30 )/6

= 90

mIse

= 120/6 = 20

2
m/s •

180 + 360
540 meters

~~~~ev~tggrt; ~giil~nb~h~~e:~:~rt~~et~~~aia~~~et~ra~t~;~onds.
or alternately;
From the equation in part (b)
60/20 = 3 seconds

GALILEO DESCRIBES MOTION

FILE NO. 1-3··1

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE

1-3-1
GALILEO DESCRIBES MOTION

TO ACCOMPANY:
CHAPTER THREE
PHYSICS: A ffiJMAN ENDEAVOUR

183

184
1.
RATIlNtlLE

A.

Now that you have learned how to describe simple
motion gr,phically and algebraically, we can turn to a description of falling bodies.

The first mathematical analysis

of such motion was carried out by Galileo in the early sixteen hundreds.

An understanding of his work is important,

not only for its applica tion to the study of motion, but
for its Wide-ranging effects on the whole process of doing
science.

His radica:i.ly different methods lead the way in

the modern scientific approach and the gradual overthrow of
the Aristotelian cosmology.
B.

OBJECTIVES:

Upon completion of this package you should

be able to:
1. Summarize Galileo I s argument against Aristotle IS
claim that heavy objects fall faster than light ones.
2. Describe the differences bet\feen Galileo I s way of doing science and that of Aristotle.

3.

Describe the hypothesis, prediction and test involved
in Gal:'leo:s work on free 'al1-

4.

Discuss the points affecting the validity of Galileo IS
experiments on an inclined plane.

5. Describe the effects of Galileo's work on the philosophy of the time.
6. Analyse free fall motion both graphically and
algebraically,

c.

PRETEST:
The quiz for LAP 1-2-2 forms the pretest for
this package.

185
D.

ACTIVITIES:
1.

Read Chapter 3 of the text and answer all Q questions.

*2.

Conduct Experiment 3.1 P. 119 and submit a report.

*3.

Do Problem Set l-3-1 cons~sting of the following questions
on Pp. 50 and 51 of the text.

*4.

Examine the film Galileo and submit a one page report.
or discuss questions 3.12 and 3.15 with your study group
and submit a report.

3.1, 3.3, 3. 4 , 3.7, 3.8, 3.10, 3.13, and 3.16

E.

SELF-TEST AND QUIZ.

F.

OPrION,1L ACTIVITIES:

Use Self-Test 1-3-1 to check your mastery of the material.
Quiz 1-3-1 will be given on a mutually a.greed upon day.

*1 View Filmloop 3.1 "Acceleration due to Gravity" and answer
the questions on page 128 of the text.
*2

Carry out Experiment 3.2 p. 121

*3

Try one of the activi ties on this chapter in the Student
Handbook.
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SF,;.. ? TEST

GALILEO DESCHIBES 140TlON

1-3-1

1;:.,~_t:.~.::j:J.QT.LS-=-

-:-

DO NOT \l;UTE ON THIS SHEET. Use a sheet of your own
paper as your answer sheet and return this test to .the
files once you are finished.
.

Ii]) .-J:...h:LlU.~nks:
1..

Galileo lived in a time of a great creative revival in the arts
and sciences known as (--.1.-)

2.

Galileo, unlike Aristotle, based his work On (--L) observations.

J>

Because the velocity of an accelerating body is difficult to
oeftsure Galileo c hose to measure the ratio of (--.1.-)

4.

In Galileo' s theory of falling bodies the cause is considered to
be C-L)
.

5-

The process of extending data beyond that actually measured is
called LL)
.

6"

.4 ..:ell i-nformed guess about the possible explanation of a
pl1r-mcmenwll ;s called a(n) (--1-)
'1":1e [l'f3rage speed of a body accelerating uniformly from rest is
30 m/s ove!' a pel'iod of 6 sec. The instantaneous velocity of the
bd] at 6 ~ec is (-lJ m/s .

.;.

For the, object in #7 the j nstantaneous velocity of 30 m/s would
,.'28ur at the -'_7._) sec point.

:eg~drna3c~;~~a~~~eu~~~~r~;~tf~~mo~e~~ea~~d~or:rtL~is~i~;2~ of

.:. . . ', A,.

obj3ct falling thi'ough the air has its acceleration slowed by
:=.;.r resistance. ~Vhen the acceleration is 0 the lody is said to
f•.we reached its (--.1.-)

L~r!'}_A-!'!~lH~

1.

Describe Galileo's ;,-"'e;u'i12nt ag=dnst Aristotle's hypothesis that
.objects fal::" faster than light ones.

h~aYy

2.

E:tate three major cor.sequences of Galileo's work on free fall.

3.

An object is dropped from a height of 80m calculate:
(a) the time required for it to hit the ground.

(b) its average v3::'ocity on the way d!\\'"n
(c) 1~s = ir~~i~~)neous velocity just before it strikes the ground
(ci.) the time when its inst.antaneous speed would be 25 m/sec_

ANSWER KEY TO SELF-TEST
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1-3-1

GALILEO DESCRIBES HOTION

Fill the blanks:
1.

The Renaissance

See p.

34

2.

quanti tative

See p.

34
40 and p. 41

3.

d to t 2

See p.

4.

,.

premature

See p. 39

extrapolation

See margin p.

6.

hypothesis

See p. 38

7.

60 mls

See p. 48

e.

3

See p.

9.

J40 = 6.~

10.

terminal speed

44

48

t~e;~fore =}-~~~t2 = 360/9

See p. 48
da
See p. ,1 probl_~ljl 3.13

LONG ANS WER :
1.

Consider a light object falling more slowly than a heavy one.
Joining the two objects leads to a dilemma.
Firstly one could argue that the Ilght:.object would tend
to slow the fall of the heavy one so that there speed would
lie somewhere in between the falling speeds of the two
objects.
Secondly, one could argue that the two objects joined
would form an even heavier object which would fall at a speed
greater than either of the two objects falling alone.
It is clearly impossible for such a system to fall at two
different speeds at the same time, therefore the original
hypothesis must be wrong.
(See p. 36)

2.

Three of the major consequences of Galileo's work on free fall
are:
11) Galileo presented a new method of carrying out
scientific resElallc~
(ii) He showed that acceleration as he defined it was
constant for an object rolling down a ramp.
(iii) He showed that spheres of different weights have
the same acceleration on such an incline.
(iv) He developed a mathematical theory of motion

188
PAGE 2

ANSWER KEY TO SELF-TEST 1-3-1

3. (a)

=t

d

g t

2

therefore

= )2d/g

=
=
(b)

v av = d/t

(c)

v
f
vf

(d)
Note:

~

F

= 4 sec.

80/4 = 20 m/sec.
10 x

g

.

12780

4

= 40 m/sec.
= Vf/g

therefore t

25/10

= ~.

If you are having trouble with the manipulation of
equations, you might like to look at the Project
Physics programmed instruction booklets -entitled
Equations 1, 2 and 3
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QUIZ 1-3..;1 A

GALlLEO DESCRIBES MarION

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the heading
above with the informa.tion requested below on a sheet of paper.
NAME_------------C,LASS----DATE--tb~

Place the letter of the best answer next to
question on your answer sheet.

number of the

1.

Galileo believed that heavy objects fell faster than light
ones mainly due to the influence of CLJ.
(a) gravity (b) air friction (c) density (d) a natural
tendency to do so

2.

"A motion is said to be uniformly accelerated, when starting
from rest, it acquires during equal time-intervals, equal increments of speed." This was the (~) in Galileo's an-

3.

The basic difference in Galileo' s and Aristotle r s way of

(~)s~~s~p~~;~on(b) hypothesis
.

(c) definition

1~3n~b~~;~~~~0~as (~)li;:~~s (~)~~;~o~~n~ :n~
hypothesis

(d) test

testing an

(d) authority

4.

Galileo stated that an object in free fall undergoes uniformly
accelerated motion. This was his (~) in his analysis
of the motion of falling bodies.
(a) hypothesis (b) definition (c) prediction (d) tes t

5.

When an object undergoes uniform velocity motion the ratio
of (~) is constant. (a) d/t2 (b) t/d 2 (~) d/t (d) d 2 /t

6.

Galileo's major contribution to science was (~).
(a) calculation of " g "
(b) a new mode of scientific reasoning
(c) a definition of acceleration (d) finding that acceleration
on an incline was constant

7.

An acceleration of 9.8 m/s 2 for a body in'4i,,tee..1§.1l means C,L)
(a) it falls 9.8 m/s faster every meter
(b) it ·falls 9.8 meters every second
(c) it doubles its speed every 9.8 meters
(d) i t falls 9.8 mls faster each second.

8.

~t~Oe~l~~ign~u~tO~e~~~~~~k~t~ ~~~o~~~~~ eUl tg~ r~)d~/s.

,(a)

9.

3.33

(b)

30

(c)

45

(d)

9.8

I

A body free falling from a height of 180 m will take (~) s
~~)hi~ t7~)g90(~/~ i~d)t4rts from rest.

190

page 2

QUIZ 1-3-1 A
10.

A body accelerating at 1 m/s 2 from rest will travel (-1-)
meters in the first second.
(a) d~5

(b) ~

(c) 2

(d) 0.25

LONG ANSWER:

1.

Describe the argument which Galileo presented against
Aristotle's idea that heavy objects fall faster than iight
ones.
(10 to 15 lines)

2.

Briefly describe a modern method of measuring acceleration
for a freely falling object.
(10 to 15 lines)

3.

An object is dropped from a height of 80 meters. Find:

(a) Time taken to fall to the ground.
(b) Its velocity just before it strikes the ground.
-

............

~~~
. . . . . . ~'vJ

/'-

""

(

----.)--....

ARE

(k

Yod-)

IDDJNCj~

. ~ /I:,?-~ "--"-.---'
-"'-C.f::

"

-

'-

"'; ..

~~, I~
~

00 0

£

~

~'~
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ANSWER KEY:

QUIZ l-3-lA

OBJECTIVES:
1.

(b)

2.

(c)

3.

(c)

it.

(b)

6.

(b)

7.

(d)

8.

(b)

9.

(c)

5.

(c)

10. (s)

LONG ANSWER:
1.

According to Aristotle heavy objects fall faster than.
light ones by an amount proportional to their weight. Galileo stated that following Aristotle's line of reasoning, if
a heavy and a light object were joined and allowed to fall,
then (a) The light object should slow the heavy one and
the heavy one should speed up the light one so that the
combination of the two should fall at an intermediate speed.
(b) The two combined should make a heavier object
which should fall faster than either of the two objects alone.
Since these results lead to a contradiction the original
statement must be wrong and all objects should fall at the
same speed.

2.

Answers will vary. Electronic timers to measure an
object falling, strobe photography, use of "gil apparatus,
and ticker tapes are all -acceptable answers.

3.
(a)

=,[2.d7a

=

J2 x

80/10

10 x it = ito m/s

=

Ji6

it seconds
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GALILEO DESCRIBES MOTION
INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the heading
above and the information requested below on a sheet of paper.
NAME,

_

CLASS

D.-.TE

Place the letter of the best answer next to the number of the
question on your sheet.
1. The equation d = h t 2 can be used only when (-L)
(a) The object starts from rest
(b) the object accelerates uniformly.
(c) neither a nor b above
(d) both a and b above
2.

When an object is undergoing uniform acceleration, the ratio
<-'1-) is constant. (a) t/d (b) t/d 2 (c) v/t 2 (d) d/t 2

3.

In performing his experiment Galileo showed that for objects
rolling down an incline (-L)
"
(a) acceleration is constant (b) acceleration increases
wi th the slope of the incline (c) dis tance travelled 1s
proportional to time squared (d) all of the above

It.

In Galileo I s theory of falling bodies the cause of the
motion was thought to be due to (-L).

5.

An accel"eration of 9.8 m/s 2 for a body in free fall means (.-1.-).

6.

Galileo spent much time in measuring the time of descent for
an object travelling over different lengths of an incline.
This was the ( ? ) in his analysis of motion.
(a) hypothesislb) definition (c) assumption (d) test

7.

The' most significant thing that distinguishes modern from
ancient and medieval science J!::; .. ( ? ).
(a) the use of logic (b) the use ar-careful observation
(0) methods of proposing and testing hypotheses
(d) the
idea of basing arguments on authority

8.

An object dropped from the top of a cliff requires lt s to

~~? ;f~ ~~~~~~~~ p(~)e~;~:s~~~~,~t:~d i~;ei~~e~~r~:c~~rgravity

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

it
it
It
It

falls 9.8
falls 9.8
falls 9.8
will fa]"l

meters further each second
meters each second
meters/second faster each second
9.8 meters in the first second

reach its base. The velocity of the object just before it
strikes the ground at the base of the cliff is (-L) m/s.
(a) 40 (b) 160 (c) 80 (d) 20

9.

The height of the cliff in number 8 above is <-'':L) m.
(a) 20
(b) lto (c) 80 (d) 160
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QUIZ. 1-3-1 B
10.

page 2

The average velocity of the object in number 8 during its
fall is ( ? ) m/s.
(a) 20
(i:))"l.to (c) 80 (d) 160

LONG .ANSWER:
1.

List three reasons why we might doubt the validity of
Galileo r s incline plane experiments.

2.

Explain why Galileo d~_d not perform a direct test to
analyse motion in free fall.
An object dropped from the top of the Confederation Building hits the ground with a velocity of 60 m/s. Using this
data determine the height of the building.
What factors may cause your answer to be in error.
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4.

(d)

9.

(c)

5.

(c)

10. (a)

LONG ANSWER:

1.

Three reasons why we might doubt the validity of Galileo's
inclined plane experiment are:
(a)

The use of the water clock which may not have been
accurate enough to give acceptable readings of time
of descent.

(b)

The large extrapolation made by Galileo in extending
his results from objects rolling on an incline to
obj ects falling freely.

(c)

In extending his results by increasing the angle
Galileo made no effort to check what would happen
when objects begin to slide instead of roll on the
incline.

2.

Galileo did not perform a direct test for objects falling
because he had no accurate time measuring instruments. He
was restricted to the use of a water clock which could not
give accurate times for objects falling over short distances.

3.

(a)

Since the object attained a velocity of 60 mls and
it was accelerating at 10 m/s 2 , it must have fallen
for 6 seconds.
t =

VIa

=

60/10 = 6 seconds

During this time its average velocity was 30 mls
Vav = (Vi + Vf)/2 = (0 + 60)/2

= 30 mls

Therefore the distance it fell was 180 m
d = Vav t

(b)

= 30 x 6 = 180 m.

During its descent the object would have been slowed by
air friction causing its final velocity to be less than
that of a freely falling body. The result of this would
be to give a smaller than actual value for the answer.
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QUIZ 1-3-IC

GALILEO DESCRIBES MOTION

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the heading
above and the information requested below on a sheet of paper.
NAME.

_

Place the letter of the best answer next to the number of the
question on your answer sheet.
1.. Objects falling through the air from the same height if
starting at the same time will (-'L)
(a) hit the ground at exactly the same time
(b) will require a time that is inversely proportional to
their weight.
(c) will fall at slightly different ntes which depend on the
amount of air friction
(d) will fall ...l ith constant speed.
2.

An acceleration of 9.8 m/8

2

fo:.- a body in free fall means

hi-) The body falls
(b) The body falls
(c)
(d)

9.8 meters each second
9.8 meters further each second
the body falls 9.8 mls faster each second
for every meter the body falls it goes 9.8 mls faster

3.

Which of the follm.,r::'ng would fall fastest from the same
height in an e"la c ua ted chamber?
(a) a brick (b) a feather
(c) a coin
(d) they would all
fall at. the same rate (e) they would not fall because
gravity does not act in a vacuwn
.

4.

Galileo I S dr-scription of free fall took no notice of the (-'L).
(a) time of the motion (b) causes of the motion
(c) acceleration of the body
Cd) weight of the body

5.

Galileo defined acceleration as being an increase of speed
with (-'L).
(a) t.ime (b) velocity (c) acceleration
(d) distance

6.

Galileo I s rna jor contribution to science was (-'L).
(a) the measurerrlent of "Gil the acceleration of gravity
(b) a comprehensive mathematical analysis of motion
(c) the overthro"'l of l~ristotelian science
(d) 11. new process of proposing and testing hypotheses

7.
8.

~~~s~~n~~j(~~ ~/~el(~)t;/~ (~50~i~~ t~~{~;~~ of

(-1-J is

An object undergoi nO' free fal' for 10 seconds before strik~~~ ~he (~)05d(~)~~d ~~)~1f-~aY down in a~out C1..J seconds
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QUIZ

9.

1-3-1

page 2

C

A body on the moon free falls at about 1.6 m/s 2 • I f allowed
to drop from rest such an object would fall (....1-) meters
in the first second. (a) 1.6 (b) 0.8 (c) 3.2 (d) 16

10. How long would i t take the object in number 9 to a-ttain a
V~locHy of 80 m/s?
(a)

5

s

(b)

25

s

(c)

50

s

(d)

80

s

LONG .\NSWER:

1.

.\n object free falling from a great altitude to the earth
finally stops accelerating and continues to fall with a
terminal velocity. Write a short description of three
factors that might affect this terminal velocity.

2.

Summarize Galileo I s argument against ,~ristotle I s claim th
heavy objects fall faster than light ones by an amount
proportional to their weight.

3.

.in object is dropped from a height of 180 meters. Showing all
calculations find:
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ANSWER KEY:

QUIZ l-3-lC

OBJECTIVES:
1.

(c)

2. (c)

3. (d)

4. (b)

6.

(d)

7. (c)

8. (c)

9. (b)

5.

(a)

10. (c)

LONG ANS WER :
1.

The terminal velocity which an object attains while falling
through the air is determined primerily by the amount of
air friction acting upon it. Thus the follmving factors
would have an effect:
(a) The shape of the object. Streamlined objects permi t air to flow around them freely thus reducing
air friction and incresing terminal velocity.
(b) Weight. The heavier the object is the higher its
veloci ty must be to build up air friction to the
point where it will balance the dowmvard force
acting on the body.
(c) Density of the air. The denser the air the quicker
air friction will build up. Thus an object will
have a slightly lower terminal velocity in dense
a ir than it will in thin air.
Other factors might be: the value of " g
density of the
object, and height above sea level.

tl,

2.

See answer sheet to Quiz 1-3-1 A number 1

3.

(a)

t =

(b)

Vf = Vi + at

,.[2d7a

J2 x
=

180/10

0 + 10 x 6

=

f36
= 60 m/s

6 seconds
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FILE NO. 1-4-1

LEARNING ACTIVITY P_liCKllGE
1-4-1

KINEM ·~TICS

TO

1~CCOMP11NY:

CHiiPTER FOUR
PHYS ICS. Ii HUM!.N ENDE1WOUR
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1.

So far in our study of motion we have been restricted to
motion in one direction along a line.

In this chapter we will

extend these ideas to motion in both directions along a line and
finally, motion in any direction on e surface.

This chapter will

attempt to show how such motions are represented graphically and
algebraically.

In order to deal with motion on a surface a new

type of quantity called a vector will be described. and rules for
adding and subtracting these quanti ties will be defined.

While

motion on a surface is about as far as this course goes in treating this topic, remer.Jber thet motion in the real world takes
place in three dimensions.

We will not quite reach the degree of

sophistica tion required to deal wi th the motion of the falling
leaf mentioned in Chapter Two.
B.,

OBJECTIVES
In more det,:3il'then, the things you ere required to

learn' in this chapter are:

C.

l~

To be able 'to deser'ibe situations i~volvirig rela'tive
, motion from. two or more frames of refer.ence.

,2.

,To be able to define and give three examples of vector and
'scala-r quanti ties.
',' '

"3.

To 'be aole 'to "~lOalyse and solve problems involving motion
.in two direct~,ons along Cl line, and on a sur fa ce,.

It:.

To, be able to carry out the addition and subtraction of
vectors using scaled diagrams.
~
.

5.

To analyse ~nd sket'ch gr'.lphs of motion'in two directions
on ,a }ine.
PRETEST, None required
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D.

Read the text Pp. 53-6lt.

2.

Watch Ghe fi:lm "Frames of Reference" and answer the
questions on the film report sheet.

*3.

Conduct Experiment 3.3.

*It.

Do Problem Set 1-4-1 consis ting of:
Pp. 65-67 numbers 4.3, 4.4, It.5, It.7, It.9, 4.10, 4.12,
It.13, It.14, and 4.15.

*5.

Read article 10 in Reader One and complete the exercise
contained there or substitute some other article or
exercise agreed upon wi th your teacher.

6.
E.

2.

ACTIVITIES
1.

Answer the twelve questions contained wi thin the
chapter text.

SELFS-TEST AND QUIZ
Complete the self-test and check your answers with the
answer sheet. If you require more study consult your
teacher. Remember to bring a geoCletry set for the
qluz.

F.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
*1.

View filmstrips 4.1 and 4.2 and answer the questions
page 130 of your text.

*2.

Examine the transparencies T I-lt-l, T 1-4-2 and T 1-4-3
and answer the questions on the student direction
sheet which accompanies them.

*3.

Read the article "Frames of Reference" and complete the
GOLD STAR PROBLEH number 10 at the end of the article.

50RR'I,_ ••

r

-rtlOI1e,IIT

'X)M£ONE HAD FLIPPED

. ME. ovER! .~ .
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S8~-TEST

KINEMATICS

1-4--1

INSTRUCTIONS:
DO N07 w:tITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the heading
above and the information requested below on a sheet of paper.
N.~ME

• • • • • • • • • • • CLaSS .••• GROUP •••• D..rfl!: •••••••••••

Place the correct ans\.,rer next to the number of the question
on your sheet.

1.

The area of physics that seeks to ans\.;er the question
"When does an object move" is called (-7-).

2.

An object moves 8 m North and 6 m East.
its total displacement is <-"l.J m.

IN THE GRAPH ON THE RIGHT:

3.
4-.

The magnitude of

d I~ oc..e..rnent;

CRRPM 1. bO

t

(
1)

I

The velocity of the object for the first 40
two seconds is (-7-).
2c
The velocity of the object for the
period 2 to 4- seconds is (-7-).

5.

The veloci ty for the period 4 to 8
seconds is (-.1-).

6.

The total dis pIe cement for the la
seconds shovrn is (-.1-).

7.

The average velocity of the object over the 10 second
interval shown is L.L).
C\ R R PH 2..

-'to

IN GRAPH 2 ON TH~ RIGHT:

8.

The velocity of the object at t

Velo<..l~~ (r"l. Is)

=6

seconds is (-.1-)

9.
10.

~h~ 6c~:~~~~~i~~

'(f? t~~ object at

~~~ ~~~aiod~~~;~~~m~~~w~fi~ret~j)~t

LONG ANSWER:

-be

,I

~~ --J-~=
I

JI

bm~

-t~ -~:~L-'J;1-W
(5«)
'i!;
- 20

--.l

i : I i

1.

Sketch an acceleration - time graph for graph 2 above.

2.

Describe the motion of the object in greph 2 in a few
sentences.

( CONTINUED OV3RLEAF)

!~
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-2SELF-TEST 1-4-1

3.

(CONT'D)

An object is thrown vertically upward with an initial
velocity of 100 m/s. .tl~suming the accelera~ion due to
gravi ty ( g ) is 10 mls , Find:

(a) The time the object will be in the air.
(b) The height it will reach.
and (c) Its velocity after 6 seconds.

4.

A boat can travel at a rate of 20 Km/hr in still water.
It is to travel directly across a stream to a dock on
the other side. If the river flo\o1s at a speed of 5 Km/hr,
Find:

(a)
and (b)

The direction in which the boat must head.
The velocity it can maintain across the river.
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ANSWER KEY FOR SELF-TEST 1-4-1

OBJECT IVES :
1.

relativity

2.

10

3.

30 m/s

4.

o

5.

-30 m/s

6. -60 meters

7.

6 m/s

9.

-10 m/s

8.
2

o

m/s

m/s

10. 20 meters right

LONG ANS 1tlER:

1.

c:;I.C.ce.\erotlbn

2.

(Ml ~2)

OS

/j V/a
t
100/10
up
ttot = 20 seconds
(b)

The object in graph 2 accelerates from rest to\.,ards
the right for 2 s then continues toward the right for
another 2 seconds with a constant velocity. Thereafter
it slows to a stop at 6 sand
accelerates toward the left
for the next 2 s. It then
continues to'''ard the left at
a cons tant velocity ending up
20 meters to the right of where
it started from.
10 seconds

100 x 10 +
1000 - 500

(c)

t

(-10) 10 2-

= 500

100 + (-10) 6
100 -60

=

40 m/s

4-.
Scale: 1 cm = 2.5 Km/h

7.8 cm = 7. 8 x 2. 5
= 19.5 Km/h
The boat must head
14° upstream

/h

meters
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QUIZ 1-4-lA

KINEMATICS

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the heading
above and the informa_tion requested below on a sheet of paper.
NAME

_

CLASS

_

DATE

_

Place the letter of the best answer next to the number of the
question on your sheet. THIS IS AN OPEN BOOK QUIZ.

1.

A boat can travel in still water at 40 Kin/h.
It heads
directly upstream in a river flowing at 10 Kin/h.

1.
2.

B.

The velocity of the boat with respect to an observer on the
bank of the river is ( ? ) Kin/h.
(a) 50 (b) 40 (c) 30\d) 10
A. race car completes on lap of a 2 Km race track in 60 s.

3.

The total displa cement of the car is (--1.-) Kin.
(a) 0
(b) 30 (c) 60 (d) 2

4.

~~) ~ve(~~e 3~el(~~ t12~f 1~) ~ar

is (--1.-) Km/hi

~~) ~ve(~~e3~Pe(~)0i2~he (~)r 2 is

(--1.-) Kin/h.

5.
C.

The figures below are stroboscopic pictures of a ball
describing various types of motion. The strobe rate is constant.

C..l .-)

6.

Which picture depicts uniform motion?

7.

Which picture(s) could have been taken with the ball motionless and the camera moving? (a) a
(b) a and c
(c) band d
(d) all of them

(a) (b) (c) (d)

8.

In which picture could the ball's acceleration be acting
opposi te in direction to its velocity? (--1.-) (a) (b) (c) (d)

205

-2D.

In the velocity vs. time
graph on the right:

9.

The object I s acceleration
~e~w):/s2~cond 2 and 3 is

(aJ40
10.

(b) 20

The object I s acceleration is
acting opposite its velocity
at ( ? )
(a)

ill

(c)

+ 2~--+-+--f---!----l

(c) -20 (d) -40

(d)

o
,li0 1---:----+---t+--7-+--l
4

-20

LONG ANS WER :

( DO TWO OF THE FOLLOWING)
An object is given an upward velocity o~ 80 m/s. The
a ccelera tion due to gravity g is 10 m/s. Find:
(a)

The time the object will be in the air.

(b)

Its maximum height.

(c)

Its height after 10 sec.

2.

A ship leaves St. Johns harbour and travels on a heading
of 90 0 for a distance of 100 Km. It then changes course
to a new heading of 220 0 and travels for a dis tance of
200 Km. Determine the total displacement of the ship.
Use a vector diagram.

3.

Sketch an acceleration - time graph for t:.e motion
descri bed in the velocity - time graph of part D of the
objective section.
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ANS\<1ER KEY TO QUIZ 1-4-1 A
OBJECTIVES:

1. (b)

2. (c)

3. (a)

4. (a)

5. (c)

6. (c)

7. (d)

8. (a)

9. (d)

10. (b)

LONG ANSWER:
1.

Since the object reaches 0 velocity at its maximum height
(a) V == 80 m/s

and

6.V/a
80/10

== 8 seconds

Thus the object rises for 8 s and falls for the same
time. The time in the air is 16 s.
(b)

d == Vit + h t 2

(c)

d == Vit + h t 2

== 80 x 8

80 x 10 +
2.

~

+

2

t

(-10) 64

320 m

(-10) 100· ==

300 m

Scale: 1 cm == 20 Km

20
10

----

-

0

8.8 x 20

U

'== 176 Km

Net displacement is
176 Km bearing 185 0

1

-10

J-- -

-20

!
-i-- -_.

-30
-40

I

-

I

1--

-~-

I
-{.

~
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QUIZ l-4-lB

KINEMATICS

FORM B

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET. Copy the heading
above and the information requested below on a sheet of paper.

N:.ME •••••••••••••••••••••• CLASS .•.-. GROUP •••. DATE ••••••••••••
Place the letter of the best answer next to the number of the
question on your sheet. THIS IS AN OPEN BOOK QUIZ.
A.

2 hijacker in the front of an airplane flying at 400 mn/hr
fires a gun at a guard in the back of the plane. The gun
fires the bullet \vi th a muzzle velocity of 400 Km/hr.·

1.

To an observer crlpable of \'!atching this scene from the
ground ( ? )
(a) the bullet is motionless and the guard flies into it
at 400 Km/hr.
(b) the bullet flies toward the guard at 400 Km/hr.
(c) the guard flying at 400 Km/hr has the bullet overtake
him at 800 Km/hr.
(d). The gUClrd end the bullet fly toward each other each
travelling at 400 Km/hr.

2.

Which of the above \.,ould appear to' happen to an observer
seated on the plane? (a) 5 (b), (c), or (d)

3.

\\Thich of the above vlOuld the groung observer see if the
guard was at the front of' the plnne and the hijacker
at the back? (a), (b), ~c), or (d)

\V'2S

:a

The figures below are stroboscopic pictures of a ball
describing various types of motion.
(b)

(Po)

(d)

(c)

0

0
0

0

u
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Cb

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

4.

The acceleration is zero in picture (-L)

5.

Ilfuich could have be8n ta ken with the ball stationary and
the camera mOVing?
(a) a
(b) a and b (c) c end d (d) all of them

6.

The ball's velocity is opposite in direction to its
acceleration in picture (-L) (a) a
(b) b (c) c
(d) d

(a) a

(b) b

(c) c

(d) d
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QUIZ l-4-lB

KINEMATICS

In the displacement-time
graph on the right.....

C.

d\Spl~~7.;:)e.nt

-

200

z.·

The ball' s velocity is
positive at C2.J.
(a), (b), (c), or (d)

8.

The ball was stopped ( ? ). -

~~~ ~:~::~~ ~ ~~~ e~~~:

(c) at 4 sec.
(d) between 4 and 6 sec.

PAGE 2

-

\OO)--+---+-'r-f---I-I-+

200 _

-1-_

~

The total displacement of the ball waS ( ? )m.
(a) 0 (b) 200 (c) -200 (d) 1400
-

9.

~Z) ~ve(~~e 2~el(~5 t: 2 gf ~~) r4~1

10.

LONG

l~SWER:

was (-.L) mjs.

(DO TWO OF THE FOLLOWING)

~.

Some students are conducting an experir.lent in which a
cart is given an initial velocity of 40 cm/sec up an
incline. The cart travels 80 cm up the incline and
then descends again. Determine from this data:
(a) the cart's average velocity while ascending the
incline.
(b) The time the cart would take to reach the bottom
of the incline again.
(c) The .3cceleration of the cart.

2.

A light plane can fly in still air at 240 Km/hr.
It
leaves Gander and flies on a heading of 290 0 • The wind
at the time is blmving from the North at 80 YJI1/hr.
Determine the ground speed and direction of the plane.

3.

Sketch a velocity-tine graph of the motion of the cart
described in question 1 above.
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ANSWER KEY TO QUIZ l_l+-lB
OBJECTIVES:
1. (a)

2. (b)

6. (a)

7. (d)

5.

4. (b)

3. (c)
8. (a)

(d)

10. (c)

9. (c)

LONG ANSWER:

1.

The cart's velocity at its maximum height up the incline
would be 0 m/s
(40

(b)

Time up the incline

0)/2

d/Vav =

t

=

20cm/s

80/20 = 4 s

Total time on the incline = 8 seconds
(c)

a =

b,V/t

Scale: 1 cm

2.

40/4

= 20

=

10 cm/s 2

Km/h
11. 3 x 20 = 226 Km/h
240 k",/h.

3.

I

-r--, .
-40

resultant velocity
bearing 275 0

226 Km/h
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KINEMATICS

QUIZ 1-4-1C

FORH C

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHBET. Copy the ~ading
above and the information requested below on a sheet of paper.
N.\HE _ - - - - - - - - - - - - CLASS

DATE_ _

Place the letter of the best answer next to the number of the
question on your answer sheet.

A.

1.

2.

Captain Nemo' ~ submarine the Nautilns can travel in still
water at 30 Km/h. The submarine heads north into a current
flm.,ing south at 10 Km/h.
To a jellyfish floating with the current, the velocity of
the Nautilus is ( ? ) Km/h north.
(a) 40
(b) 30
(cl-20 (d) 10

~~ ~h~o~~~~h~~tr~n~ ~n)t~/~o~~~~h~f the sea, the velocity
(a) 40

B.

4.

(b) 30

(c)

20

(d) 10

A toy train completes two laps of an oval 10 meter track in
100 seconds.

1~) ~v~(~~eo~iee~c)fo~~e U)i

5 over 100 s

5. 1~) ~ve(~rO~~lo(~~yo~~ t~~)t?in
C.

6.

is

ClJ m/s.

over two laps is

An object is dropped from a height of 30 meters.
In the first second the object will drop
(a) 30
(b) 10 (c) 5 (d) 0.3

C-1...J

( g

CLJ m/s.

= 10 m/5?~

meters

7.

The average velocity of the object during the first two
seconds is (-1..J mls downward. (a) 30 (b) 10 (c) 5 (d) 0.3

8.

The displacement-time graph which best represents the motion
of the object is (-2-). (a) a
(b) b (c) c
(d) d

x

,(a)~ l~c,x~(d)lLt
0 0 0 0 ·
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QUIZ 1-4-1 C

9.

10.

(~~e~60i(b~ i06 (~5e~~. (d)

page 2
veloci ty (m/s)
20

The net displacement of the

10
0

o 1'---r---'l--+-""7'4--k.Lme

The total displacement of the

(~~e~~oa~~)\6g (c)a:16i1~)m~20-1

LONG ANSWER:

1.

KINEMATICS

In the graph on the right:

D.

(s)

DO TWO OF THE FOLLO\\fJ:NG: -2)'--~_~

A collision cart is given a push up an incline and rises up
it a distance of 120 cm in 8 seconds,nfter :,rhiC:1 it ,'csccnos.

FIND:

(a) Its average velocity while ascending the incline.
(b) The initial velocity it had when it started up
the incline.
(c) Its acceleration while on the incline.

2.

A man wishes to row his canoe directly 'across the Gander
Hivel' to a dock on the other side. He can row the canoe
at 8 Km/h in still water. The current in the river averages
3 Km/h at this point. Using 3 scaled diagrem, determine
the direction in which he should head the canoe in order
to counteract the current and his speed across the river.

3.

Sketch an acceleration-time graph of the motion depicted
in the graph in part D of the objective section.
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ANSWER KEY FOR QUIZ l-4-lC
OBJECT IVES :

1. (a)

2. (b)

3. (a)

4. (c)

5. (a)

6. (c)

(b)

(b)

9. (d)

10. (b)

7.

8.

LONG ANSltJER:

1.

Vav
d/t
Since Vav

(a)
(b)

120/8

= 15

cm/s

(Vi + Vf)/2

= 30 - ° = 30
= -?0/8 = 3.75 cm/s 2

Then Vi = 2 Va v - Vf
(c)
2.

=

a

V/t

cm/s

SCALE: 1 cm = 1 Km/h
resultant = 7.4 cm

/h

The man must head his canoe
21 0 upstream and will cross
the river at 7.4 Km/h

8

3.
2
acceleration (m/s )
2r---.,..---~---_·_---·

I

I

1

I

I

°

r-----rfIoor--...".....L----".-I-----l-' time
IV
20
3(
ItO (5)

-1

-2

--

I
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THE BIRTH OF DYNAMICS

LEARNING llCTIVITY PACKAGE
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TO ACCOMPANY
CHAPTER FIVE
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A.

RATIONALE
In the year that Galileo died, Isaac Newton was born.

Twenty three years later Newton had developed his famous laws
of motion.

These laws, the final attainment of a long scien-

tific revolution, were to complete the overthrow of the Aristotelian ideas that had dominated the thinking of the best.
minds for over two thousand years. (Hewitt, 1974, P.22)
Galileo had dealt with the question "how objects move",
Newton was to deal with "why objects move".

His three laws

can be used to explain the motion of objects as varied as
molecules and moons and they were to have important ramifications in philosophy, politics and culture to this present day.
It was not until the advent of Einstein's theory of relatiVity
that Newton's findings were seriously questioned.

In this

package we will learn about Newton's three laws and some oftheir applications.
B.

OBJECTIVES:

To be more specific after studying this section you
should be a ble to:
1.

Distinguish between kinematic and dynamic concepts.

2.

Define the terms force, mass, inertia

3.

Describe what is meant by the term "explanation" in
science.

4.

r\nalyse the a ction of two or more forces a cting simultaneously from a point on an object by means of
scaled vector diagrams.

5.

State Newton I s laws of motion and apply them in the
analysis of dynamic intera ctions.

6.

IDetermine the apparent weight of an object in an accelerated frame of reference.

~md

weight.
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-2QUIZ 1-4-1 forms the pretest for this package.

C.

PRETEST:

D.

ACTIVITIES:
1.

Read Chapter 5 and the Epilogue in your text. For
a non-mathematical treatment you rna'! like to read
CONCEPTUAL PHYSICS by Peul Hewitt, Chapter 3.

2.

Complete the Q questions in the chapter.
form p?rt of your notes on the ch2pter.

These should

*3.

Conduct and report experiment 5.2.

*4.

Do problem set 1-5-1 consisting of the following
problems on pages 92 and 93:

*5

Read articles 18 and 19 in REi\DER ONE.

5.2, 5.3, 5.7, 5.8, 5.13, 5.16, 5.22, 5.25, 5. 26, 5.27

SELF-TEST~ v!hen you ha;e completed the activities above
draw SELF-TEST 1-5-1 from the file, complete it, and
check your answers with the KEY.
NOTE: Brin~etrv seL..i2.....:;L~zzes.
F. QUIZ 1-5-1: When you are SA tis fied \-ii th your m;:jstery of
the section Ask your instruct::>r for the quiZ.
E.

G.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES:

*1.

Examine transperencies 1-5-4 and T 1-5-5 and write
a one page report on the dyna::lics of the situations
depieted.

*2.

Conduct anyone of experiments 5.1, 5.3, or 5.4

*3.

Conduct anyone of activities 5.1, 5.4 or 5.8.

*4.

Discuss any two of questions 5.4, 5.9, 5.15 or
5.14. and be ready to submit e report to the cle.ss.
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SELF-TEST 1-5··1

THE BIRTH OF. DYN1lMICS

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT t.vRITE ON THIS SHEET: Copy the heading
above and the information requested below on a sheet of paper.
N.:ME •••••••••••••••••••••• CLASS •..• GROUP ..•• D.1TE •..•••.•••••••
Place the answer next to the number of the question on your
sheet.
(Use 10 m/s 2 for the acceleration due to gravity)
1.

The tendency of a body to retain its state of rest or uniform motion is a property of matter called (-L).

2.

fill object with a mass of 12 Kg weighs

3.

If the a cceleration due to gravity on Planet X is 15 m/5 2 ,
an object weighing 800 N on earth will weigh (-L) N on
Planet X.

4.

A 20 Kg mass has a net force of 60 N acting on it
The
acceleration the object will undergo is (-L) m/s~.

(-1-) N on earth.

~g~ ~e~tf5r~/s2e{~i(e~ ~oN~ccelerate an object weig_hing

6.

An object weighing l;.OON is pla ed in an elevator which is
2 The apparent weight of
accelerating downward at 3 m/s.
the object in the elevator is (-L) N.

7.

J. student lifts his text book.
The reaction force to the
graVitational attraction of the earth on the book is C..1..).
(a) the force of the boy's hand on the book.
(b) the force of the book on the student's hand.
(c) the gravitati.onal attraction of the book on the earth.
(d) only acting if the boy lets the book fall.

8.

Under wi.lich condition (s) be.J..m.,r is an obj ect said to be in
eqUilibrium? ( ? )
(a) ..111 forces -actine on the object add vectorially to zero.
(b) The object is at rest.
(c) The object is moving in a ci rcle at constant speed.
(d) The object is moving at a constant velocity.

9.

Two dogs are fighting over a bone. One pulls to the right
wi th a force of 40 N and the other to the left with a force
of 50 N. The net force acting on the system is (-L) N.

10.

.1. for e is applied to a mass ceusing it to accelerate at
2 If the same force is applied to an object with
10 m/s.
half the mass of the fir t the acceleration of the second
object will be (......1 -) m/s 2•

( Long llnswer part continued overleaf)
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PAGE 2

LONG lINSWER:

(a)

1.

(b)

v(m/
20
10

)

o/

State Newton I s three laws of motion.
The graph below shmvs a velocity - time graph for an
1
object. Sketch a graph of the
I
net force acting on the object
over the same time period.
\
The ma ss of the object is 1 Kg.
time

/

1 2

\

'+\

-10
-20
2.

3.

I:;

E 7 /8

\

ZiI

I

A man 1S 1n an elevator. He droDs a ball and measures its
Clcceleration at 8 m/s 2 • Can the· man tell from this experiment if the elevator is moving up or down? Discuss.

_e-

-c~o_r-_d-_-_-_r-..;,l"'"'ulley

I~
14.

(s)

An 8 Kg cart lies -on a ta b1e and
is connected by means of a cord
pa ssing over a pulley to a 2 Kg
weight as shown in the diagram.
Assuming no friction acts:
(a) Whe.t is the acceleration of
the 8 Kg cart?
(b) What is the tension (force)
on the cord?

11 force of 40 N acts southwerd on an object.

A second force
of 60 N bearing 60° Bcts simultaneously on the object.
Determine the resultant force by drawing a scaled vector
diagram.
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ANSWER KEY TO SELF-TEST 1-5-1
OBJECTIVES:

1. inertia

See Pp. 77 - 79 in your text

2. 120

Wt = mag = 12 x 10 = 120 N.

3. 1200

Wt = mag = 80 x 15

= F 1m = 60/20

= 1200

P. 87
P. 87

4. 3

a

5.

mass = 20 Kg
F= ma = 20 x 5 = 100

p. 87 and 83

F=ma = 40 x 3 = 120
400 - 120 = 280

Pp. 90 - 91

100 N

6. 280

= 3

N

P. 83

7. (c)

P. 86

8. (a), -(b) and (d)

P. 79

9.

10 N left

P. 73

10. 20

P. 83

LONG ANS ~'lER :

1. (a)

See pages 77, 83, and 85.

(b) Fcrc~ (N)

20

Since F=ma and m = 1 Kg
the force-time graph
will be similar to the
acceleration-time graph
r----!--,-'-4--+-----:8~·time(s)
for the motion.

10 1 " ' " " - - - - - - - -

-10

~----------

-20 1 ' - - - - - - - - - .- -

~--

Recall that acceleration is
obtained from a veloci tytime graph by calculating the
slope.

If the man assumes that the elevator is on earth, he can be

~~is~~a t H~e:v:;~v~~~rei~v:~~~l:~;t~~gm~~~~;a~~H:;d a ~~~t
decreasing its speed or it may be moving dowmvard and increasing its speed. Thus the man cannot tell in which direction
the eleva tor is moving.
3.

The net force on the system is caused by gravity acting on
the 2 Kg mass;
Fg = mag = 2x10 = 20 N
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ANSWER KEY TO SELF-TEST 1-5-1 (cont' d)

3.

This 20 N force acts to acce1-erate the whole system whose
total mass is 10 Kg, neglecting the weight of the cord and
the inertia of the pUlley.
2
.
a = F 1m = 20/10 = 2 mls
(a) Thus the acceleration of the 8 Kg cart is 2 m/s 2
(b)

The force on the cord is the action force which accelerates the 8 Kg cart at 2 m/s2.
Thus F = ma

4.

= 8 x 2 = 16 N

Scale; 1 cm = 5 N

o
80 0
./

-res~ =

--- --10.5 cm •

Resultant force = 10.5 x 5 = 52.5 N bearing 110 0
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QUIZ 1-5-1

THE BIRTH OF DYN 1J1ICS

FORM A

INSTRUCTIONS: D~ not ,/rite on this sheet. Copy the heading
above and the information requestec. below on a sheet of paper.
NAME

CLASS •••• GR8UP •••• DATE ••••••••••••••

Place the letter of the best cmSYler next to the number of the
question on your sheet. (Use g = 10 0/s2 )

1. C1..J is a concept in the study of dynamics •
. (a) speed (b) acceleration (c) time (d) mass
2.

3.

That which causes or tends to cause a change in a body's
velocity is cClll~J (-1...),
(a) a displacemen"c (b) inertia (c) a force (d) a vector
.A phenomenum is said to be explained in science when
(a) I t can be made to happen at will
(b) It is consiste:1t ,-lith a generally accepted law
(c) I t can be defined
(d) It can be me;:;sured

4.

C2...).

~i~~t~~~:~~r:~;~h~i~O~o~~izo~~ai~/~~c6g~/s~.ro~~:tf~~~~

(a )u~~~ng(~3m1~~3k

(~)i48~06h(d)e4~o5s (~-)

N.

QUES~~~N~c~~l~r~~fo~ ~~N~;~~ii~Eo~T~~~~~;nB~~O~: 6

m/s2.

5.

An object Ylith e rna ss of 10 Kg would '<leigh (--1-) N on the moon.
(a) ·.16
(b) 160 (c) 22,5 (d) 11.6

6.

An object weigh-i.ng 30 N en earth wou:id weigh (
moon. (a) 4.8 (b) 48 (c) l:·.l (d) 0.53

7.

A.'1 object wi-:;h a mass ci' 1+0 Kg on eClrth would have a mass
of ( ? ) Kg on the ffio'"'n.
(a) r;:() (b) 6.4 (c) 640 Ln 10

8.

The Yleight of yOL<.r t~xtbook "Motion" is closest to (--1-) N.
(a) 0.1 (b) 1 CC) 10 (d) 100

10.

( ? ) is a measure of the inertia of a body.
(a TWeight (b) m3SS (c) force (d) acceleration

LONG ANSWER CONTINUED OVERLEA?

) N on the
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-2QUIZ 1-5-1 A
LONG llNSWER: THE STUDENT IS REQUIRED TO DO
FOLLOv·JING P'OUR QUESTIONS.
1.

ThTO..

OF THE

A girl weighing 400 N sits on a swing. Her boyfriend pulls
the swing ba ck with a horizontal force of 200 N. Determine by the use of a scaled vector diagram, the tensiop
on ea ch of the two ropes and the angle 1. through which
~
the ropes are displaced.

Q ....,

.~yll
/'-1 ({

2.

~.

A boy is pulling a loaded wagon across a horizontal floor
with a horizontal force of 100 N. The mass of the wagon _
is 40 Kg and its a ccelera tion is 2 m/s 2 •
(a) What is the net force acting on the wagon?
(b) What is the frictional force acting on the wagon?
(c) How hard should the boy pull on the wagon to double
its acceleration?

3.

A man \veighing 700 N stands in an eleva tor. Determine the
force the elevator floor exerts against the man I s feet when:

(a) the elevator accelerates upward at 2 m/s 2 •
(b) the elevator is moving upvmrd but is slowing down
Cot a rate of 2 m/s 2 •

4.

An a strona ut is in orbit around the earth, and experiences
the condition of weightlessness.

(a) i"re things actually weightless? Discuss using a
paragraph or two.
(b) If the astronaut has two objects, describe how he
could determine \'lhich of the two ha s the greatest
mass under these conditions.
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ANSWER KEY TO QUIZ l-5-lA
OBJECT IVES :

1. (d)

2. (c)

3. (b)

4. (d)

5. (a)

6. (a)

7. (a)

8. (c)

9. (a)

10. (b)

LONG ANS ~lER :

1. SCALE: 1 cm = 80 N

2. (a)

o

(b)
6.5 cm x 80
520 N total

400N
26

6 5 cm
200N
~
Force on each rope
mg

ma

700

260 N

F

= rna = 40

x 2

= 80

N

F f = Ft-Fn = 100 - 80
20 N

(c) The net force causing the
acceleration vlaS 80 N, therefor the net force required
to give double this accelera tion '''ould be 160 N. But
there is also 20 N of frictional force acting, so the
total force required would be
160 + 20 or 180 N

(Let acceleration upward be .:.)

70(-2)

700 + 140

=

(note that Hg = weight

700)

840 N

~fm;~~ ~~:v:~~~l~;a~~~~nIsu~~~r~i~~~t~~ ~~~;~~dd~: ~~
thus pos i tive.

Wa

= mg

- rna

= 700

- 70 x 2

=

700 - 140

= 560

N

4. (a)

To the astronaut using the space capsule as his frame
of reference there would appear to be no tendency for an
object to accelerate in any particular direction. The
space capsule would appear to have no "floor" towards which
an obj ect tends to "fall". If a spring balance ,,,ere to be
used in an effort to measure the weight of an obj ect it
would not work and the object would be considered by the
astronaut to be ,,,eightless.

However to an observer outside the space capsule (ie.,
examining it through a telescope on earth) all objects in
the capsule would appear to have weight. It is this weight,
the force due to gravity, which keeps the capsule and any
obj ect in it in orbit and prevents it from travelling off
into space. Thus objects aboard the capsule are affected by
gravi ty and do have weight.
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!ANS\VER KEY TO QUIZ 1-5-IA

page 2

It. (b)
The astronaut could determine vThich of the two objects
waS __ the most massive by exerting an equal force on both
and noticing which of the two objects accelerated least.
The one which accelerated least would be the most massive of
the two.
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QUIZ 1-5-1 B

THE BIRTH OF

DYN~1MICS

FORM B

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET: Copy the heading
above and the information requested below on a sheet of paper.
Nf-iME • •••-. • • • • • • • •• • ••••••• CL1SS ••.• GROUP •••• Dl1TE ••••••••••.•••

PIa ce the letter of the best resp~nse next t~ the number of
the question on your sheet.
(Use g = 10 mls . )

L

C.L) is a concept in the study of dynamics.
(a) velocity (b) time (c) 'VTeight (d) acceleration

2.

When no net force acts on a body its (-1-) is always zero.
(a) acceleration (iJ) inertia (c) velocity (d) displacement

3.

A phenomenum is said to be explained in science when (-1-)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

4.

It
It
It
It

can be made to happen at will
can be described by mathematical equations
follows as a logical consequence of a general law.
can be defined

~g~ ~e~tf5r~/s2~{~i(e~ ~oN~ccelerate an object weighing
(a) 1000

(b) 100

(c")200

(d) 1+

Questions 5, 6 and 7 refer to the sta tement below:
The acceleration due to gravity on Planet X is 6 m/s 2 •

5.

~\n object with a mass of 20 Kg \'lOuld weigh (-1-) N on
planet X. (a) Oc3 (b) 3 (c) 1200 (d) 120

6.

.An object 'VTeighing 30 N on earth would weigh (-1-) N on

planet X.

(a) 30

(b) 18

(c) 5

(d) 0.2

.An object with a mass cf 20 Kg would have a mass of (-1-) on
planet X. (a) 20 (b) 120 (c) 3.3 (d) 33

8.

Your weight is closest to ( ? ) N.
(a) 0.5 (b) 5 (c) 50 (d)500

9.

10. fm 80 Kg fireman slides down a pole in a fire station.
His grip on the pole causes a frictional force of 240 N

~~~o~~e~r~i~h~a}i~orT~:1~~Pf~x1m~t) ;/~~~ of his accelerat(a) 13

(b) 10

(c) 8

(d) 7

-

Long Answer pArt of the paper continued overleaf
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QUIZ 1-5-IB

P .1GE 2

LONG ANSWER:

You are required to do

two

of the four questions

1.

A weight of 8000 N is suspended from a steel cable. A
second cable pulls horizontally on the suspended weight
causing it to be pulled in the direction of the horizontal
force. The vertical cable is
displa ced through an angle of
30°. Determine the magnitude
of the horizontal force F and
the tension on the supporting
cable.

2.

Distinguish between the natural dynamic properties
attributed to matter by Aristotle and Newton.

3.

11 man is pushing a 60 Kg crate across a horizontal floor.

~h~r;~~~~~~;ti~~c~fO{h~O~r~t~Pi~s~sm)~~. mO~i~~:of

the crate.

(a) The total force the man must apply.
(b) The net force acting on the crate.
(c) The force the man must apply to double the crate's
Clcceleration.

4.

A boy weighing 500 N stands on a set of bathroom scales
and jumps upward. During the moment that he jumps the
pointer on the scales registers 600 N.

(a)

What was his vertical acceleration?

(b)

w'hat would the pointer read cis he lands back on
the scales?
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OBJECT IVES :

2. (a)

1. (c)

7.

(a)

LONG ANSWER:

1. Scale: 1 cm = 2000N

--T

ca Ie
cable vector = 4.6 cm

= 9200

N

\

\
80k:N
0

?;o
O\~

-

data given
- - cons truction

Since the cable and Fare
supporting the weight then
8000 N is the equilibrant of
these two forces. The 8000N
\ vector shown is therefore the
resultant force.
F

\ F vector = 2.3 cm = 4600N

2.

Aristotle believed that objects maintained a constant
speed when moving towards a natural position in the universe.
He also thought that objects moving horizontally had to
be maintained in their motion by an outside force.
Newton believed that it was the natural tendency of any
object to move at a constant velocity in any direction ~
it was acted upon by an outside force. He abandonned the
distinction between natural and violent motion. He also
believed that his laws of motion applied equally well in the
heavens.

3.

Force required to cause acceleration
F = rna = 60 x 2 = 120 N
Total force = Fn + Ff = 120 + 100 = 220 N
(b)
(c)

4.

The net force acting on the crate would be 120 N
In order to double the acceleration the net force must
be doubled while the frictional force remains the same •
. Thus the force would be 2 x 120 + 100 = 340 N

(a)

When the boy lands back on the scale the pointer should
read approximately 600 N again assuming it takes the
boy as long to decellerate to a stop as it did for him
to accelerate upward from the scale.
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QUIZ 1-5-1 C

THE BIRTH 'OF DYN .".MICS

FORM C

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SHEET: Copy the heading
above and the information requested below on a sheet of paper.
N.;ME •••••••••••••••••••.•••• CL11SS •••• GROUP •••• D1'iTE ••••••••••••
Place the letter of the best agn__swler nm/exs~ t)o the number of the
question' on your sheet. (Use
O
1.

( ? ) is classified as a kinematic concept.

(armass

(b) force

(c) weight

(d) acceleration

2.

A satellite in orbit around the earth ( ? ).
(a) ha s no a ccelera tion (b) ha s no net force a cting on it
(c) is in eqUilibrium
(d) attracts the earth with a force
equal to the force keeping it in orbit

3.

( ? ) is not a vector quantity.
(a)displacement (b) force (c) speed (d) acceleration

4.
Questions 5, 6 and 7 refer to the statement below:
An object with a mass of 20 Kg is found to weigh 80 N on

5.

¥~:n:~c~iera tion
(a) 40

6.

l.r

of gravity on planet X is (-L) mls 2.

(c) 2.5

(d) 10

The object would weigh ( ? ) N on earth.
(a) 80

7.

(b)

(b) 200

(c) 800---Cd) 8

~~) ~~ss (~~ ~~e (~~e~~O on (~)r~~Owould

be

<-'l_J

Kg.

8 •• Your mass is closest to ( ? ) Kg.
(a)

5

(b) 50

(c) 500

(dJ5000

9.

10.

An apple falls frOiD a tree.
If the action force is considered to be the force of gravity, the follm"ing can be
said about the reaction force, (-1.-).
(a) there is none (b) it is the force of air friction
encoun tered by the apple (c) it is only felt when the

(~)pi~ ~~k~~ec~~~:~~ ~~;ei~~~i~~~~~;rce of
the earth.

LONG ANSWER SECTION OVERLEAF

the apple on
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QUIZ 1-5-1 C
LONG ANSi-fER:

1.

DO THREE OF THE

FOLLO~ofING

FOUR QUESTIONS

A 40 Kg cr2te is suspended by means of a cable. A
deckhend pushes on the crate ,.ith a horizontal force of
100 N on the crate. Determine the tension (force) on the
A
supporting ca ble and the angle J through
which it is displaced. Use a scaled
vector diagram.

~

kG

2.

A man pushes a box '![ith a mass of 50 Kg across a horiz.:mtal floor with a force of 200 N. .1 frictional force of
100 N opposes the motion.
(a)
\>lhat is the net force on the box?
(b) Vlhat ac,~eleration will result?
(c) HOvl hard should the man push to double the
a ccelera tion?

3.

Use Nevrton I s laws to explain vlhy objects of different
mass free fall at the saoe acceleration.

4.

A man weighing 500 N is in an elevator. Determine the
force exerted by the elevat0r floor against the :nan r S
feet of:
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ANSWER KEY TO QUIZ l-5-lC

OBJECTIVES:
1. (d)

2.

(d)

3.

(c)

4.

(a)

6.

7.

(a)

8.

(b)

9.

(c)

(b)

LONG ANSWER:

o

1.

Scale 1 cm

= 100

4.1 cm = 410 N
N

angle of displacement 13 0

lOON
2. (a) lOON

= F /m = 100/50 = 2

m/s 2

(b)

a

(c)

In order to double the acceleration the man should
double the net force (200) while maintaining the
frictional force (100).
Total force = 300 N

3.

The \>leight of an object varies with the mass of the object.
ie., double the weight implies double the mass etc.
However if the mass of an object is doubled it requires
double the force to give it the same acceleration as before.
Since, therefore both the mass and weight vary in the same
way the acceleration of the obj ect due to gravity will
remain the same. In mathematical form,
since
W/m
doubling the mas s gives double the
weight

=

then

4-. (a)
(b)
(c)

2W/2m

thus g remains constant.

Constant velocity means 0 acceleration therefore the
force will remain at 500 N
Wapp
Wapp

= mg
= mg

- ma
- ma

= 500
= 500

- 5OX2

= 400N
= 500

- 50(-2)

+ 100

= 600

N
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APP"'NDIX D
LAP Evaluation Checklist

Ch«kList
For the preparation of
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Learning Acthtity Pilckases

Where has the previous LAP (or inslruclion) lefllhc sludenl?
Why should he consider lhcse topics lin his lerms. nol lheleachers)?
........ Whal assumptions has lhe leachcr made aboul previous acquisition of knowledge and/or skills?
.. WhalmighlheexpecllodoinlhisLAP?
Where willlhis LAP lead him; what is the next step?
rcimary Idea

...... \VhalislhecenlrallopicofthisLAP' Cisilskillorienledorconceptccnlered?)
.. What will he know. undersland,or be ablelodo when his is done?
Sc-cond3.ryldeas

....... Arelhesepartsoflhemainideasequenliallyarranged?
... Whataspeclsoflheselopicsmusllhelearnerknowlounderslandlhemainidea?
InstructionaIObjecti\'es(Aset(oreachsecondaryidea)\\'ritteni n behavioral terms.

How will lhelearner be able to perform "hen lhesecondary idea isunderslood?
·at what minimum level of competence?

·wilhin "hat limitations or wilh "hat knowledge, equipment, malerial, or skills?
.. HavelheknowlecgeandskillsinvolvingbolhthesubjeclmallerconlentandlheJearningproccssbeen
considered'?
............ If attitudinal objectives have been included, have lhey been slaled in performance terms? How will

lheybeevalualed?
Core

Experiences (A set foreachsecondar)'idea)

........ Does lhelearner havea variely of required aclivities from which lochoose?
... Do lhe activities include a variely in inslruclional media, size and composition of groups and
speciracconlenl'
...... ArelhereferencesorganizedCaulhors,titJe,publisher.date)andlheirlocationnoled?

/f--:".-."-". . . . _--"'".,. ~~~~-::....;.:..:...-<..--.:.......-'-- . . . ..........-.._----'-~_.:...: ......._......, - - - - . .
.... Do ,,, "h.;,,, ,ro,;,,"",

",m,.,,, lliroo", wh;" lli' ;'lli""o",' o';..".n

:~,2..

"h;"..

.... Have regular studenHeacher contact points bcen included?
Are the core activities arranged in a hierarchial fashion-both in level ofdifficullyandconceptorskill
(ormation?

!s the possibility ofrec)'cling students into different kinds of similar activiliesavailable?
Depth Opportunities
...... Have opportunities been provided for the:
creative student
"loner"

group oriented student
dramatist
practical student
gifted student
non-reader

etc.
. . .and the student who wants to suggest his own Depth Activity
.......

Aredepthopportunitiesdire~UyrelatedtolheCoreofActivities?

............ Arecross·disciplinedeplhoptionsprovided?

... Islherebothapre-testandpost·test?

.. Do the assessment items allow the student to indeed check his performance as stated in the in·
structionalobjectives?
Do the questions parallel the type of questions on the teacher's elGlm?
Have questions at levels above the mere recall of facts been included?
... Are a variety of kinds of test items included (T-F. multiple choice. essay. short answer. fill-IO. etc.l?

Has lheuseofnon paper and pencil tests been considered?

..... Has the learner been asked to praclicelhekinds of skiUs and knowledge incluced in lhis test?
... IslheteacherassessmentparaUel inform and content to the student seIf-assessment?

.. Do the evaluation implements measure achievement of the obJecti\'es?

./

.. ~i
~ ':1

J

!

n

Ii

H
11

11

I;
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,,,,.. pilon (From all or part oCthe learning activilies.l
Have the procedures for exemplion bcen clarified to thesludenls?
Does the exemption procedure include an assessmenl ofsludenl knowledge and skills?
Is the sludenlreferred lo the lcacher for exemplion procedures?
....,kolDirections

.... Has the learner been informed in these areas:
the mclhod of erade assignment?
the composilion of grades?
the procedure for using the LAP?
..... Has the altempl been made to explain the several parts of the LAP to the learner?

In whal ways wiII lhe procedurcs be clarified lo the slow reader?
... Havemolivalionallechniquesbeenincluded?

......... Bibliography of Malerials.

Figure 4. Checklisl for evalualing Learning Aclivity Packages.

APPENDIX E
Progress Sheet
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APP"J:NDIX F

Overhead Transparencies
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O[S~HEAD

TRANSPARENCY MASTERS TO ACCOMPANY MODULE ONE OF THE

.ElITSICS :

A HUMAN ENDEAVOUR TEXT

These transparencies were designed to be used either by
the teacher in lecturing large groups or by the students in
an individualize,d or small group setting.

Each set of masters

is accompanied by a teacher notes sheet which explains production procedures and gives hints on their use for lectures.

Also

accompanying each transparency is a set of student notes to
guide individual or small group study.
The materials required for the production of the trans parencies are:
1.

A thermofax copier

2.

A box of colored transparency sheets.

3.

23 transparency frames

4.

A roll of masking tape

5.

A razor blade

6.

15 sheets of black transparency sheets

238

Uniform Motion 1

T 1-2-1 A

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1,

color black, acts as transparency base

Sheet 2,

color red,

Sheet 3,

color blue,

Sheet 4,

color purple,

overlay 1
overlay 2
overlay 3

Lecture Notes:
Before shOWing the transparency ask the students how far
an object travelling at 20 mls will travel in 2, 4, 6, 8, and
10 seconds.
Show transparency with overlays removed.

Ask for a guess

as to what the graph of this data would look like.

Tell students

to plot such a graph.
Show overlay 1 and explain how scales are decided upon and
the qualities of a good graph.
Show overlay 2.

Explain that this is a thought experiment

and that in normal experiments data points rarely lie in such
a straight line.

Mention the idea of line of best fit.

Show overlay 3.
this object.

(10 m/s)

Ask students to guess the velocity of

239
UNIFOCU1 MOTION 1

T 1-2-1 A

student notes and directions:
1.

2.

Remove all overlays.
(a)

Can you see hm'l the data table arises from the statement?

(b)

What distance would the object have travelled in 3 s.?

Turn up overlay 1.
All graphs should take from

t

to a full page.

The quan-

ti ty and units on each axis are stated and the title of the
graph given.

Time is generally plotted on the horizontal axis.

Data points should be circled.
(c)

3.

Plot the answer you gave for question (b)

Turn up overlay 2.
The points are connected by what is called a "1ine of best

fi til.

In this case the line is straight and all points are ex-

actly on it.

In an actual experiment the points may be scatter-

ed because of unavoidable experimental errors.
(d)

It.

Does the point you plotted for (c) lie on the line?
(If it doesn't, consult your teacher)

Turn up overlay 3.
(e)

What is the velocity of this object?

(f)

Check you answer to (e) on the bottom of the sheet.

(g)

Use a velocity of 30 mis, draw up a table of d-t
data and plot the graph
(Check your answer with
your tea cher )
•

s/m OT (a)

: SH:ill'1SNV

U'NIFOR,M MOTION',
_
is travelling to the right at '20 m/s
_.•.._--.

o

-it

A cart
time dlst( 5)

-..

,

q~ge

'0
0
'2 LlO

4

80

6

120

160
·9 180
8

\ to \200

,'J

'

.-.. '.-._'

.
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~ L--J----+--~:~~-f---=-t--r_-I-_,
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UNIFORM MOTION 2

T 1-2-1 B

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1

Color red,

Sheet

Color black, overlay 1, hinge on right

use as transparency base

Sheet

Color black, overlay 2, hinge on left

Lecture Notes:
Sho\v the tansparency base.
ity of the object.
velled in

5

Have students guess the veloc-

Also have them determine the distance tra-

and 10 seconds.

Turn up overlay 1.

This overlay shows the calculation of

the graph I s slope.

Ask how the slope compares with the veloc-

ity of the object.

Ask also if the selection of the particular

triangle makes any difference.

Elaborate.

Make sure students

realize that the slope of a distance-time graph equals velocity.
Remove overlay 1 and show overlay 2.
culate the slope of this graph. (3 m/s)

Ask students to calPoint out that rise=

distance travelled and run = time elapsed.
equivalent to di~~m~ce or velocity.

Thus slope is

245
UNIFORM MOTION 2

T 1-2-1 B

student notes and directions:
1.

Remove all overlays.
The transparency shows a distance-time graph for an object
undergoing uniform motion.

2.

(a)

Guess at the velocity of the object.

(b)

How far did the object go in 12.5 s.?

Turn up overlay 1.
The slope of a line is defined as

slope = ~~e

and is

found by drawing a right angled triangle using a part of
the graph as the hypoteneuse as shown.

Check through the

calculations given on the overlay.
(c) How does your answer to (a) compare to the slope?
should be the same, if not , consult your teacher.)
(d)

3.

They

Does the particular triangle used effect the result?
Try a different triangle to make sure.

Remove overlay 1 and turn up overlay 2.
(e)

Using the method just described calculate the slope
of this graph.

(f)

What is the speed of this object?

s/m t

(J) pUB (6)
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UNIFORM MOTION 3

T 1-2-1 C

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1

Color Red,

Sheet 2

Color Black,

transparency base

Sheet 3

Color Green,

overlay Ib, Hinge on left

Sheet 4

Color Black,

overlay 2,

overlay la, Hinge on left

Hinge on right

Lecture Notes
1.

Show base sheet, explain that this is a set of speed-time
axes. Ask students to guess what the graph of an object
travelling at a constant velocity of 3 mls would look
like.

2.

Show overlay la and explain why the line is horizontal.
Ask the distance an object travelling at this speed
would cover in 20 seconds.
.

3.

Show overl<;iY lb.
dis.tance

4.

= area

Follow the calculation and show that
under curve

= vt

Remove overlays la and lb and show overlay 2. Ask
students the speed of this object and the distance it
would go in 5, 10 and 20 seconds.
.
Show the area calculations for these times and stress
that:
AREA UNDER A SPEED-TIME GRAPH

E~UALS

DISTANCE
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UNIFORM MOTION

T 1-2-1 C

Student Notes and Directions:
1.

(a)
2.

3.

4.

Note that this

Examine the set of coordinate axes shown.
set of axes plots speed against time.

What would the graph of an obj ect travelling at a
constant speed of 3 mls look like on this set of axes ?

Turn up overlay lao
(b)

How does your answer to (a) compare to the graph shown?

(c)

This object is travelling at 3 m/s.
go in 20 seconds?

How far would it

Turn up overlay lb.
(d)

How does your answer to (c) compare to the answer for
the area under the curve at 20 seconds?

(e)

vlhat general relationship does this example illustrate
between dis tance travelled and area under a speed-time
graph?

Remove the overlays and turn up overlay 2.
(f)

What is the speed of this object?

(g)

How far would this object go in 20 seconds?

(h)

How does your answer to (g) compare to the area under
this line at 20 seconds?

(See answers to questions belovl)

~
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UNIFORM MOTION 4

T 1-2-1 D

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1.

Color Red,

Sheet 2.

Color Black, overlay 1

Sheets 3 & 4.

ba se transparency

Color Black,

overlay 2 & 3

Lecture Notes
Using the concept area under a speed-time graph = distance,
this transparency shows how distance-time data can be derived from a speed-time graph of uniform motion.
1.

Show base transparency and ask what the graph of an
object travelling at 5 mls would look like. Ask also
how far such an object would travel in 5 seconds.

2.

Show overlay 1 and shovl calculation of area. Have
students construct a data table similar to the one
shown. Have students fill in the data for 10 seconds.

3.

Show overlay 2 and have students complete the .table.

4.

Show overlay 3. Have students plot the distance-time
da ta on a gr aph.

5.

Have students determine the slope of the d-t graph
and compare their results with the speed of the object.
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UNIFORM MOTION 4

T 1-2-1 D

Student Notes and Directions:
1.

2.

Remove all overlays.
(a)

What would the graph of an object travelling at a
constant speed of 5 mls look like on this set of axes?

(b)

How far \.,rould such an object travel in

(c)

3.

4.

5

seconds?,

Turn up overlay 1How did your answers to (a) and (b) above compare
to those shown here?

(d)

Copy the table shown here on your notebook.

(c)

Calcula te the area under the curve at 10 seconds and
put your answer in the table on the next line.

Turn up overlay 2.
(f)

How does your table compare to that shown:? If you
do not understand how the values were obtained consult your teacher.

(g)

Complete the table for

15

and 20 seconds.

Turn up overlay 3.
(h)

Check your table against the one shown.

(i)

Plot a dis tance-time graph of the da ta in the table.

(j)

Determine the slope of your distance-time graph.
What is the slope equal to?

(See answers below)
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UNIFORM ACCELERATION 1
Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1.

Color Black,

Sheet 2.

Color Red,

Sheet

3.

Color Green,

Base transparency
overlay 1
overlay 2

Lecture Notes
Before showing transparency ask students to draw up a

;~;~C~~y;t~~~ed~;a 2~a~7~2~orT~~ ~~~~~ts~~~~~e~~~~~~tf~~m

readings for time in 2 second intervals from 0 to 8 s.
1.

Show ba se transparency and have students check their
table against the one shmm. Also ask students what
the graph of such data would look like.

2.

Show overlay 1. Ask students to calculate the slope
of the graph. Point out that slope of a veloci tytime graph equals acceleration

3.

Show overlay 2 and work through the calculation.

262
UNIFORl1 ACCELERATION 1

T 1-2-1 E

Student Notes and Directions:
1.

Remove all overlays
Examine the statement and the data table. Do you see how
the data in the table arises from the statement?

2.

3.

(a)

What would the velocity of the object be at 3 seconds?

(b)

Describe the shape of the speed-time graph plotted
from this data.

Turn up overlay 1.
(c)

Does this graph agree with your answer to (b)?

(d)

From the graph determine the speed of the object at
5 seconds?

(e)

From the graph determine the time it took the object
to attain a speed of 140 m/s.

(f)

Determine the slope of the graph. ROvl does its value
compare to the acceleration of the object?

Turn up .overlay 3.
(g)

Did- your value for slope agree with the value given
on this overlay?

(h)

vlhat general relationship can you surmise from this
example between slope and acceleration?

(i)

'what was the slope of a distance-time graph equal to?

A+ 100TeA = 'GdeJ~ +-p e JO edoTS (1)
u01+ eJe Teooe = tfdeJ~ +-/l. e JO edoTS (tf)
8 1. (e)
81m OaT (P)
81m 0(: (e)
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T 1-2-1 F

UNIFORM ACCELERATION 2

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1-

Color Black,

Sheet 2.

Color Red,

base transparency

Sheet 3.

Color Black, overlay 2

overlay I

Lecture Notes
See Student Notes and Directions
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UNIFORM ACCELERATION 2

T 1-2-1 F

Student Notes and Directions:
1.

Remove all overlays.
Remember that in the speed-time graph for uniform motion
we obtained a horizontal line and found that the area
under the line at any given time gave the distance travelled by the object at that time. If you do not remember this, go ba ck to T 1-2-1 C. In this transparency
we "Till find that this relationship between area and
distance is also true for the speed-time graphs of
uniformly accelerated motion.

2.

Turn up overlay l.
(a) Wha t type of motion does this graph shmv?
(b) How fast is the object going at

5 seconds?

(c) What is the acceleration of the object? ) (Check your
answer below and if wrong see T 1-2-1 E
(d) What is the distance travelled by this object in 6
seconds? (Remember distance = area under the graph)

3.

Turn up overlay 2
This overlay shows an example calculation for question
(d). Does your answer agree? Do you understand how such
calculations are made? If not consult your teacher.
(e)

Calculate the distance travelled by this object in

8 seconds.

0~9

(8)

8r+ 1':t aas

(e)

m

,s/m 0,

(0)

s/m OOT (q)
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T 1-2-1 G

UNIFORM ACCELERATION 3

Teacher. Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Color Green, transparency base

Sheet 2;

Color Black, overlay 1

Sheets 3 & It; Color Black, overlay 2 & 3
Lecture Notes:
Have students recall that we were able to obtain d-t data
by calculating areas under a speed-time graph for uniform
motion. This transparency repeats the process for uniformly accelerated motion.
Show the transparency base and have students calculate the
area under the graph for the time period from 0 to 2 seconds.
Overlay 1.
Check the area calculation above using an erasable
felt-tipped pen. Ask students to calculate the area for
the time interval from 0 to It seconds.
Overlay 2.
Ask students to complete a table similar to the one
shown for 6 and 8 seconds.
Overlay 3.
Ask the students to plot the data on a distance-time
graph. There will probably be some confusion since the
graph the students meet with at this point is a parabola
and 'this may be the first time the students have met with
a graph that turns out to be curved. Sketching the line
of best fit as a smooth curve may also cause some trouble
but take the time to let everyone do it correctly.

272
T 1-2-1 G

UNIFORM ACCELERATION

student Notes and Directions
1.

Remove all overlays.
The graph shown is a speed-time graph of uniformly accellerated motion. Do you see how the graph arises from the
statement on the top of the transparency? Previously we
obtained distance-time data from a speed-time graph of uniform motion by calculating areas under the horizontal line.
In this transparency we are going to carry out a similar
process for uniformly accelerated motion. In this case,
however the areas are areas of triangles.
Recall that;
Area of a triangle = t x base x height

2.

3.

4.

(a)

Calculate the area under the graph from 0 to 2 seconds.

(b)

What does this quantity represent. (See bottom of sheet)

Turn up overlay 1.
(c)

Check your answer against the table.
review T 1-2-1 F again.

If you are wrong

(d)

Calculate the area under the curve for 4 seconds.

Turn up overlay 2.
(e)

Check your answer to (d) against the table.

(f)

Compute the distances travelled in 6 and 8 seconds
and complete the table in your notebook.

Turn up overlay 3.
(g) Check your answers to (f) against the table.
(h) Now, plot the distance-time data on a graph.
points lie in a straight line?

Do the

(i) Connect the points with a SMOOTH curve. This curve is
called a PARABOLA.
(Check your graph against that on
T 1-2-1 H)
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T 1-2-1 H

UNIFORM ACCELERATION 4

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Color Blue, transparency base

Sheet 2;

Color Black, overlay 1

Lecture Notes:
The base transparency shows the data table arrived at from
the previous transparency T 1-2-1 G.
Overlay 1.
Show hQ1.v the points are plotted and \-lhat is meant by a
smooth curve or line of best fit.
Mention again that the shape of a d-t graph for uniformly
accelerated motion is a parabola!
Have students determine the distance travelled in five
seconds ( answer approximately 250 m).
Have students notice that the slope of the graph is
increasing and have them recall that the slope of a d-t
graph equals velocity. A plastic ruler can be used to
illustrate the increasing slope.
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UNIFORM ACCELERATION 4

T l-2-lH

Student Notes and Directions
1.

Remove all overlays.
Notice that this data table is the one arrived at in
T 1-2-1 G and that the distances do not increase uniformly.

2.

Turn up overlay 1.
Check that the data points are plotted correctly.
Note that the points are connected by a smooth curve and
NOT by a series of straight lines. The resulting curve
is called a PARABOLA.
(a) From this graph, how far did the object travel in
seconds? (Check answers below)

5

(b) vlou1d you say that the slope of this graph is constant,
increasing or decreasing?
(c) Recall that the slope of a dis tance-time graph is
equal to the speed of the object. \vhat is happening to
the speed of this object according to the slope of the
line?
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UNIFORM ACCELERATION

T 1-2-1 I

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Color Red,

Sheets 2 to

5;

transparency base

Color Black,

sequential overlays

Lecture Notes:
This graph is the same as that produced in T 1-2-1 H.
Have students recall that this graph was produced from
data derived from a velocity-time graph. This transparency reverses the process. Starting with a d-t graph we
wish to derive a v-t graph.
After showing the transparency base illustrate the idea
that the slope of this graph is increasing. This may be
done with the use of a clear plastic ruler. Mention also
that the slope of a d-t graph = velocity.
Explain, however, that it is difficult to determine the
slope of this line at any given point. Have students make
suggestions as to how this may be accomplished. Explain
that the ruler placed correctly on the line may be called
a TANGENT to the line and that the slope of the TANGENT
at any point is the slope of the line at that point.
.
One big omission of the text at this point is that it
gives no indication of how a tangent may be drawn except
by guess. One method ,{hich can be used is illustrated below and ma kes use of a plane mirror.
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The mirror is positioned on the parabola so that the image
of the parabola in the mirror is in line with the upper
part of the para bola. This permits a line to be drawn
along the mirror approxima cely normal to the parabola. A
line drawn perpendicular to this at the point of intersection is approximately tangent to the parabola.
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T 1-2-1 I

page

Teacher Notes <Cant' d)
The remaining overlays show the use of tangents to
calculate instantaneou...> velocities at various times.
The results of such calculations are not exact for
obvious reasons of measurement and approximating tangents.
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T 1-2-1 I

UNIFORM ACCELERATION

Student Notes and Directions
1.

Remove all overlays.
Note that this graph is the same one derived in the
previous transparency. itecall that the slope of a d-t
graph equals velocity and that the slope of this line is
increasing steadily because the object is accelerating.
In this transparency we wish to obtain values for
the slope of the graph at various points.

2.

Turn up overlay 1Note that the circled data point on this overlay
lies directly over he time 2 seconds. We wish to find
the" slope of the parabola at that point. This slope will
equal the velocity of the object at 2 seconds. The straight
line AB which also passes through the data point is called
a TANGENT and has the pr6perty that its slope equals the
slope of the parabola at the point indicated. The slope
has been calculated to be 40 m/ • Recall that the acceleration of the object is 20 m/s.2
(a) What do you think the slope of the tangent at 4 seconds will be?

3.

Turn up overlay 2.
(b) Was your answer to (a) correct?
If you obtained 80 mls for your answer, the slight
difference in the answer given on the overlay may have
been due to problems in drawing the tangent and problems
involved in taking measurements from the graph. If you
do not unders tand the answer please cons ul t with your
teacher before proceding.
(c) What do you think the slopes of the tangents to the
parab la at 6 and 8 seconds will be?

4.

Turn up overlay 3.
(d)

How did your answers to (c) compare with those given?

(e) Draw a velocity-time graph from the data given and
compare it wi th tha t on T 1-2-1 G.
(f) If you do not already know ow to draw tangents to
a parabola consult your teacher.
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page 2

T 1-2-1 I
Student Notes and Directions (Cont' d)

(g) Plot the d-t data below on a full sheet of graph paper.
Find the slopes of the tangents to the resulting curve at
2 second intervals and from the data so derived plot a
velocity-time graph.
(h)

DISTANCE

What was the acceleration of the object in (g),
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UNIFORM ACCELERATION

T 1-2-1 J

6

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Color Green, transparency base

Sheets 2 to 4;

Color Black, overlays 1-3

Lecture Notes:
See student sheet
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T 1-2-1 J

UNIFORM ACCELERATION Q

Student Notes and Directions
1.

2.

3.

Remove all overlays.
(a)

What values are plotted on the axes?

(b)

~~a~tw~gl~/;~el~~~P~i~;

(c)

Assuming such an object started from rest, how fast
would it be going after 2 seconds?

an object accelerating uniformon this graph?

Turn up overlay 1.
(d)

How does this graph compare to your answer to (b)?

(e)

How does the area under the curve for 2 seconds compare to your answer to (c)?

(f)

What general relationship exists between area under
an acceleration-time graph and velocity of an object
if it starts from rest?

(g)

Calculate the area for 4 seconds.

Turn up overlay 2.
Is your answer to (g) correct?
What does the value of this area represent?
Draw up a data table of v against t for T
0, 2, 4,
6, and 8 seconds by calculating the areas involved.

4.

Turn up overlay 3.
(k)

How does your data compare to the values given?

(1)

Sketch a v-t graph for the data.
that on T 1-2-1 E)

(Compare it to
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UNIFORH ACCELERATION 7

T 1-2-1 K

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Color Red, transparency base

Lecture Notes:
This transparency summarizes many of the concepts developed previously. It is used as follows:
On t;h~i~~g~~~ed~;;e~l~p~-;fg~:~~e~t·
aneous speed)
given a v-t graph
to ·find acceleration.

t;a~~n~l~~~t~nt_
.
ta ke slope • •

On the left; Given an a-t graph
take area ••
to find instantaneous velocity
Given a v-t graph • • take area • •
to find distance travelled at any time.
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T 1-2-1 K

UNIFORM ACCELERATION

student Notes and Directions
This transparency attempts to summarize many of the procedures outlined in previous transparencies.
Look at the left side of the transparency.
(a)

Suppose you had a distance-time graph how would you
find the velocity of the object?
The transparency shows that Given the graph of distance against time TAKE SLOPE TO FIND velocity.
Remember that if the distance-time graph is a parabola
we find instantaneous velocity by taking the slope of
the tangent to the curve at a given time.

(b)

Given the graph of speed-time hoy! y/ould you find the
acceleration of the object?
The transparency shoY/s that Given the graph of speedtime take slope to find acceleration.

Look at the right side of the transparency.
(c )

Given the acceleration-time graph ho\'! \vould you find
instantaneous velocity?
The transparency reads up on this side and tells you
that you would take the area at a given time to find
speed at that time. (provided the object started from
rest)

(d)

Given a speed-time graph how would you find the
distance travelled?
(See answer beloy! but if you cannot answer this question' yourself check \vi th your teacher)

llln

• 8m 1+ +tnn U1 P8TT8A"e.r+ 8ou"e+S1P 8tf+ pU1J 0+
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T 1-2-2A

MOTION EQUATIONS

Teacher Notes
Production:
These three sheets can be mounted on separate frames or,
Sheet 1,

clear sheet of acetate to form transparency base

Sheet 2,

Color Red, overlay 1, hinge on left

Sheet 3,

Color Green, overlay 2, hinge on top

Sheet 4,

Color Blue, overlay 3, hinge on right

Trim so that overlays can be used one at a time.
Lecture Notes:
See text pp. 24-25
Note also that on this transparency B
W = width and L = length

base, H = height,
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HOTION EQUATIONS

T 1-2-2 A

student Notes and Directions:
In these transparencies we will be using what we have
learned about slopes and areas of graphs to derive algebraic equations for dis tance and average velocity.
In each transparency
Vi means ini tia 1 or starting velocity
Vf means final velocity
T

means time as does
means acceleration

and
1.

means distance

Turn up overlay 1.
This transparency shows the sketch of the motion of an object accelerating uniformly from an initial veloci ty Vi.
Recall that for a velocity-time graph dis tance = area
Thus to derive an expression for distance we must derive
an expression for the area under this graph.
The area under the graph may be broken into a triangle and
a rectangle.
The area of a triangle = t base time height or t BH
The area of a rectangle = width times length or lolL
FolloH through the remainder of the deri va tion on the
overlay.
Can you see '<Thy we can substitute T for the base of
the triangle and (Vf - Vi) for its height? If not
consult your teacher.
Can you see \-lhy we can substitute V. for the width
of the rectangle and T for its length?
(c)

If you are having trouble with this derivation see
your tea cher.
An object accelerates to a speed of 125 bJ/s from an
ini tial velocity of 25 m/s. Using the derived
equation calculate the distance travelled by the
object if this '<Tas done in 10 seconds.

-2-
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T 1-2-2 A

Student Notes (cont I d)
2.

Remove overlay 1 and turn up overlay 2.
In this transparency we wish to derive a second expression for average velocity, one vlhich we "Till use many
times in solving problems.
Recall that we can define average velocity as distance
travelled divided by time elapsed.
An algebraic equation for this definition is
Vav = dlt
Solving this expression for d yields,
d = Vav.t

But from the previous overlay we found that,
d = Vf - Vi
--2--

Thus V
(a)

av

Vf - Vi
-2--

t

for an object accelerating
uniformly

An object accelerates uniformly from 20 mls to
80 m/s. ~;Jhat was its average velocity?

81m

O~

(e)

: SB3HSNV

-3-
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T 1-2-2 A

student Notes and Directions (Cont' d)

3.

Remove overlay 2 and turn up overlay 3
The derivation here is similar to that on the first
overlay except that this time vIe will introduce a term
representing the acceleration of the object.
Recall that acceleration may be defined as the change
in velocity over time. In algebraic terms this is,

a =AV/t
-.There the symbol • means"the change in".
Solving this equation for

V yields,

L:,.V = at

But LV = Vf - Vi vlhich in turn equals the height of the
triangle.
Thus the height of the triangle may be expres sed as at
and the area of the triangle as t t times at or iat 2 •
The area of the rectangle is s till Vi t.
Thus the total area under the graph is
Vit + iat 2
and this equals the distance travelled by the object.
(a)

An object accelerates uniformly at a rate of 5 m/s 2
from an initial velocity of 30 m/s. Determine the
distance travelled by this object in 8 seconds.

m OO~ (e)

: SB3Ji. S!lt'V
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.T 1-3-1 A

GALILEO'S INCLINE

Teacher Notes:
Production:
Sheet I;

Color Red,

transparency base

Sheets 2 & 3; Color Black, overlays I and 2
Lecture Notes:
See student notes.
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GALILEO'S INCLINE

T 1-3-1A

Student Notes and Directions
1.

Remove a 11 over la ys •

Galileo set out to check Hhether or not this i-laS true for
obj ects rolling dOim an incline.
In conducting the experiment, Galileo rolled a sphere from
different points along the incline. He performed several
trials for each position.
(b) Why would he use several trials for each position?
In each case he calculated the ratio of d/T2 as shoim
in this transparency. Notice that time is measured in
volumes of water.
(c)
2.

:'lhy did Galileo use such a weird unit for time?

Turn up overlay 1.
(d)

l'Tould you say that the ratios of d/T2 agree here?
I'my or why not?

3. Turn up overlay 2
(e)In the results obtained here is d/T2 constant?
(f)

~'That

(g)

If you have difficulty answering these questions
cons ul t your text (pp. 40 - 43)

could Galileo conclude from such results?
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T 1-3-1 B

GALILEO'S INCLINE

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Color Blue, transparency base

Lecture Notes:
See student notes.

I
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T 1-3-1 B

Galileo 's Incline

student Notes and Directions;
In order to show that a similar type of acceleration
might ta ke place in free fall Galileo tried the same
experiment described on T 1-3-1 A several times with
the incline at different angles as shown here. The
angles here are exaggerated, however, because it is
debatable vlhether Galileo ever exceeded an angle of

6°.
Ca)

What trend is established by the ratios of d/T2
in this table.

Cb)

Do you think that Galileo vlaS justified in extrapolating results such as these to a situation "lhere
the object is free falling?

(c)

List two other factors vlhich may cast doubt on the
validi ty of Galileo' s results.

Cd)

If Cc) is true, ~'lhy then was Galileo referred to
as the Father of Modern Science?

Check your text for anSHers.

~

GALlLEO'S INCLINE EXPERIMENT
angle
deJ}rees

. average
d/T2

5

2,082

13
20
26

2.70'3.472
4.576
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T 1-4-1 A

MOTION ON A LINE·

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Color Black, transparency base

Sheet 2;

Color Red, overlay 1, trim to t sheet, hinge on
left.
Color Black, overlay 2, trim to t sheet, hinge
on right
Color Red, overlay 3, trim to t sheet, hinge on
top left

Sheet 3;
Sheet 4;
Lecture Notes:

The purpose of this transparency is to sh'ow the graphing
of motion in two directions on a line by use of a sign convention and to show the derivation of a velocity-time graph
from an acceleration-time graph.
Note: The acceleration-time graph on sheet 2 may require
touching up with an indelible pen to become visible.
See student note sheet.

314
HOTION ON A LINE

T 1-4-1 A

student Notes and Directions
1.

Remove all overlays.
This transparency deals with objects travelling back and
forth along a line. Quantities, therefore, will be given
a direction by means of a sign convention. We will assign;
+ to mean "directed to the right" and - to mean directed
to the left.
Remember also that we are now dealing with vector quanti ties of displacement, velocity, and acceleration. Distance and speed now have special meanings that you should
be aware of before studying this transparency.

2.

Turn up overlay 1.
This overlay shows an acceleration-time graph for an
obj ect which STA..~TED FROM ~EST.
(a)

;~~~tw~~c;~~?ac(~~:~~t~~~w~~st~:l~~)ect

(b)

lhat "TaS the acceleration for the time interval from
t = 1 to t = 3?

(c)

~~~~ ~e;~n:e~~et~~~et~~ (~) ~ct

lila

for the

s travelling to the

(d) Recall that velocity = area "under" an accelerationtime graph and that areas above the T axis are positive and those below are negative. DraH up a
veloci ty-time data table for the motion using 1 s
intervals, as follows:
(i) Determine the area under the a-t graph during
the first second. This equals instantaneous veloci ty of the obj ect at t=l. 1,IJha t was the velocity
at t=O. Put these two pieces of data in the table.
(ii) Determine the area between the a -t graph and
the T axis from t=l to t=2s. This represents the
change in velocity during that time. Is this area
positive or negative? What is the instantaneous
veloci ty of the object at 2 seconds? Enter this
in the table.
(iii) Continue to determine areas and s urn velocities
in this way to determine the rest of the table.

sc=+ +B s/m a 's/m +t- (11)
0=+ +B s/m 0 pUB T=+ +B s/m +t+ (1) (P)
·UMOp

~u1J'\OTS

+nq +tf~l.I etf+ 0+ ~uITleAB.I+ st?Jo\ +oerqo etf+ s c=+ 0+ T=+
IIDI+ etf+ ~UI.InP 'ON (0) c S/m +t- (q) c S/m +t+ (B)
:SB:B1'lSNV

-2-
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T 1-4-1 A

student Notes (Cont' d)

3.

Turn up overlay 2.
(e) How does your data table compare to that shown?
Check your answers and consult with your teacher if you
do not understand any part of the table.
(f) Plot a v-t graph of the data.

4.

Remove overlay 1 and turn up overlay 3.
(g) How does your v-t graph compare to that shown?
(h) Calculate the slopes of each section of the v-t graph
and compare them to the accelerations on the a-t
graph in overlay 1.
(i) If you had started with a v-t graph, how could you obtain an a-t graph?
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THE TABLE FJR THIS GRAPH
IS AS FOLLmvS
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T 1-4-1 B

MOTION ON A LINE

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Same as Sheet 1 for T 1-4-1 A

Sheet 2;

Same as Sheet 4 for T 1-4-1 A , Hinge on left.
forms overlay 1.
d-t table, Color Black, -} page, Hinge on right.
forms overlay 2
d-t graph, Color Red, t page, Hinge on top left.

Sheet 3;
Sheet 4;
Lecture Notes:

This transparency shows the derivation of a displacementtime graph from a v-t graph.
See student notes.
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HOTION ON A LINE 2

T 1-4-1 B

student Notes and Directions:
1.

Turn up overlay 1.
This is the same v-t graph obtained in T 1-4-1 A.
Recall that area " un der ll a v-t graph = displacement and
that areas above the T axis are posi tive while those below
are negative.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

2.

3.

Why are we using the term displacement rather than
distance?
Hhat was the displacement d of the object during
the first second?
'>'lhat was d during the time from t=l to t=2s?
~'lhat was the displacement of the object during the
first two seconds?
Hake up a data table showing total d against t for
t=O to t=2 seconds and leave space for data up to
t= 8 s.

Turn up overlay 2.
(f)

How does your data table compare so far?

(g)

The distance in the table means distance from origin.
Is this equivalent to displacement?

(h)

Why does this displacement get less after 2 seconds?

(i)

Jlhy does the displacement become negative only at
four seconds in the table? At what time do you
think it was zero during this time interval?

(j)

Plot a displacement - time graph from the data.

Turn ba c k over lay 1 and turn up over lay 3.
(k)

How does your graph compare to the one shown?

(1)

At ,.,hat times is this graph horizontal?

(g)

Compare the times for (1) to the times when the
velocity of the object was zero on overlay 1Why is this?

(h)

How would you derive a v-t graph from the d-t graph?

·eA.rno eq+ 0+ s+ue~uB+ JO sed01s ~u1u1e+qo AS: (If)
lfdeJ~ +-p e JO ed01s = A+ 1 0 01eA
S
(1)
u"[~"[JO eq+ pJeJflo+ JlOBq ~U1AOW sl +oerqo eqJ, (If)
seX (~)
C (0) °eoue+s1P pe+oeJ1P If+l1''l ~u11Bep eJB e1'i (B) :ScH'SNV

(0
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T 1-4-1 C

DISPLACE1>1ENT VECTORS

Tea cher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Color Black, transparency base

Sheet 2;

Color Green, overlay 1

Sheet 3;

Color Blue, overlay 2

Sheet 4;

Color Red, overlay 3

Lecture Notes:
The student should be familiar with ho'''' vector quanti ties' are drawn and how compass directions and bearings are
used.
See student notes.
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DISPLACEME~~T

T 1-4-1 C

VECTORS

Student Notes and Directions:
1.

Remove all overlays.
Read the problem.

2.

3.

4.

(a)

What scale is being used here?

(b)

How long should the vector representing 20 m E Qe?
Check it using a ruler directly on the transparency.

(c)

Draw this vector to scale on your notebook.

(d)

Draw the vector representing 16 m N on your notebook so that its tail rests on the head of the 20 m
vector.

Turn up overlay 1.
(e)

How does your answer to (d) compare with that shown?

(f)

Represent the displacement of 10 m bearing 300 0
in a similar way. ie., with its tail on the head
of the preceding vector.

Turn up overlay 2.
(g)

How does your third vector compare to that shown?

(h)

To find the res ul tant displacement means to find
out how far and in what direction the object now
is from its starting point. Draw the resultant
with its tail at 0 and its head at the head of the
last vector drawn.

(i)

Measure its length and bearing and convert its length
back using the scale.

Turn up overlay 3.
(j)

How does your answer compare to that given? Remember their may be some difference due to errors in
measurement.

(k)

State a rule for s umrning displacements.

(1)

In what direction and how far would the object have
to travel to get back to its starting point? This
is called the equili brant vector.

r:-..

(\J

rt'l

A~.

MOTION ON A SURFACE
DISPLACEMENTS

object moves' 20 m East, then 16 m Norttl,
then 10m bearing 300~ What is its' result- .
ant· displacem.ent?
SCALE: I em = 2m

.3 28
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T 1-4-1 D

VELOCITY VECTORS

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Color Black, transparency base

Sheet 2;

Color Green, overlay 1

Sheet 3;

Color Red, overlay 2

Lecture Notes:
Students should be familiar 'vi th representing velocities
by vectors.
See student notes.
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VELOCITY VECTORS

T 1-4-1 D

Student Notes and Directions:
1.

Remove all overlays.
Read the problem carefully and note the scale used.
(a)

2.

3.

Using a clear plastic ruler measure the length of the
vector representing the velocity of 200 Kin/h. Does
this length agree with the scale?

(b)

Draw the vector in your notebook.

(c)

Draw a vector to represent the wind velocity so that
its tail is on the head of the first vector.

Turn up overlay 1.
(d)

How does your

(e)

Represent the res u1 tant velocity by a vector drawn
from 0 to the head of the wind vector.

(f)

Measure the length and direction of the resultant
vector.

(g)

l'!hat is the resultant velocity of the plane?

v~ctor

compare to the one shown?

Turn up overlay 3.
(h)

How does your answer compare to that given?

(i)

State the rule of addition for velocity vectors.

~

CY)

VELOCITY VECTORS .
An aeroplane flies in still air at 200
" km/h. If it heads on a bearing -of 80°
into a 50 km/h wind from the north, what
is "the resultant velocity of the plane? .
SCALE: I em

N

o

= 20km/h
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T 1-4-1 E

VELOCITY VECTORS 2

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Color Black, transparency base

Sheet 2;

Color Blue,

Sheet 3;

Color Purple, overlay 2

Lecture Notes:
See student notes.

overlay 1
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VELOCITY VECTORS

T 1-4-1 E

Student Notes and Directions:
1.

Remove allover1a ys •
Read through the problem carefully.

2.

Note the scale.

(a)

What must the boat do if it is to travel directly
across the stream? Check answer below.

(b)

Copy the diagram carefully in your notebook. The
diagram shows: (i) the velocity of the river
(ii) the direction of the RESULTANT
veloci ty.

Turn up overlay 1.
This vector represents the direction and speed of the
boat relative to the river current. What is its length?
Note that it is drawn so that its head just touches the
direction in which the boat wishes to travel.
I

3.

Turn up overlay 2.
This overlay shows the two componant velocities orlglnating from O. Notice now that the direction in which the
boat must head and its speed across the river can be obtained directly from the diagram.
(c)

Complete a similar problem with the boat able to
travel in still water at 20 Km/h.

emae.r+sdn oOt u01+ o e.r1P
If/tlI)I t·L.T .Ie1l.1.I elf+ SSO.Ioe peeds +ua+TnseH

(0)

=li3l",SNV

VELOCITY VECTORS
-~ A· boat travels in still water at 30~m/h.
it is to go directly across a river to the.
other side. If the river flows at IOkm/h,
in what direction must .the boat he.ad and
at what velocity will it. cross the .river?
SCALE: fern: 2km/h
upstream

oI

RESULTAN..T = ?

90°
IOkm/h
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FORCE VECTORS

T 1-5-1 A

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Color Black, transparency base

Sheet 2;

Color Red,

Sheet 3;

Color Green, overlay 2

Lecture Notes:
See student notes

overlay 1

342
T 1-5-1

FORCE VECTORS

A

Student Notes and Directions:
1.

Remove all overlays.
Read the problem and note the scale.
The diagram shows the vectors representing the weight of
the boy on the swing seat and the 200 N force applied by
the second boy.
(a)

On your notebook copy this diagram and using the two
given vectors as sides complete a parallelogram.
Draw the diagonal of the parallelogram from the 90°
angle indicated.

This diagonal represents the resultant force acting on
the swing seat.
2.

3.

Turn up overlay 1.
(b)

How does your diagram compare to that shown?

(c)

l1easure the length of the resultant force and its
direction.

(d)

vlha t force does this resultant represent?

Turn up overlay 2.
The two original or C0l-1PONANT forces could be replaced by
the single RESULTANT force to give the same result. The
swing ropes must apply an equal and opposite force to the
resultant. Thus the EQUILIBRANT force is 540 N at an
angle of 22° to the vertical.
(e)

How many ropes are on a swing?

(f)

Thus how much force must each SWing rope be exerting?

(g)

State the answer to the original problem.

(h)

Complete a similar problem but this time have the
boy on the s'ving 'veigh 600N

FORCE VECTORS
~A boy weighing 500 N sits on a swing.
Another boy pulls the swing back with
a force' of 20·ON. Find the tension on
each of the ropes, and the angle
they make to the vertical.
r...

SCALE: Icm= 50 N

90 0

500N

) 200N

I

.

344.

\t'\

~

length r

= IO~8 cm

resultant force =
10.8 · 50"= 540 N
thus equilibrant =
540 N and force on e.Qch
rope =270N

-22°'
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FORCE VECTORS 2

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Color Black, transparency base

Sheet 2;

Color Green, overlay 1

Sheet 3;

Color Red, overlay 2

Lecture Notes:
See student notes.

FORCE V3CTORS

T 1-5-1 B

Student Notes and Directions

1.

Remove all overlays.
Read the problem carefully. Note on the sketch the posi tion of the boom and the tie cable. Note also the scale.
The s ketch is represented below by a vector diagram.
diagram shows:
(i)

This

The magnitude and direction of the weight force.

(i1) The direction of the force on the boom.
(iii) The direction of the force on the tie cable.
Solving the problem involves completing the parallelogram
(a) Copy this vector diagram em your notebook.
(b)
2.

Complete a parallelogram with sides along the tie
cable and weight vectors and diagonal along the boom.

Turn up overlay 1.
Cc)

How does your diagram compare to that shovm?

The lengths of the vectors along the tie cable and boom can
now be computed from a measure of their length on the diagram.
(d)

3.

Do so.

Turn up overlay 2.
(e)

How do your values compare to those given?

FORCE VECTORS
~

The crane on the right is
supporting a load of
·50,OOON. Find the force.
4
acting along the boom and
5 xlO N tie cable.
SC'ALE: 1 em

=10,000 N
\,'1,

c>~\e
C

o~
'(;)0

20°

40~

4

5"x10 N
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NS",VTON'S LAWS

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Color Black, transparency base

Sheet 2;

Color Green,

Sheet 3;

Color Blue,

Sheet 4;

Color Purple, overlay 3, Hinge on right

overlay 1,
overlay 2,

Hinge on left
Hinge on top

Trim sheets so that they can be turned up one at a time.
Lecture Notes:
This transparency is best used as a review or summary of
Newton's Laws after a full treatment has been given

352
T 1-5-1 C

E',Il'ON'S LAWS

Student Notes and Directions:
This transparency should be used to REVIEW Newton's Laws
of Hotion.

1.

2.

Turn up overlay 1.
(a)

Ilould the inertia of a body be different on the moon?

(b)

Give an example of a situation in which an object
may be said to be moving or at rest depending on
who is observing it.

(c)

:Vhat is meant by "frame of reference"?

(d)

How does statement D differ from what Aristotle said?

(e)

'1lbat are the conditions of forces acting on a body,
the body.' s velocity and its acceleration '.. .hen it is
in equilibrium?

Remove overlay 1, Turn up overlay 2.
(f)

.

iVhat would happen t'.:> a body I s acceleration if the net
force acting on it were doubled?

(g) How many ne\Ytons of force "rauld be required to accelerate 5 Kg at 3 m/s 2 ?
(h) "'/hat acceleration would be producec by a net force of
3 N acting on a mass of 6 Kg?

3.

Remove overlay 2, turn up overlay
(i)

3.

Name the action and reaction force in each of the
si tuations shown.

·aoT uo peaq 'peaq
uo a01 t ~ dn q1Jea ~U1T[nd JossaJoJd-UoT10eaJ 'UM.Op JOS saJoJd
~U1rrnd .£1TAeJ~-uo110e G ~81e}js uo a01-UOnoeaJ '80T uo 81 e}jS
oe
m
-uon
1( 1) Gs/
~·O (ll)
N~1 (~) alqnop PTno!'\ 11 (J)
OJ8Z
u011eJalaooe '1ue1suOO £11001aA 'OJ8Z 01 wns S80JC.!i (8) 1xa1 JO
G·d eas (P) ·p8AJasqo ~u1aq 10arqo 8q1 01 aAne18J JahJ8sqO ue
JO uonow JO 1saJ JO a1e1s aq1 01 SJ8JaJ Sl11.L (0) £110018.<\ 1 ue
-1suoo e :joe ~UnlaAeJ1 u1eJ1 e u1 s10arqO (q) ON (e) : SE,2F.fNV
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I. THE LAW OF INERTIA.
A body will continue in its state of rest' or uniform motion unless acted upon' by an unbalanced
force.
THIS PROPERTY IS CALLED INERTIA AND IS MEASURED BY THE BODY'S MASS
THIS LAW PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT INSIGHTS:
A.

INERTIA IS A BASIC PROPERTY OF ALL MATTER ~

B.

THERE IS NO DYNAMIC DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REST AND UNIFORM MOTION.

C.

WHETHER AN OBJECT IS AT REST OR IN UNIFORM MOTION DEPENDS ON THE FRAME OF
REFERENCE OF THE OBSERVER.

D.

THIS LAW HOLDS FOR ALL BODIES WHETHER CELESTIAL OR TERRESTRI,AL.

E.

EQUILIBRIUM IS DEFINED AND THE STAGE IS SET FOR THE SITUATION
ANCED FORCES DO ACT ON A BODY.

~RE UNBAL~

l.r\
l.r\
(Y)

2.THE SECOND LAW.
The acceleration of a body is directly proportional to the unbalanced force and inversely pro-portional to the mass of the body.

a exf

a

Q(.

\/m

IF 1 NEwrON IS DEFINED TO BE THAT FORCE WHICH CAUSES A 1 KILOGRAM MASS TO. BE
ACCELERATED AT 1 METER PER SECOND PER SECOND, WE MAY WRITE:

a = f/m

~

3. THE LAW OF ACTION

a

REACTION.

For every force that one object exerts on a
second, the second object .exerts
op'posite force

on

the

an eaual and

first.

T.HIS LAW SHOWS THAT:
A.

FORCES ALWAYS OCCUR IN PAIRS

B.

EACH FORCE OF THE ACTION - REACTION PAIR ACTS ON A DIFFERENT

C.

THE FORCES ARE EQUAL IN MAGNITUDE BUT OPPOSITE IN DIRECTION.

O~JECT.

35'7
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APPARENT WEIGHT

Teacher Notes
Production:
Sheet 1;

Clear acetate, transparency base

Sheet 2;

Black, overlay 1

Sheet 3;

Black, overlay 2

Lecture Notes:
This transparency is best used for discussion purposes.
See student notes for questions which might arise.
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Student Notes and Directions:
1.

Turn up overlay l.
Frame l.
---ra;-Is the professor in equilibrium?

Be careful.

Frame 2.

~\"hy has the professor's vmight apparently increased?

Frem) 3.
c
If Professor Whizz normally vleighed 600 N YThat would
his apparent weight be here?

Fr(~) 4 it

may be said that the professor is pulling 3 gees
at this point. ':lhat do you think this means?

Frame 5.

(e)
(f)

Something has gone vlrong with the motor. At this
point it is just Harking well enough to overcome
gravi ty pulling it downward. Thus the rocket's
up'''ard acceleration is zero.
':lould the rocket stop at this point?

Assuming the rocket has not risen very high, what is
the profes sor IS ,.,eight now?

Frame 6
~s it possible for the rocket to be moving upward
in this frame?

(h)
2.

lfuat would the professor's Height be here?

Turn back overlay 1, turn up overlay 2.
Frem) 7. The rocket's mators have stopped altogether.
i
1,olhat is the professor's apparent "Teight now?

Cj)

'..l hat action and reaction forces are there?

Frame 8.

The rocket flips over.

Frem) 9. The failing motor reignites.
k
'"lhat is the professor's apparent weight nm.,?
(1)

According to the professor, vThat is he doing?

Frame 10.
(m)

According to the profes sor, which end of the rocket
is the floor?

ANS~ERS:

(a)
It depends on which frame of reference you are
- using. (b) Because the scales must exert extra upHard force
to accelerate him (c) 12001[ (d) He has three times his

C~)m6~0~ei~~5 ~:~, N~ril;t a l'~~l~o~~:r~o (~)c3~~e~au) tg ~ stop.
(~;. G(~)i:i2b uhl i Cl) t~~a~~~~:to~O~~~G~:~~t~m)u~~~nfo~h:se~~th
nO\v see it (n) No, He did not !mO\{ the Height of the scales
in the beginning and that is all they are measuri:1g nOH.
(0)-2 Gees (p) Up and dO\m "'ould suddenly reverse and the
professor Hould go plunging at high acceleration into the
'nose of the rocket.
.

l1oe1uoo opew 1e~Oo.I eq+
1 ue + su 1 04+ +e .IosseJ0.rd e41 01 uedde4 Plne/,\ 1eG/1

(d)

'cl awe.I..r
(.+U1 0d
514+ +e :3uHlnd .Ie s seJo.Id eq1 51 seen AU ew /,\0R

(0)

(.+ou A'ql.\ .Ie A'ql.~ (.+u1od 514+ +e
pee .I PInON seleos 04+ 1 eqll 110+ 0+ 01Q1 s so d +1 5!11(~&eJ..r

(PI +uo:J) s o1 oN +uopn+s
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Letter of Commendation

THE

RQ),A~ ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF

ONADA
363

253, COLLEGE STRLET

TORONTO 211, ONTAIUO

Toronto

Centre,

R.A.'S.C.

Dear David,
On the agenda of our latest General Assembly held in -Halifax,
the end of .June, I happened to notice under the headin~ of "Exhibitions"
a slide and tape pre6egtation: prepared by some people tram st • .John's,
on the topic of the advancments made in 6pace travel. Being an avid fan
of all space shots, I made a special attempt to view

·t~is .show.

I was delight-!ully suprised by the quality 9.Ltl};1.s projectl
I liked it so much

inf~ct,

I sat through the whole thiJtg three timesl

The photography Vias excellent, and the 6cript ( of whi~h.I have X,er~~ed
off, while at the Post....Qffi.ce). was a reClarkable piece 4f research I I
asked Randy what caused the6e two people to devote 60

~uch ~ffort

to

the completion of this ·project. The answer that he Gave !:le, "'as that it
r;as conpleted

~y

two fligh School 6tudents. I

disabbree~,

~or

I had only .

seen work of this high -~tandara, attemptled by 60me 6tu~ents of A6tronomy,
at te!1?ing U. B. C.

. ".

Randy had told me that your Phy6ics teacher, . J or r:hom this project
was or.iginall; done, haP.- awarded you all .p.o6?i ble mark!'.. for

i~. J;i~ :;as

",;re-than correct in his ~valuation. You and.your partIjer., John~~~f~
r.ave certianly produced :aD excellent project, for six-;;:onth' s r:ork.
Good luck.in,...;our future studies, to both of.yon.

0(J: Tr:lU ts~.

AS6t; )Jet. Toronto, R.A.S.

Dean:of AstrophY6ics,
~;cGiil University.
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Laboratory Equipment List

A COMPLETE

LIS1~

OF LABORATORY

AND ACTIVITY MATERIALS FOR

PHYSICS: A HUMAN ENDEAVOUR
by Bill Walnh

W
0"V\

I:::~ :':"';S: I O~!

:

The following list was compiled to form sev 3ral functions: L To let teachers know the
cO::lplete range of materials required for th~ course.
2. To let teachers know what
l

a:

~~;~~l~;~ ~~ea r;~~~~~~n~n~a~~;Ch are frills
i~ f~~~e t~~ ~~t;~r:~;ory
reauired for each individual experiment and activity
5. To let teachers know the
current average cost (1976) of these materials
6. To offer some suggestions
about how some of the materials may be prodL:.ced by the teacher
In ordering electronic componants the teacher will do well to select one reliable
supplier and stick with him. Many of these componants produced by different companies
are not compatible.
Explanation of headings:
El:A Experiment and/or activity which the equipment is used for.
QUA.''1 Qu:>ntity of materials required for 5 (five) lab groups working at a time.
P:tI Priority - Tells whether the equipment is required (R). Nice to have in the lab but
not absolutely essential (N), or uneccessary (U)
eH
An inventory check space to keep a running check on materi!1ls in stock or yet to be
ordered

'Q;

HOi! TO USE THE LIST:
Note tht't items recur whenever they are required for an experiment or activity.
recurring items have no price given and in -:he NOTES you are referred to the experiment
or activity in which they originally appeared. The list can be used as a checklist for each
experiment or activity and as a runnin~ invC:lntory list.
Note that no audio visuRl equipment is listed here. Some of the experiments require certain
A-V 1·:2ter1als these are listed in a separat3 form.
See" Audio-Visual and other Instructional
mE!terials for P:iYSICS: A HUNAN ENDEAVOUR"
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z
o
E-l

o

L-

t'l-

E 0: A

~~A-"

E 1.1

1+4
1+4

•

,)ESC~IPTION

3

1+4
1+4
1+4
1
1
1
1+4
1+4+5
2
6+14
E 1.2

6 liters
E 2.1-A

5
or

2.1-:S

PRI

Cloud Chamber
High power light source
Sheets polarizing film
1 11 ter cylinders (Plastic)
'!'ubes to fi t in above
Tuning forks 512 Hz
!"an cart
Collision Balls app
St. Louis Hotor
6v battery **
SPS'!' switch
1 Ib soool commutator wire
alligator clips (pk. 12)

~ + 5 ~~~~e~e~iP&l~~~d:~t~-range

5+10
5+5
5
1
or 1
1
1
1

Dynamics Carts
C clamps
!-leter sticks
:Salloon Pucks

r""

Pro 3

R
]!..
J:\
,~

J;

~.25
.95
.

}l

r-

~~
~:,

~

11.-

"~
1\

:a..

1\

~

Edmund

~:~~

.65
.40
.40
.50
obta in loca lly
9.20

g

60Hz 120 volt

1~

1',
l~

1~

cleaner
Vacuum ,ir
trock
Polaroid 420 camera
Tripod
Xenon Strobe

~~~~

NOTES
Purchase with dry ice scource

obtain locally
4.50
25.85
Holt, Rinehart
2g:n *1 Edmund
obtain locally
.84
obtain locally
obta in loca lly

~

*2

1\

*4

COST

See E 1.1

5 1-1. cylinders
1" diam steel balls
~1I d
glass
i " cork
"
glycerine or light oil

Ticker tape timers

CH

]\

r

'J..

U.

u.
u.

\.l

17.10
3.70
1.35
9.50
86.35

obtain locally
Get spring bumpers also"
or obtain locally

get on loan
With mOl:or strobe

124.50

FUR':':-:"""S:t ~:O'!'ES: 1. Combination Motor-Generators C,ln also be purchased at about the same price.
2. ':'hese are expensive but perman",nt, at least b/o should be purchased for other uses.
?'.It aside the cost of one each year and gradually build up to five.

~: g:~;;a~i;ht~~~l~;i~~i~ir;~~i~~:n~~stTh~P~~~I1~~P~~s
a~a~i~et~;~t.t~~~~dt~et~~ertaken
p:oject for stUdents.

If a table is required air hockey games are much cheaper".

8S

a

UJ

~

::orA
::2.1C

E2.2A
E2.23
E2.2C
~2.3

E3.1

Qr:A.~

'5

DSSC~IP1'ION

Ell CH

Drapery tracks 6 ft.
Roll masking tape
Electric stopclocks
steel balls

5
5
5
5
5

sets s.J.ottBd
ticker tape
C clamps
wood ramps
ticker tape

5
5
5
2.2'
5
5

Hand held strobes
'!.'icker tape timers & C clamps

10
5
5
E 3.211
3

COST

R

weights & holder
timers

24.60

P.

23.90

(BUChner)~1

Obta in locally
See E 2.lA
See E 2.lC

E

3.~

~

3:~~

R

.R

E3.3A

1
I

33.33

"5

,

timer"* '2.-

stopwatch 1710 sec
s'.:eel ball
im':lact board 2 'x2' plywool1
':>u~e'.ltes

olates
electric timers

~

:R
R

R

the pcrpose

Use. 'top" of

:fave.lI- bottle s .

~

See E 2.IC

R

8.00
160.00

:R

38.3'5

11

:D.

6.10

U.

';:'!1

:L~':'H3~ XC)':SS:

See E 2.lA

1.10
,50
2.75
1.70
1.84

Tracks balls & stopclocks
Air track

~hg~~~~;lc~~~~~

Cheaper & better than stopwatches
See E 2.lA
See E 2.lA

6"xQ I
timers & C clamps

large plastic funnels
~ub!:>er hose
eyedroppers (Dz)
hose clamps
lab stanc.s
ring & clamps
test tube clamps
tr.<>cks & balls

NOTES
Obt~ in lo~ally

J?,
'~"T:\:'O

See E 2.IC
See E 2.IB

See E1.2
Obtain locally
Get from chern lab
obtain locally
See E2.lC

1. Can be rel'l~cec. by Galileo Lab Hateri~ls Kit at $5.15 ( not as good but serves
2. An expensive item but gets More use in radioactivity experiments.

~
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D'::SC~IP1'ION

QUAn

3·jC

1
1
1
5
3
5
1

3.3D
3.3E
3.3?
3.3G

~l
Xenon Strobe light
Golf Ball
Photographic meter stick
pendulum bobs
spools fishing line
AccelerCltion of gravity app
"
" " filmloop
See E 2.1C for all equipment

P:U

CH '.:lCOST

:lJ,
,u,

124.50

J),
)~

3.60
2.00

R

?),

R

23.00

NOTES
Useful also for demonstrations
Obtain locally
Use a hooked weight
Obta in loca lly
Make as. descrlibed
See 2.1C
obtain locally
Xake up locally

P,

i

Drapery track 4'
Dime and feather tube
Vacuum Pump
Ping pdmg ba 11
Large washers
tape recorder

::4.1

1

Shutter for linear air track'

~l,

make locally

::5.1

5

1 ft. rulers with center channels
collision carts
steel balls

:R

obtain locally
See E2.1A
See E 1.2

1
1
1

A3.1
A3.3
A3.5
]..3.6

~

5+10
5
5

E5.2

,0-2,5 Nt. Spring balances
collision carts
TT timers

21

l~

19.70
275.00

1\

~J.

P-

fS

3.00
S~e E~.lA

See E2.1A

=:5.3
::5.4

Ob~Bin 10~al1Y

·oJ..

5
2 ok
;. 15 .

,

20" diam. circles from perf board
oerf bd. hooks
spring bl'!lances

~

A 5.4
.\5.5
A 5.6

spool of cotton
opllistics cart
Accelerometer (large)

J?,.

1

:-:issed

1

3atery driven Bulldozer

R

1

?'..':l.':'r.::~ ~O'!'ES:

Ob~a in 10~Bl1Y

See E 5.2

1.\
}\

Obtain locally
29.40
1(,.50

1. Strobe light is useful only where room can be dimmed or completely darkened
i f not buy a blinky.

w

-..J

0

371

'S~:-l·"

6.113

Q:J:"~:

!)3SCRIPTIO;~

•
:10

N?

6.2
6.3'\
B

equipment required
Globe

Celest~al

!.

5

;::n Cll C')3T
R

6(,.95

R

7.50

equipment required

Transparent globe kit

5

!.

large styrofoam balls 9"diflm
Filmstrip "1etrogd mot of mars

U

J..6.7

R

21.00

::7.1

1

Sun Photos Filmstrip'

R

3.80

~~:~

1
1

Phonograph turntable
Fouca ul t Pendulum

R

::8.1

2 pk. Thumbtacks

::8.2

1 set

E9.l

Use balls about 30 em. diam.

No equipment required

6.4
A6.4

NOTES

5

~:ars

orbit lab books & overlays

Centripetal force app.

Obtain locally (See above)
Holt I Rinehart

Use 2 broken record' player
i·:ake using turntable

1\

Obta in 'loca lly

R

R

18.75

1-1

2.70

t:
See picture & obtain locally

\.JJ
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~
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~
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P
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~
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r£J

EorA

~UAN

10.1

10

DESC!UPTI,JN
Rubber bands 9" lone
Carts,clamps, stands & TT timers

10.2

Same as above

10.3

Plasticine·
Same as above
~

~o

10.5 & 6
AlO.l

11.1

2

5
5

NOTSS

COST

Obtain locally
See E 2.1A

~

Obtain locally
See 2.1B
See 3.2B
See 3.2B

Linear air track & vacuum clr.
Phot::lcells
5 Decade counter timer

1

10.4

P!U CH
.L~

equipment required

Trinle beam balances
;':icro test tubes (doz)
Boilin~ flasks & stoppers
100 g lead nitrate
100 g KI
Pk large fhlsh bulbs

1=\

R

44.00
1.77
4.00
3.55
3.20

Conversion of Energy app
3V po\oTer supplies

:&.

3.87

::-....
n.
:R
:R

G~t fr~m ch~m l~ b

Obtain locally

11.2

Dynamics car, spring scale, timer
and meter sticks

See E2.lA,E2.1C,E5.2,

11.3A

TT timer & weights
CamE?ra, strobe, meter stick
& golf ball

See E2.1A and 2.2A
See E2.1B,E2.1A,3.3C

:s

.'\11.1

1
1

,

l+~

~

Radiometer
Thermocouule
~acroo C'l::leter
BC't';ery & bulb light source

~;gGr.1~ e~~~~ t~~S~~a gneto)

I:lierou!1one
A:::plif'ier & pOl~er supply
Spea:{ers

R
]..

1\

:R

R

4.25
2.50
40.75
1.89

Jl.

~8.50

R

95.00
8.00

l~

R

~

See E2.lA

Cheaper ones available
Get from Chern Lab
From a broken tap~ recorder
Used again later'
Get from old radio or -;V

w

":)?

_·.4-·~~~-<fb~

Eo~~

Q"Jr\;~

1,11.1

E12.1

12.2

!ESCRIPTIJN

1
Auto thermostat
1 Geiger tube
1
5 !:lecade counter timer

?!U CH

:s.

COST
45.00

5
15
5

lever supports
lever clflIDos
sets slotted. wts & hanger

]..

R

1. 70

5
10

single pv.lleys
double pulleys
\{eights & nt balances

F..
:R

1.25
1.65

'~i th

A12.1

inclined plane

13.1

ilave demonstrators (spring)

13.2
13.3

13. 4 ,5,6

pulley

.1\

9.00

,R

b .os

1\

~

46.50
8.95

IJ..

4.65

Ripole tanks *1
Poi ?O\~er light sources
3V power supplies
:theostats

use test tube clamps
use fishing line
See E2.2A

Y~u c~n ma~e y~ui

0:;n

See E2.1A

See above
See E13.1
See E13'.3

13.6

:':'3.6

riO~ES

Obtain locally
Used again later
See E3.2A

As above

13.7

n~:~

b~t--u......

Rota tor motor
}~oire patterns on acetate
'..: ave machine

7!l
:N

102.25

Hand rotator 40.95

:N

FtrP.:'r.t:R KOTES: 1. These expensive items can be sllbstituted for by the use of the PSSC
~::!.mloops on waves.
vihen shO\m on ? rear view projector these can be used for
q'-',,:1tite-:ive experiments. Obtain instead the Hipple tpnk for the overhead projector
;>:.-ice- 344.50 :;ven this OM can be made i f a. '~ave generator is purchased.
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14.1

2
pl;>stic funnels (medium size)
2 sneakers
1 +1'
!,udio :;'unction Generator
1
f.~p 2.: power supply
1
Sh'!et 6 1 x6" each of glass,wood,metal
styrofoam, cardboard, cloth
Sound meter
lC'rge balloon
source of C02

14.2
14.3

COST

R

1.00

R

50.00

i::),SS

See Al1.l

R

See 1\ 11.1

Obtain locally
Optional
Obti'in locally
22.50 Or get a C02 extinguisher

:A
R
1\

No 'SQuipment required
10

5

5

5

tuning forks
1 1. cylinders
olpstic cylinders to fit above
cprdbonrd cylindflrs
vpripble speed motor
Savc-rt I s ,·,heel
Jscilloscope
I,r:!j)., ?o'"er Sup., Mic., Tuning Fork
Sound ~:eter
Varipble sneed motor
Pc sheet metal 15x15 em.

A14.1
1.14.2

~i~:~
hl'+.6
-"1'+.7

~:~~~~e~:nn.

1,~'+.S

of

315.1

Large ml!gnifying glass
Photocell & motor
Discharge tube Power supp.
11
11
@ :;?f>.90
,

5
::15.23 2
5+5

boxes
::tay box optics kits
P:< ball head pins
Plane l:1irrors 1. 5x6" on a st~nd

~ay

See ELl
See :n.2

~

R
1'..
:R

O~~ain loc~lly

See A13.l
~

tJ,

~

N

Tuning forks ft.pp
rt
A~p-Po'Ter Sc., 1 spea ker, Oscilloscope
Function gens

::tesonance

A14.1C

::15.2A

?RI CH

310.00 Cheaper models avb1.
See Al1.1
See E14.1
See 1\14.1
obtain locally
96.00
27.00
47.00 Can be Clade with two similar forks
See :.11.1, 1.14.2
See !U4.l

R.

0

Obtain locally

R
l<-

IZ

48.50
20.70
""l
""l

Q.

R
r~
"

Obtain locally
~~ake from brolten mirror

~,;

S15.3A
E15.33
::15.4

Q'JP~:

i
~

,§
"5

10
1
1
1
A15.1
A15.2
1.15.3

Al~.4

A15.5

A15.6

2
3
1
1
1

1

:JSSCRIPTION
P?I CH
*1
'.
Refraction Dishes
11 ter of glycerine
il.efraction dishes & ball head pins
::quilateral prisms 75mmx9mm
~ay boxes
Sets plastic color filters
Laser
Sheets red naner
Battery & bUlb sets
~'later paint set
Youngs s11 t app
i1icrometer
Refraction of particles app
Polarizin3 filters
Icela!1d spar crys tals
Laser
set l:>ser lenses 1 convex,lconcave
?:< 3000 liSA Polaroid film
,{ire l00p 2" diam
:;g lamp
set interference plates
!'ts. rings app
Color wheel

E16.1A3 10

Pla!1e mirrors ,ray boxes, pins

Elf>.2A
:.:16.23

Ray box & optics kit
Light bench supports
lens holders (small)
candle holders
c8!1cles
screen holders
concave m~rrors

10

c:

~
~

5
:::16.3A3C 5
X:r:'S3:

1.

convex lenses

(pr)

COST

NOTES
See E1.2
See ::15.3A & E15.2B

~~

2.60

r

5.25
225.00

See E15.2A

1,\
({

:~

R

4.15
18.75

r~

5.80

?.

.85
O'Jta in loca lly

R.
g,
\'1

}ia ke your own
See ELl
See E15.4

1\'\:1.

'R

Best quality many demo. uses
Obtain locally
See Al1.1
On loan from art roo:n

JI.a ke your own

~

21. 50
3.95
29.50
See S17.2B

R.

r<

1.15
1.15
1.20

R

1.15
'1.35

r<.

P-

See E15.2A
Meter sticks see Z2.lA
Obta in locally

\. '5'0

Pssc Optics kit contains all these el'3ments at 86.25

IJJ

"l
0.>

See E16.2B
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po-;

rzJ
rzJ

~

rz..

e3p
~

0

~
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rU

E&A

':;'_'G

E17.1

T)ssc'nPTImr

~

~~~~~i~~li~d~r~~, f~ik~l~~~ic etc

R

v{:1',l G: acetate &: wax
5

5

10
::17.2

10
orlO

5

P:tI CH

~~~~ ;~~~~;~\~~f~e~fg~~~~~te
~,i~: ~~!~;~p~

_

clamps

COST

l:')TSS

l.05

Average cost

Obtain locally
See 33.1
Ha ke $r.our own

~,

l!leta1 rods 3" long
R
~etal spheres on insulatec stands
N
Pi -:h ball electroscopes (<.'\z. balls) ~

f\

3.90

Obta in loca lly

::17.3

?:< soda straws, pins, toothpicks

E17.4

nllikan I s app
::1 '[oltage pO\'ler supply

N
1\

62.00
20.00

.A17.1

LeC'f type electroscopes
?riction rods &: p;lds
:lectrostlltic pinwheel
Van de §raff

R.

7.00

,,:

52.50

student cells ~lith electrodes (10)
0-3 vdc voltmeters
100 g ?otassium dichromate
300 cc conc H2S04

r.:

7.90

Pk (50) e;raphite con ted strofoam
bo>lls
?lastic cups
1. glycerine

A17.3
::18.1

~

,

:z.'

1'~

Obtain locally
See E1.2

J
5

§ ea

~ ~~n~~, E'~~~~;r~UPPlies 3

VDC

f~
r~

2.95

'~

1<-

~~gs;~f~c~~~,2 ohm

1\

1 soool C'n:1unciator \~ire
20 . test leads ~1 alligator clips ( clips Zonly)

Kit form
Triple range vm better ~28. 75
Get from chern lab
See All.l
Obtain locally

28.75

4.(,5

rheostats

''f;.

See ::17.1

Circui t boarcs see notes (construction sheets)
? pcs perf bd 18 1 x12"
R

218.2

!'ia Ite your own
Zxpensive items't m"ke yr. o'tm
Make your 0'II'll stands

3.36

See E18.1 & E2.1A
See ::13.3
or other combination
See S1.1
obtClin locally
per dz

W

0>

o

y':'~!..

Eln.2-4

Q"':!':':

l
35

DE:;c:lI?!I'Y:

P::I C!!

?I< nuts & bolts
t~rr.;inals

;:O'!.'~5

CO'3T

Ob~Clin 10~allY

I~

5

2 I lengths of thick copper \{ire
small co:':oasses (dz)
'o·....er supplies (or f-V bAtteries)
rheostats & ring stands
wire helixes

B19.2

5

current bal,pnces

:\

31.55

Cheo>per model avbl "'10.1.

Z19.3

5
5
5

induction coils (prim & sec)"f<?
bp.r magnets
galvpnometers (use 3 rg ammeters)

:z.

22.29
3.21

"Roll your own"

1

Electric fields app. (for overhead)

't'-\

Z19.1

5

2~
~

A19.3

R
(I

3.(,0

';Z

!)bt~

rz

"~oll

R

«

in bpt teries locally
See :'::13.3 & E3.1
your O\m"

See :U8.2)

Z:{T:\.~ ;:oJ:'SS: 1&2 Instead of purehasing both coils r:;et the air core solenoid ~ 14.57 ~n~ \{ind
your o\m primary coil. The air cor solenoid is then used "lith a cheaper current
bp.lance @ 3.50. Extra mo>terip.ls requi:'ec1 with this balance are a rheostat)

'.1'

6v-5arnp source) ammeter and wires all materials alre8dy listed.
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t:~:A
~21.1

E21.2A
::21.23
321.2:

:3SC?,IPTION

Q'';!'3

6 vdc 1" soark inductton "coil
discherge tube (canel ray)
Crookes tube
?:!.uorescent effects tube
;':altese Cross tube
X-:tClY tube (inoperative)
1l"rEe horshoe mClgnet

P'il CH

rl

,:,
1·1

~~

f'!.

rz

3ac:iation sources
1..
C'J ... ~ Quali +y leaf electroscopes
.
Cloud chexbers
Geige!.' tube (for use with decade countt:lr)
P:< radiation ~bsorbers
i<-

Get from loc?l hospital
1

21.L.C

21.5A
21.53

~adioisotope

.\21.2

;,2:.3

A2::..4

322.1

co~es

\-lith each cloud che:nber

~ee ~~7.1
vee ::'.1..1

45.00

See 'Z3.2B
'Jbtain locally
See 21.2C

events app.
Cloud chClmbers & acc.
Geigt:lr counter & acc

1.21.1

l1iS tube Fisher (jl 6.78

4.40

::21.3
21,4A
21.4:J

i:')1'~S

COST

37.80
1,6.20
43.10
43.05

~cmc1om

sets (60) 6 faced dice
minigenerator
Geiger counter & acc
~ydrochloric acid
Rand held tesla coil
Crookes tube
3~OO J.31, pol?roid land film
::0 equipme!1t !'equired
Vecuur:l cleaner, 1 geiger counter
?:< gfS l:mtern mentels
Pic filter oaoer
?:< Ion exch8nse resin bep-ds
Spectroscope (good quality)
Spectru:n tubes & po'o/er supply

R

39.90

Cheaper ones avbl
See 31.1
See 321.2C

~

'Z

40.00

tl

23.15

See E21.2C
Get from chem lab
See E21,l
See 1, 15.4
See S2.1B & E21.2C
Obtain locally
Chern lab

1.1
1-1
r-~

92.00

See E15.1

!::!::A

~U:.~:

1.22.2

1
20
1

:>::;3C:tIF':'D~1

Pin CH

C1rcul,"r trey 18" diam
ring !::agnets (pk 16)
1b dyali te beads

f~

R

COST

iWTSS

Obtain locally

7.25
2.75

J.22.3

1

Potential hill
:n9rbles

!'!.
,.c.

Obtein locally

::23.1

1

Decay series set

R.

See E21.4A
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m:SCIUPTION

@

Twin D cell holders

0.79

Resistors

0.29 for 2 (approx valuos only)

ea. as listed

Al1iea tor clips

1.79 for 10

T)SSC:lIPTION

QUJ.:':

Cloud chambers
li ter-s o~ semi- or fully transpflrent
viscous liquid
electric stopclocks
:i'le decade counter timer*

160.00
10.00

Celestia:!. globe

66.95

A::!pHfier - Power supply *

Hany uses
Locally available

3.87

4·5.00

:u~ction

50.00

?igh VX PO\fer supply*

These Are cheaper than most stop',latches

95.00

Geiger tube*
Generators*

Require a C02 extinguisher
Locally avbl- antifreeze or glycol

21~.hO

5attery driven toy bulldozer

:::1ergy conversion apparatus

l\OTES

@

).25

R;'

J,jOne

~Iill

suffice

20.00

:tando:n events app (dice set)
:ladioisotope minigenerator

40.00

* !.:C'~~e sure when ordering electronic equipment thllt the componants are compatible.
to select 0~1e supplier. and stick with them for 1111 such componlmts.

It is best

':'ota:!. cost of these materials is :;;'645.55 - all l:rices quoted are from Boreal Labs Ltd 75-76
ca:alogue. ':'he iClplixontation period for the course is t\vO years so this amounts to ~323
per ~·ear-. :,ot I'n exhorbitant figure.

So~e schools '.,rill require more equipment than .this and some will have some of it.
fig'.ll'E' is an ?overage a:'1ount '....hich should be pro-Tided by the gov I t.

The .)(,45

See" A Corro:!.ete list :>f Laboratory and f.ctlvity Meterials for Physics: A Human £ndeavour"
by b:'11 \\alsh for complete list.

co
"'l
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Media Checklist
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INSTRUCTIONAL HATERIALS

for
PHYSICS: A HUMAN ENDEAVOUR

390

MO UL8 1
MOTION

391
FILMLOOPS
1.

From Project Physics

Check

Acceleration Due to Gravity 1
2
Vector Addition; Velocity of a Boat
A Matter of Relative Motion
Galilean Relativi ty 1
2

3

Analysis of a Hurdle Race

Rating
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

3
3

392
OVERHEAD TRANS PARENC IES

1.

From Project Physics
Using Stroboscopic Photographs
Stroboscopic Measurements
Graphs of Various Motions
Instantaneous Rate of Change
~~;i~~~~~~o~~ ~p~e~it + t at 2
Tractor Log Problem
Projectile Motion
Path of a Projectile

2.

Locally Produced
Uniform Motion 1 Plotting d-t graph
2 Slope of d-t graph
3 Area and dis tance
4 Area and dis tance
Uniform Acceleration 1 v-t graph
2 Area & dis tance
3 Area & distance
4- d-t graph
5' tangents
6 a-t graph
7 Summary
Deriving Motion Equations
Galileo 's Incline 1
2
Motion on a Line 1 a-t graph analysis
2 v-t graph analysis
Displacement Vectors
Veloci ty Vectors 1
2
Force Vectors 1
2
Newton's Laws
Apparent Weight

CHECK

Rating

3
2

2
2
2
1

3
3
3

393
PROGRA 1ME

1.

INSTRUCTION MATERIALS

From Project Physics

Check

Rating

Booklets
Equations 1
2

Solving Simple Equations
Application of Simple Equations

3 Combining two Relationships

Vectors
2

1
1
1

The Concept of Vectors
Adding Vectors

3 Componants of Vectors

2.

Merlan
Tape - Text
Graphical Analysis Series
Program 1
2

~

1

FILMS

1.

From Project Physics

Check

2.

:3

3

From The Department of Education
Division of Instruction Film Catalogue
Action and Reaction
Albert Einstein
Aristotle and the
Scientific Method
Cosmic Zoom
Deflecting Forces
Galileo
Galileo I s Law of
Falling Bodies
Laws of Motion
Preface to Physics
Veloci ty and
Acceleration

Rating
2

People and Particles
Synchrotron
The World of Enrico Fermi

15 min.
16 min.

color
color

14
8
30
14

min.
min.
min.
min.

color
color
b w
b w

5 min.
13 min.
15 min.

b w
color
color

14 min.

b w

(1977)
1
1

2
1

3
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PHYSICS: A liUMAN ENDEAVOUR
NAME.

CLASS

_

DATE

_

Note to students:
The purpose of this quiz is to determine how
familiar you .already are w:tth the materials which we will be
studying during the first termo It is not expected that you
will get a high mark on this paper and the results will not
count in your evaluation.
SELECT THE LETTER OF Tl:E BEST RESPONSE WHICH COMPLETES THE MEAN
ING OF THE 5T ATEMENT AND PLACE IT IN THE BLANK ON THE RIGHT.
1\ car travelling at 16 rr.eters per second will travel

1.

(~h) (~~eg~5in(~)s~~on1~) 128

(--)

2.

A car inc:::ea ses its speed at a rate of 6 meters per
second every second. If it starts from rest , its
speed after 3 s8conds will be C1..J meters per second (_ _ )

3.

( ? ) is kno1lm as liThe Father of Modern Science".

(a) 2

(b)

(-a-)N e-.rt on

0.5

: -I

6

0

7.

1.

2.

~

(-)

T~'J slope of the graph on the

• •
I

o

(d) 18

(b) Ga]j J-co (c) Aristotle (d) Einstein

4 dlstJnc@.. (m)

2-

9

(c)

left
is (bT,o
( ? ) m/so
(a) 2
'(c) 10

50

(d)

(-)

5

~~j~~~ ~~~~~l~~d tZedi;{~:'c;h~f

t line (~~--{2) (~~e~s ~~) fg~ s(~)ngs.

~ (sec.)

-

An objec7. -?cc'21e.r.s~ss "!.'r'cr.1 rest at 10 meters/second
for fOlL.... E~ec . .·'~·~::~. The dist·ance the object will
l~)v~::5in (.~~l=-~t.:.:;~: i SO (~h~ ~~~ers.

(-)

2
(-)

A brick and a coin a1.'8 (~l'cpr·ed from the same height
at the same t:'n:3, The: i (._~J.
(__ )
(a) they \\'ill hit the ground at exactly the same time

(b) They each fall at a constant speed which depends
on their weight c
(c) They fall at different rates which depend on air
frict5.on
(d) They f:!l::" at the same rate

397
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8.

An acceleration of 9.8 m/s 2 for a body in free fall
(-)
means C.L).
(a)- the body falls 9.8 meters each second
(b) the body falls 9.8 meters further each second
(c) the body falls 9.8 mls faster each second
(d) the body I s velocity increases by 9.8 mls for every-meter it falls

9.

Which of the following would fall faster if dropped
from the same height in a vacuum? <"'1.J.
(__)
(a) a brick (b) a feather (c) they would both fall at
the same rate (d) they would not fall because they will
have no yeight in a vacuum

10. A quantity which requires the statement of both size

and direction is called a (n) ( ? ).
(a) vector (b) scaler (c) ray Td) segment

(_ _ )

11. The property of a body to retain its state of motion
unless acted upon by an external force is C1.J.
(a) momentum (b) inertia (c ) density (d) energy

(

12. The b!3sic unit of weight in the MKS system of metric
measurement is the ( ? ).
(a) newton (b) kilogram (c) pound (d) megaton

(_ _ )

>

13. A phenomenum is said to be explained in science when
(?).

(8)i t
(b) it
(c) it
(d) it

(--)

can be made to happen at will
is consistent with a generally accepted law
can be defined
can be measured

14. Your -mass is closest to ( ? ) kilograms.
(a) 0.5
(b) 5
(c) 50
(d)500

15.

When no net force acts on a body its (-L) is always
zero.
(a) speed (b) velocity (c) acceleration (d) weight

(_ _ )

(_ _ )

16. A force of 100 newtons is required to accelerate an
object at 20 m/s 2 • The mass of the object is ( ? ) Kg. (
)
(a) 50 (b) 5 (c) 0.2 (d) 2000
- 17. Joe and Moe are standing lim skates in the middle of a
frictionless ice rink and are holding on to opposite
ends of a rope stretched between them. If Joe pulls
on the rope (-L).
(a) Joe will move towards Moe
(b) Moe will move towards Joe
(c) Moe and Joe will move towards each other
(d) Neither Joe ne>r Hoe will move

(_)

-3-
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18. An object is fired vertically upward from earth at 50
m/s. If the acceleration of gravity is 10 m/s 2 , the
object will be in the air for (..-1-) seconds before

returning to the earth's surface.
(a) 5 (b) 10
(c) 200 (d) 500

19. A satellite in orbit around the earth (...1.-).

{_ _ )
(-)

(a) has no acceleration (b) hFls no weight
(c) has no net force acting upon it
(d) pulls the earth toward it with a force equal to
tha t keeping it in or bi t

20. The acceleration of gravity is 10 m/s 2 •

A man in an
elevator is accelerating upward at 2 m/s 2 and drops

:c~:i~;ati~~ ~~ea~~l~h~e~~:~ ;~e (b~lt I :/~2~nward
(a) 20

(b) 5

(c)

8

(d) 12

-

(-)

399
KNOWL'S!)GE
NAf,IE

I~'JVENTJtW

POSTT3;ST

CLASS

3CHaJL"--

_

NOTi!: 'T'O STUDENTS: The purpose of this test is to determine how
well you have come to understand the material covered in the
first module of the Physics: A Human Endeavour Course. The
results of this test will not 1e used for grading purposes and
will have no effect on your final mar ks.
PLACE THE LETTER OF THE BEST RESPONSE IN THE BLANK ON THE RIGHT
10

A car travelling at 14 mls will travel
7 sec e
(a )

2.

2

(b)

o. 5

(c )

21

C1.. )

m in
(

A car increases its speed at a rate of 8 mls every second.
If it starts from rest , its speed after 4 seconds
will be ( ? ) m/so
(
_
(a) 2
0.5
(c) 12
(d) 32

m

WI

( ? ) is known as the IlFather of Modern Science ll •

(8')Newton

4.

_

9.8

(d )

(b) Aristotle

(c) Galileo

(

_

(d) Einstein

The slope of the graph below is (.....1 -) m/s.
(a) 5000
(b) 20
(c) 5
(d) 100:§

(

_

~8
c

'1J

~4)
\J
IVV\€-

o

:z..

4-

(~)

5.

;~ ~h~ ~r:P~na~o~:c~~~s~bject travelled a distance
(a) Ib
(b) 8
(c) 20
(en 80

6.

An object accelerating from rest at 20 m/s 2 for four
seconds will cover a distance of (--1-) meters.
(
(a) 160 (b) 80 (c) 5 (d) 320

7.

8.

)

A dime and a tennis ball dropped from the same height at the
same time (--1-)
(
)
(a) will hit the ground at exactly the same time
(b) will fall at a constant speed which depends on their weight
(c) will fall at different rates depending on air friction
(d) will both fall at the same constant velocity
An acceleration of 9.8 rnls 2 for an object starting
from rest means ( ? ).
(
(a) it moves 9.8 meters each second
(b) it moves 9.8 mls faster after each meter travelled
(c) it moves 9.8 mls fa ster each second
(d) it moves 9.8 meters further ea ch second

_

400
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9.

A brick and a feather are dropped in a vacuum C..L J (
(a) the brick wauld fall faster
(b) the fea ther would fall fas ter
(c) they would fall at the same rate
(d) they would not fall because gravity does not act in a
vacuum.

)

10. A (.2...) requires the statement of both magnitude
and direction.
(a) vector
(b) scaler (c) ray (d) segment

(--)

11. ( ? ) is a measure of the inertia of a body.
(al-momentum (b) density (c) mass (d) volume

(--

12.

13.

14.

15.

The basic unit of force in the MKS system of measurement
is the ( ? )
(
_
(a) kilogram (b) pound (c) newton (d) dyne
A phenomenum is said to be explained in science
when (.2...),
(a) it can be defined (b) it can be measured
(c) it is consistent with a generally accepted law
(d) it can be made to happen at will

(~l~.~ei~~~ ~s (~)s~~t ~~) (260)

meters.

(

)

(--

When no net force acts on a body its (.2...) is zero. (
(a) speed (b) velocity (c) acceleration (d) weight - -

16.

17.

18.

Joe and Moe are standing on skates at the center of a
frictionless ice rink and are holding on to opposite
ends of a rope stretched between them. If Joe
pulls on the rope, (.2...)
(
(a) Joe will move toward Moe
(b) Moe will move toward Joe
(c) Moe and Joe will move toward each other
(d) Neither Joe nor Moe will move
An object fired vertically upward at 80 mls \'iill
if fired from the ground, remain in the air for
( ? ) seconds. ( g = 10 m/s 2 )

(aT8

(b)

16

(d)

32

(e)

64

)

(--

lr01

-319.

A satellite in orbit around the earth ( ? )
(-(a) ha s no a ccelera tion (b) ha s no weight
(c) has no net force acting on it (d) none of these
A man in an elevator accelerating upward at 5 m/s 2

~~~~~e~a~~;;· tO~~~d~8~h~i}io~~a:~r( ~h) ~/~~' s
(a) 2

(b)

15

(c)

5

(d)

50

-

(--
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APPENDIX K

Atti tude Inventory

4-03
l-nfAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARD PHYSICS?

This questionnaire _contains some statements about science and
physics in particular.

After you have carefully read a statement

decide whether or not you agree with it.
whether you agree mildly or strongly.

If you agree, decide

If you disagree, decide

whether you disagree mildly or strongly.

Then, find the number

of that statement on the answer sheet and blacken the space in
column:
1

if you agree strongly

2

if you agree mildly

3 if you disagree mildly
and 4-

if you disagree strongly

Please respond to every question and blacken only one space
for each.
EXAMPLE:

O.

would like to have a lot of money

o.~

This means the respondant agrees strongly with the statement.

404
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1.

Working in physics would be an interesting way to make a
living.

2.

Scientific ideas may be said to undergo a process of evolution in their development.

3.

Ideas are one of the more important products of physics.

4.

Physicists have to study too much and I would not want
to be one for this rea son.

5.

The products of scientific work are mainly useful to scientists, they are not useful to the average person.

6.

I expect physics to be one of the most difficult courses I
take this year.

7.

If one scientist says a theory is true then all other scientists will agree with him.

8.

An important purpose of science is to help man to live

longer.

9.

I expect to enjoy the remainder of the physics course this
year.

10. There are some things which are
a bsolutely true.
11.

knO\'ffi

by science to be

r would enjoy working with other physicists in an effort to
solve scientific problems.

12. Physicists do not
fun.

hav~

enough time for their families and

13. Science is devoted to describing how things happen.

14. r do not want to be a physicist because it takes too much
education.

15. -r

expect physics to be one of the easier courses which
am taking this year.

16.

Ev~ry

citizen should understand science because we are
living in a scientific age.

17. The value of physics lies in its theoretical products.
18. Scientis ts believe that nothing is known to be true with
absolute certainty.
19. The main purpose of physics is to describe nature.

-2-
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20. Science is best learned through careful observation of
nature.
21. Scientific laws cannot be changed.
22. It is not necessary for most people to understand about
science.
23. Today I s electrical appliances are an example of the really
valuable products of physics.
24. I enjoy studying physics and would enjoy using it in some
field of science or technology.

25. Looking at natural 'phenomena is a most important source of
scientific information.
26. I expect my marks in physics to be lower than those in
most of the other courses I am taking this year.
27. Most students would be able to understand the physics course.
28. Most people are able to understand the work of physics.
29. I believe that physics is no more difficult than most of my
other courses.

30. I expect my knowledge of physics to be useful to me in my
later life.
31. Physics is interesting.
32. Physics should only be taken by those students interested
in a career in science or technology.

33. I expect that I will not use "That I learn in physics very
much after I leave school.

34. Physics should only be attempted by above average students.

35. 'I would like to work in a scientific field.
36. People need to understand the nature of science because it
such a great effect on their lives.

37. Scientists are always interes ted in improving their explanations of natural events.

38. Science is learned bes t by reading books.
39. I expect that I will have difficulty in understanding physics.
40. I expect that physics will be one of my highest marks.

-3-

4-06

4-1. The day to day search for scientific knowledge would become boring to me.

4-2. Physics may be described as being mainly an idea generating
activi ty.

4-3. A major purpose of science is to help man live more comfortably.

4-4-. The value of physics lies in its usefulness in solving
practical problems.

4-5'. Scientists should not criticize other's work.
4-6. A major purpose of physics is to produce new energy sources.
4-7. Physics is dry and dull.
4-8. I would like to work in a scientific field.
4-9. All one has to do to learn to work in a scientific manner
is to study the writings of great scientists.

5'0. l-1ost people are not able to understand the work of physics.

ANSWER SHEET

COLUMN

_2

1

__ 3

_°It

1t07

COLUMN

1.

18.

2.

19.

3.

20.

It.

2I.

5.

22.

6.

23.

7.

21t.

8.

25.

9.

26.

10.

27.

II.

28.

12.

29.

13.

30.

Itt.

31.
:-

)1-

15.

32.

16.

33.

17.

31t.
( continued next page )

NAME

1

tt

ANSWER SHEET

PAGE

35.

43.

36.

44.

37.

45.

38.

46.

39.

47.

40.

48.

41.

49.

42.

50.

2
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Teacher

uestionnaire
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
THE LAP PROGRAM
Name of Teacher
School

_

Grade Level

Date
A.

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Location
_

Teacher Qualifications
Teaching grade

Degrees held

Number of physics courses

_

_

mathematics courses
Years experience
B.

_

Context Analysis
Type of school

_

Number of students attending this school

_

Number of classrooms _ _ _ _ Grade levels

_

Would you consider your laboratory facilities: (check one)
(a) above average _ _ (b) average_ _ (c) below average_ _
liould you consider your laboratory equipment: (check one)
(a) above average _ _ (b) average_ _ (c) below average
l'iould you consider the media resources: (check one)
(a) adequate _ _ (b) less than adequate

_

Descri be any special features regarding facilities and
materials below.

C.

Learner Analysis
Compare the students in the LAP group and non-LAP groups
in terms of the following:
(a) LQ. Range

__

410

-2(b)

Acedemic Interest

(c)

Acedemic Capabilities

(d)

Reading Level

(e)

Mathematics Level

(f)

Age Level

State the number of students in each group: LAP

_

non-LAP
D.

LAP Materials
(a)

Rationale
Did you find the rationales; good _ _ fair_ _
poor_ _ ?
Did you supplement any of the rationales with other
motivational materials? Yes
No
If so, specify.

To what extent do you feel students read the rationales?

(b)

Objectives
Rate the objectives given for each LAP from 1 (good)

-3to

5
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(poor) on the following criteria:

1-1-1 1-2-1 1-2-2 1-3-1 1-4-1 1-5-1
completeness
range of levels
clari ty of meaning
necessi ty
relevence
Specify any changes you made in the objectives:

Specify any changes you would make to improve objectives;

(c)

Pretest
Are extra pretests required? _ _
Specify where and for what reason:

(d)

Activi ties
Rate activities as to how well they met the following
obj ectives :
Good Fair Poor
(i)
Provide for a variety of
learning experiences • • • • •
(ii) Provide for a variety of
student types • • • • • • • • • • •
(iii) Provide sufficient experiences to meet stated objectives
(iv)

Provide for remediation • • •

(v)
Provide for the advanced
student
•••••••••

-4-
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(vi) . Provide adequate student
directions • • • •
Describe and explain any changes you made in the suggested activi ties. (Use back of sheet if necessary)

Describe any changes requested by students in suggested
activities.

Where materials readily available for suggested activities?
Comments:

(e)

Self-tests

Did items on the self-tests relate to stated objectives?
Comments:

Were remediation instructions on self-test answer sheets
adequate?
Comments:

(f)

Quizzes

Did items on quizzes relate to stated objectives and the
student self-tests?
Comments:

\'lere opportunities provided for students to do remedial
work and makeup tests if they failed to gain mastery as
shown by the quizzes?
Comments:

-5(g)
E.

413

Optional activi ties (See activi ties)

Hethods
How many scheduled physics periods did you have per week?
Specify the length of time spent on each LAP in the space
below:
LAP number

1-1-1

1-2-1

1-~-2

1-3-1

1-4-1

1-5-1

weeks
Were all students kept on this schedule?
Comments:

At what points were student-teacher interactions present?

Estimate percent of time spent by students in;
Activi ty

LAP

non-LAP

(i) Small group discussion • • • • . . • • .
(ii) Small group work • • • • • . . . . • •
(iii) Experiments • • •
(iv) Lectures • • • • . . •
• • •
(v) Independant study. . • • • . • . • . • •
Comments:

F.

General Comparisons
Indicate \ofhether the following items occurred more (1),
the same (2), or fewer (3) times in the LAP group
(a)

Student initiated student-teacher interactions

(b)

Teacher initiated student-teacher interactions

(c)

Student undertaking of optional acti vi ties

(d)

Use of media (electronic)

(e)

Use of printed rna terials

(f)

Unexpected occurences

-6-
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Did you find any unintended learning outcomes as a result
of the use of these rna terials? _ _ Specify •

.-Jere there any affective consequences noticable?
Specify.

vlhat sections of the materials did you find most effective?

V'hat sections did you find least effective?

:;Iill you use these or other similar materials next year?
State any general comments you have regarding the materials
and their us e.

Comment on the practicality and usefulness of these materials in classroom management.
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Student Questionnaire

STU)ZNT ~UE3TIONNAIRE
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ON THE U3E OF LAPs

School
Date

_
_

Grade

_

Place the letter of the response which best represents your
feelings about the use of LAPs in the physics course.
1.

How many of the rationales did you read?
(a) 1
(b) 2 .cc) 3 ~d) 4
(e) all five

(_ _

2.

Did you find them
(a) useful
(b) notvery useful

(_ _ )

3.

Did your teacher use other methods to explain why a
particular chapter was important?
(a) yes
(b) no

4.

(c) useless

~~~ ~~~f~~nd(~~en~~j~~~;V~~e~~lth(cr~seless

(_ _ )
..' ',_ _

5.

Did your teacher state objectives other than those
in the LAP?
(a) yes (b) no -

(_ _

6.

Did
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(

7.

you understand the objectives _ _
before you studied the section
after you studied the section
never understood most of them
never understood some of them
never read them

¥:)ey~~u ~~)e~osuf~5c;~~;ti~~~ to

8.

Did you read through the chapters on your own _
(a) at home
(b) in school
(c) only read them sometimes
(d) never read them

9.

About what fraction of your time \vas spent in small

i~)ui/!~ti(~5i~/i

(c)-

~-

_

do the activities?

(d) more than

t

(_ _

(_ _

10. Did your teacher circulate among groups asking questions
and explaining things _
(a) seldom (b) half the time
(c) most of the time
(_ _ )
11. Did
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
12.

you feel free to ask your teacher for help _
whenever you need ed it
sOGletimes
never because y:m didn't need it
never because you didn't want to disturb him

(~5dg;~~ f~~~ ;f;i~~~11cr~~pg~~~k -

(--)
(--

-2-
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13.

In the small groups, did, you spend most of your time
(a) fooling around
(b) haVing things eXiJla ined to
you (c) explaining things to others

(_ _ )

14. _~'lhich way do you like to learn best?
(a) lectures
self

(b) small groups (c) studying by your.

(_ _

15.

Did you find that the self-tests
•
(a) helped a lot (b) helped somewhat (c) didn It
help

(_ _

16.

:'/here the questions on the self-test _ _ •
(a) similar to those on the quizzes
(b) not similar to those on the quizzes

(_ _

17.

Did you check your anS\vers on the self-test against
those on the ans\.,er key?
(a) yes (b) No

(_ _ )

18.

Did you find the suggestions in the anSHer key to
the self-test
(a) useful
(bTllot useful

(_ _

19.

','!ere the questions on the quizzes _ _
(a) about what you were lead to expect
(b) almost exactly \vhat you were lead to expect
(c) not like you expected at all

(_ _

20.

Do you think that makeup quizzes _ _
(a) are a good idea
(b) are a poor idea
(c) made you take it easy while studying for the
quizzes because you could al\"ays fall back on them C_ _

21.

Do you think
(a) give you
(b) give you
(c) give you

22.

Do you think tha t
(a) made you work
(b) made you work
wi thout them
(c) made you work

23.

Do you think that LAPs _ ?
(a) are a good idea
(b) are about the same as other methods
(c) are not as good as other methods

24.

Did you enjoy the course so far?
(a) yes
(b) no

25.

You will be going back to regular methojs of instructih~t f(b) t~;r~;s;b~~t t~~a~ourse. Are you (a) glad abou~_ _ )

the LAPs
?
a better chance to do well
about the same chance as other methods
less of a chance

(_ _

the LAPs _ ?
harder
about the same as you would have
less than other teaching methods

(--)

(-->
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Use this sheet to make any COffir.Jents on your anslvers that
you wish to make. Also try to suggest any ways to improve the LAPs.

